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Resumo

A seleção do algoritmo mais efetivo a ser aplicado em determinada instância, baseado nas

caracteŕısticas desta, é um problema que vem sendo estudado na área de meta-aprendizado.

Nesta abordagem, o propósito é estabelecer uma relação entre os atributos dos problemas

e o desempenho de um conjunto de algoritmos que podem ser utilizados para resolvê-

los. Meta-aprendizado vem sendo empregado em diversos problemas de Aprendizado de

Máquina, como classificação, regressão, otimização e agrupamento de dados, por exemplo.

Agrupamento de dados, ou data clustering, é um problema exigido em várias aplicações,

desde segmentação de mercado até análise de dados baseados no genoma. No entanto, a

definição de um agrupamento, ou cluster, não é única. Existem vários algoritmos com

diferentes vieses que encontram diferentes tipos de estruturas nos dados. Por exemplo,

pode-se maximizar a separabilidade do clusters ou encontrar regiões densas no espaço

para definição dos clusters. A finalidade da presente pesquisa é avaliar objetivamente

o desempenho de algoritmos de agrupamento em Aprendizado de Máquina e analisar

o impacto da escolha de instâncias de teste por meio de uma abordagem baseada em

um framework de espaço de instâncias que foi aplicado com sucesso em problemas de

classificação e regressão. Durante o estudo, foram abordados diversos aspectos interessantes

do problema de agrupamento que possibilitam a exploração das propriedades e limitações

das instâncias de teste. Foi proposta, também, uma metodologia para geração de novas

instâncias de teste para problemas de agrupamento, no intuito de preencher e diversificar o

espaço de instâncias. Com isso, pôde-se analisar e compreender as relações das instâncias

com o desempenho dos diversos algoritmos de agrupamento de dados dispońıveis atualmente,

de forma a revelar as forças e fraquezas dos algoritmos em relação ao grau de dificuldade

inerente às variadas instâncias do problema de agrupamento de dados.
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Abstract

The selection of the most e↵ective algorithm to be applied in a given instance, based on

its characteristics, is a problem that has been studied in the meta-learning area. In this

approach, the purpose is to establish a relationship between the features of the problems

and the performance of a pool of algorithms that can be used to solve them. Meta-learning

has been used in several Machine Learning problems, such as classification, regression,

optimization and data clustering, for example. Data clustering is a required problem

in many applications, from market data segmentation to genome-based data analysis.

However, the definition of a cluster is not unique. There are several algorithms with

di↵erent biases that find di↵erent types of structures in the data. For instance, one

can maximize the separability of the clusters or find dense regions in space to define

the clusters. The purpose of this research is to objectively evaluate the performance

of clustering algorithms in Machine Learning and analyze the impact of the choice of

test instances through an approach based on an instance space framework that was

successfully applied in classification and regression problems. During the study, several

interesting aspects of the clustering problem were addressed that enable the exploration

of the properties and limitations of test instances. A methodology for generating new

test instances for clustering problems was also proposed, in order to fill and diversify the

instance space. With this, it was possible to analyze and understand the relationships

of instances with the performance of the various data clustering algorithms currently

available, for the purpose of to reveal the strengths and weaknesses of the algorithms

in relation to the degree of di�culty inherent in the various instances of the clustering

problem.
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1 Introduction

With the progress of Machine Learning (ML) research, there has been a substantial

increase in the amount of algorithms available for solving data classification, regression,

clustering and other related problems. Each of these algorithms has a specific bias which

may be more appropriate to the characteristics of some subset of instances. The selection

of the most e↵ective algorithm for solving a given instance based on its characteristics

is a problem that has been studied in the area of meta-learning since the early 2000’s

(VILALTA; DRISSI, 2002; SMITH-MILES, 2009). The objective of meta-learning is to relate

features of learning problems to the performance of a pool of algorithms that can be used

to solve them. The meta-learning system receives as input the meta-examples representing

a set of learning problems and the performances assessed from a portfolio of candidate

algorithms. Typically, each meta-example stores a set of features that describe the problem,

or meta-features, and a target attribute that indicates either (LORENA; GARCIA, 2020):

the best evaluated algorithm for that problem; a ranking of the top performing algorithms;

or the performance value achieved by one or more algorithms when solving the problem.

Studies in meta-learning and the algorithm selection problem have motivated a number

of other meta-analysis of ML techniques and problems. One of them is the instance space

framework applied to classification tasks in Munoz et al. (2018) and more recently to

regression problems in Muñoz et al. (2021). This framework was originally developed by

Smith-Miles et al. (2014) for analyzing optimization problems. It maps the instances of

a problem into a 2-D space, which is built based on data characterization measures and

algorithm performance. Throughout this mapping, it is possible to visualize subsets of

easy and hard instances, as well as to determine footprints of the techniques indicating

their domains of competence. When applied to classification problems Munoz et al. (2018),

were able to assess the diversity and quality of the main data repositories used on ML

literature. They also analyzed regions of the instance space where di↵erent classifiers

performed better, a rich information for revealing the best set of algorithms to be applied

to a given classification problem. Lastly, they also proposed a methodology to generate

new test instances, in order to expand and diversify the instance space. In this work we

extended such framework to the analysis of clustering problems and algorithms.

��
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1.1 Motivation

Clustering data is required in many applications, from market segmentation (TKACZYN-

SKI, 2017) to genome-based data analysis (LIN et al., 2017). However, the definition of a

cluster in the literature is not unique. For instance, one may rely on density, separability,

variance, among other types of information for defining a cluster. Furthermore, a dataset

may contain di↵erent types of structures and valid clusters within di↵erent granularities.

The clustering problem has, therefore, several challenging aspects and may benefit from

meta-analyses that relate the characteristics of the problem’s instances to the performance

of the algorithms which may be used in their solution, such as those provided by the

instance space framework.

1.2 Objectives and proposals

The main objective of this research is to extend the instance space framework as

presented by Munoz et al. (2018) and Muñoz et al. (2021), which was successfully applied

in the analysis of classification and regression problems and algorithms in ML, for the

analysis of clustering problems and algorithms. In other words, the central focus is

to study how measurable features of the problem instances a↵ect a given clustering

algorithms’s performance metric and objectively analyze the strengths and weaknesses of

these algorithms from the inspection of the instance space generated. Once this is done,

we may also generate new instances to fill and diversify the instance space within the

limits considered feasible according to the characteristics of the available instances, and

as a result, we are able to produce diverse datasets for composing test benchmarks for

clustering. To achieve this goal, we need to consider the following secondary objectives:

(i) construction of the meta-dataset, which includes the collection of datasets; selection,

definition, implementation and extraction of meta-features; selection of an algo-

rithm portfolio that considers di↵erent biases; and choose of algorithm performance

measures to be considered in the study;

(ii) selection of a sub-set of candidate meta-features, which includes evaluation and

selection of meta-features that best represent the properties of clustering instances

for use in an algorithm performance prediction meta-model;

(iii) creation of a 2-D instance space applied for clustering, which allows the visualization

of the instances, their characteristics and the performance of clustering algorithms;

(iv) objective measurement of algorithm power, by means of a technique based on 2-D

instance space geometry, described in Munoz et al. (2018) for classification problems
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and which will be here applied to clustering analysis;

(v) generation of new instances, aiming to generate new datasets with specific charac-

teristics, in order to fill and diversify the instance space. The purpose is to occupy

empty regions of instance space, in order to diversify the test instances and get a

better understanding of the results obtained by the algorithms.

All these stages are part of a methodological framework developed by Smith-Miles et

al. (2014) (Figure 3.2) whose aim is to gain insights into why some algorithms might be

more or less suited to certain instance classes. This framework is built upon the Algorithm

Selection Problem (ASP) developed by Rice (1976). By means of this methodology it is

possible to identify, for example, in which regions of the instance space one may expect

each algorithm to perform better. These regions are called the algorithm’s footprints, and

represent a fundamental concept in the methodology.

To achieve the objectives listed on the previous topics, the research was divided into

three articles. The first one directed the work towards adapting the Instance Space Analysis

(ISA) to clustering problems. At this stage of the research, the key issues had a direct

bearing on the definition of a meta-model that absorbs the aspects intrinsically linked to

clustering problems and algorithms, such as:

• which characterisation measures or meta-features are best suited for clustering

instances in a meta-learning context?

• what performance measures can be used to evaluate clustering algorithms, in order

to reduce the influence of possible biases?

• how the clustering algorithms behave in terms of performance when applied to

problems of di↵erent origins, such as synthetic datasets formed by diverse structures

or real-world benchmark datasets?

The second paper aimed at evaluating meta-features in a more in-depth way, using

meta-models based on a parametric perspective and classical meta-learning procedures.

The key issue in this study can be summarised as:

• what is the impact, significance and importance of the meta-features in the charac-

terization of clustering instances in a meta-learning context?

The third paper assumes that the clustering instances available in repositories may be

limited and in many cases are more appropriate for other problems, such as classification.

It uses the information and data produced in the ISA to generate new datasets with

targeted features. The key issue is:
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• how to generate new clustering datasets from mapping information about meta-

features or data characterization produced by the instance space framework e�-

ciently?

1.3 Outline

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. A review of cluster analysis is

presented in Chapter 2. Basic concepts are highlighted, as well as the main clustering

problems and techniques. The key methods of evaluating clustering algorithms are also

discussed. Chapter 3 presents the theoretical basis on meta-learning. The chapter discusses

ASP and ISA. In addition, the chapter presents the concepts of meta-learning applied

to clustering. Chapter 4 deals with ISA applied to Clustering. To this end, it presents

the methodology, the stages of building an instance space using synthetic datasets, and

considers the insertion of real-world datasets into the analysis. Chapter 5 deals with the

evaluation of characterisation measures for clustering datasets, a crucial task on meta-

learning systems. Chapter 6 presents a custom method for generating new clustering

datasets aimed at filling and diversifying the instance space. Lastly, Chapter 7 presents

the conclusions about the research, main contributions, limitations, prospective work and

resulting publications. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are based on three articles written during the

doctoral course:

• FERNANDES, L.H.d.S.; Lorena, A.C.; Smith-Miles, K. Towards Understanding

Clustering Problems and Algorithms: An Instance Space Analysis. Algorithms 2021,

14, 95. https://doi.org/10.3390/a14030095;

• FERNANDES L.H.d.S.; de Souto M.C.P.; Lorena A.C. (2021) Evaluating Data

Characterization Measures for Clustering Problems in Meta-learning. In: Mantoro

T., Lee M., Ayu M.A., Wong K.W., Hidayanto A.N. (eds) Neural Information

Processing. ICONIP 2021. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 13108. Springer,

Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-92185-9_51;

• FERNANDES, L.H.d.S.; Lorena, A.C.; Smith-Miles, K. Generating Diverse Cluster-

ing Datasets with Targeted Characteristics. Submitted to IEEE WCCI 2022.

https://doi.org/10.3390/a14030095
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-92185-9_51


2 Cluster Analysis

This chapter presents a review of cluster analysis. Some basic concepts are discussed,

such as the stages of clustering. Clustering techniques are classified following taxonomic

criteria commonly found in the literature. The di↵erent algorithms are briefly described,

emphasizing those used in this work. Some evaluation criteria for clustering algorithms

are also described. Finally, we present a preliminary experiment that aims to highlight the

di↵erent biases of distinct clustering algorithms, evidencing the need to better understand

and relate the properties of clustering problems and algorithms.

2.1 Basic concepts

Many ML applications require the partition of a dataset into small groups whose

points have a certain degree of similarity. These groups are known as clusters (DUBES;

JAIN, 1988). Cluster analysis, also called data clustering or unsupervised classification,

is defined by Gan et al. (2007) as a method for distributing points into sets known as

clusters. Similar points belong to the same cluster, while dissimilar points are assigned to

di↵erent clusters. In this learning approach the training data consists of a set of input

vectors with no corresponding output labels. That is, one has a dataset � composed of n

data items xi, each described by d predictive features, which may be either qualitative,

quantitative or mixed. The objective is to explore and find regularities in such data based

on the predictive features available.

The unsupervised learning approach has several purposes besides placing similar points

into clusters. It is also possible to estimate the regions in which there is greater density

in the distribution of data, or even project high-dimensional data in smaller spaces for

analysis and visualization (BISHOP, 2006). According to Aggarwal (2015), there are several

techniques and purposes aimed at clustering, which can be used in countless situations

and in the most varied data structures. We list below the main applications considered by

that author.

• Data summarization: the clustering process is the first step in many data mining

��
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algorithms, extracting summary information from the data;

• Customer segmentation: uses clustering to derive preferences of similar groups of

customers that may be used to make product or service recommendations;

• Social network analysis: to detect communities and seek to understand human

behavior;

• Image segmentation: to detect borders of objects in an image;

• Other data mining problems.

Buhmann (2003) states clustering as a fundamental pattern recognition problem that

is composed by the following main steps: data representation, modeling, optimization and

validation, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Data representation

Modeling

Optimization

Validation

FIGURE 2.1 – Main steps of clustering algorithm deployment

Source: adapted from Buhmann (2003)

According to the author, data representation is related to which data type represents

the points in the best way to evidence relationships between them. The data representation

issue is directly related to the structure of the clusters inherent to the data. Modeling

addresses the problem of how to characterize these structures. The issue of how to e�ciently

search for cluster structures is handled in the optimization phase. Finally, in the last stage

the selected or learned structures must be validated.

There are several clustering techniques. The objective of a clustering technique is to

find a cluster structure in the data where the objects belonging to each cluster share some

characteristic or property relevant to the problem domain under study, that is, they are
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somehow similar. Some algorithms, for example, are based on similarity criteria, seeking

compact clusters. Others optimize a criterion based on a chaining concept. One can also

find algorithms that work based on density, graphs or di↵erent concepts (FACELI et al.,

2011).

Figure 2.2 illustrates how di↵erent algorithms can find di↵erent structures in the data

according to the bias inherent to the modeling process they employ. In items a, b and

c we have a dataset with 3100 points. In items d, e and f we have another dataset

with 788 points. Finally, in items g, h and i we have a dataset with 312 points. Three

clustering techniques were used: k-Means, Single Linkage and Expectation-Maximization

(EM) algorithm. These techniques will be detailed throughout the text. In the experiments

the number of clusters was set to three.

2.2 Clustering problems and techniques

As mentioned earlier, clustering algorithms group similar points and separate dissimilar

points. In a basic taxonomy, clustering problems can be categorized in two classes, hard

clustering and fuzzy clustering. They are di↵erentiated by the way the points are linked

to the clusters. In hard clustering the points belong to one cluster only, while in fuzzy

clustering a point can be assigned to two or more clusters, with some degree of uncertainty,

or probability. In line with Gan et al. (2007), the grouping of a dataset � can be represented

by an function f : � ! [0, 1]k,x ! f(x), defined as

f(x) =

0

BBBB@

f1(x)

f2(x)
...

fk(x)

1

CCCCA
, (2.1)

where fi(x) 2 [0, 1] for i = 1, 2, . . . , k and x 2 �, and

kX

i=1

fi(x) = 1 8 x 2 �. (2.2)

If for every x 2 �, fi(x) 2 {0, 1}, then the clustering represented by f is a hard

clustering. This represents the situation where each point is allocated to a specific cluster.

Otherwise, it is a fuzzy clustering (GAN et al., 2007). Figure 2.3 illustrates one basic

classification of clustering problems.
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FIGURE 2.2 – Cluster structures found by di↵erent algorithms, with number of clusters
set to 3 for all cases.

Source: adapted from Veenman et al. (2002), Gionis et al. (2007) and Chang e Yeung
(2008)
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Clustering Hard

Partitional

Hierarchical

Divisive

Agglomerative

Fuzzy

FIGURE 2.3 – Basic classification of clustering problems

Source: adapted from Gan et al. (2007)

According to Gan et al. (2007), there are two primary techniques in hard clustering:

hierarchical and partitional algorithms. Partitional algorithms split the data into k disjoint

clusters in a way that each data must be in one unique cluster and there is no empty cluster.

In contrast, hierarchical algorithms provide a nested hierarchy of partitions. The authors

divide the hierarchical algorithms further into two classes: divisive and agglomerative

algorithms. In the first class the algorithm works through consecutive division of clusters

until each point belongs to a specific cluster. In the second class the algorithm works by

grouping clusters considering initially all points as unitary clusters.

Furthermore, with the increase in research in the area, new clustering techniques were

created. This has led to a more modern taxonomy, specifically based on the bias of each

algorithm, i.e., on the form in which the clusters are defined. Aggarwal (2015) presents

a classification that fits this purpose, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. The algorithms are

categorized as representative-based, hierarchical, probabilistic, grid-based, density-based

and graph-based algorithms. The particularities of each class of algorithm, along with

the clustering criteria they consider and the main techniques will be presented next, as

described by Aggarwal (2015).
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Clustering Representative

HierarchicalProbabilistic

Grid-Based

Density-Based Graph-Based

FIGURE 2.4 – Main classes of clustering techniques

Source: adapted from Aggarwal (2015)

It is important to point out that some clustering techniques can be classified into more

than one group, such as Spectral Clustering, for example. This algorithm splits points using

matrix eigenvectors and may relate to representative-based or density-based techniques

such as k-Medians or HDBSCAN, respectively, depending on the implementation (NG et

al., 2002; DHILLON et al., 2004; SCHUBERT et al., 2018).

2.2.1 Representative-based algorithms

The Representative-based algorithms are characterized by having a parameter, or

measure, that condenses the representatives contained in a cluster. Some techniques

use statistical measures such as mean or median, for example. They are considered the

most basic algorithms. The clusters representatives can be obtained using an aggregation

function of the points in the clusters or can be selected from the points themselves. The

better the representatives (also named prototypes in the related literature), the higher the

quality of the clusters.

Consider a dataset � = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} with a predefined number k of clusters. The

representative-based algorithm shall determine k representatives that reflect each of the k
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clusters in order to minimize the following objective function:

nX

i=1

[ min
j=1,...,k

Dist(xi, x̄
j)], (2.3)

where Dist() represents a distance function between each point and a representative of

a cluster j, denoted as x̄j. Therefore, the total distance from the points to their nearest

representatives in the dataset should be minimized. A widely used distance, considering

quantitative data, is the Minkowski’s distance. It represents the Lp-norm between two

points x = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} and y = {y1, y2, . . . , yn} and can be defined mathematically as

Dist(x,y) =

 
nX

i=1

|xi � yi|p
!1/p

. (2.4)

There are two special cases of Minkowski’s distance that are often used in clustering

problems: Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance. The Euclidean distance is defined

when p = 2 and the Manhattan distance when p = 1. The first distance represents the

straight line distance between two data points in the Euclidean space. An important

Euclidean distance property is that it is not influenced by the rotation of the coordinate

axes. The Manhattan distance has this denomination by analogy with the region of the

same name in New York City. In Manhattan the blocks form a rectangular grid. The

Manhattan distance then corresponds to the sum of the linear distances traveled when

moving from one point to another in the grid.

In some applications, the researcher may consider some features more relevant than

others. In these cases, a weight should be assigned to each attribute according to domain-

specific knowledge. The di↵erence is the inclusion of an ai coe�cient associated with the

ith attribute, as in Equation 2.5. This formulation is known as generalized Minkowski’s

distance (AGGARWAL, 2015).

Dist(x,y) =

 
nX

i=1

ai|xi � yi|p
!1/p

(2.5)

The optimization problems derived from the representative-based approach can be

resolved through iterative processes where the representative candidates and the location

of points in the nearest clusters are greedly improved. The process is started by initializing

the k representatives by means of a direct heuristic, for example, by random sampling.

Each point is then placed in the cluster with the nearest representative according to the

distance function, generating the initial clusters. This process is iterated until there are no

further modifications in the representative points. The complexity of this iteration process
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is O(k · n · d), considering a dataset of size n and d attributes. Usually the algorithm

finds an (sub) optimal solution in a small number of iterations. (AGGARWAL, 2015). The

most common examples of this family of algorithms are k-Means (MACQUEEN et al., 1967),

k-Medians (DUBES; JAIN, 1988; BRADLEY et al., 1997) and k-Medoids (KAUFMANN, 1987),

as described next.

According to Han et al. (2011), the k-Means algorithm is a partitional technique

representing the cluster by its centroid. The centroid of a cluster can expressed by its

central point and can be defined in various ways. In the k-Means algorithm the centroid is

defined as the average of the points assigned to a specific cluster. The objective function

to be optimized is then defined by

kX

j=1

X

xi2Cj

||xi � x(j)||2, (2.6)

where x(j)
i is the centroid of the cluster Cj. This function represents the L2-norm and

corresponds to the squared error of approximating a point to the nearest centroid in the

dataset. The overall objective is to minimize the sum of square errors over di↵erent data

points. The optimum centroid for each cluster in each iteration is the average of the cluster

points. In fact, if we calculate the gradient of the objective function and equal zero, the

value of the centroid will correspond to the average of the cluster points (AGGARWAL,

2015). The k-Means algorithm as presented works well for finding clusters with spherical

shapes, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
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FIGURE 2.5 – Dataset with spherical clusters.

Source: adapted from Veenman et al. (2002)
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An interesting variation replaces the Euclidean distance with the Mahalanobis distance,

being more appropriate for finding elliptically elongated clusters. However, an extension

of the k-Means algorithm allows us to find clusters of various structures. This method is

called Kernel k-Means algorithm (AGGARWAL, 2015). It arbitrarily generates a new space

where the clusters are found, but this has a higher implicit computational cost, because

the Kernel computation is quadratic in relation to n.

The k-Median algorithm di↵ers from k-Means by using the Manhattan distance instead

of the Euclidean distance. The objective function is therefore defined as:

kX

j=1

X

xi2Cj

|xi � x(j)|, (2.7)

where x(j)
i is the centroid of the cluster Cj. In this algorithm the representatives are the

medians of the points for each cluster. The algorithm optimizes the sum of the L1-distances

of the points to the cluster center. The median is less sensitive to outliers than the mean,

so k-Medians tends to be more reliable than k-Means (AGGARWAL, 2015).

The third member of the representative family is the k-Medoids algorithm. Although

the objective function has the same shape as the previous k-representative algorithms,

its structure di↵ers slightly from the others. In this case, the representatives are always

chosen among the dataset original points. This may require, in some cases, a certain

treatment of outliers.

The k-Medoids algorithm uses a hill-climbing search procedure. An initial set of random

representatives is formed from the subset of points selected in the dataset. In an iterative

process this subset is optimized through an exchange of elements within the initial dataset.

Each iteration can be interpreted as a step in the hill-climbing search procedure, whilst

the current representative subset can be considered as a local optimal solution to the

clustering problem.

Interesting variations of k-Means are the Mini-Batch k-Means and Fuzzy c-Means

algorithms. The first uses mini-batches as inputs to minimize the computational time in

high dimensional datasets and, consequently, optimizing the clustering results. Those mini-

batches represent subsets of the original dataset (SCULLEY, 2010). The second is a fuzzy

clustering algorithm (BEZDEK, 1981). In this method points can integrate to more than

one cluster and degrees of association are assigned to each of them. An hyper-parameter

m controls how di↵use the cluster will be.
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2.2.2 Hierarchical Algorithms

Hierarchical algorithms are techniques that form several levels of partitions according to

the degree of aggregation of the data points. This method works by grouping data objects

into a hierarchy or “tree” of clusters (HAN et al., 2011), that can be represented by a graph

called a dendrogram, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. They are usually based on distances,

but some algorithms can use other processes in the construction of the hierarchy, such as

density, for example. Variation in levels allows semantic insights to be obtained, as the

levels provide a kind of cluster taxonomy, which allows for more than one interpretation of

the dataset structure (AGGARWAL, 2015).

FIGURE 2.6 – Dendrogram representation for hierarchical clustering of data objects {a, b,
c, d, e}

Source: extracted from Han et al. (2011)

As mentioned before, there are basically two classes of hierarchical algorithms, which

di↵er in the sense in which the hierarchy is built: agglomerative and divisive algorithms.

The agglomerative algorithm is also known as a bottom-up method. The individual points

are gradually joined into denser clusters. The method to be used will depend on the choice

of the objective function used to merge the clusters. The divisive algorithm is also known

as a top-down method. The technique consists of successively splitting the data points

structured as a tree. This allows a balance to be found between the number of clusters

and points in each cluster.

There are three very common criteria associated to hierarchical clustering methods:

Single Linkage (FLOREK et al., 1951; MCQUITTY, 1957; SNEATH, 1957), Complete Linkage

(JOHNSON, 1967) and Average Linkage (DUBES; JAIN, 1988). All three criteria are used in

agglomerative methods. The Single Linkage Algorithm links groups based on the minimum

distance between all pairs of points awarded to the groups. The Complete Linkage

Algorithm uses the maximum distance between pairs of points located at two distinct

clusters to join them. The Average Linkage Algorithm is based on the mean distance
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between pairs of points belonging to two distinct clusters. Another known technique is the

Closest Centroid. At each iteration of this algorithm, the clusters with closest centroids

are joined. One of the negative aspects of this technique is the loss of information about

the scattering of distinct clusters due to the use of centroids. A variant of Closest Centroid

is the Ward’s Method. It uses the sum of squared error as the merging criterion. In this

technique, the formation of clusters is based on the product of the Euclidean distance

between the centroids and the harmonic mean of the number of points in each pair of

clusters (AGGARWAL, 2015).

2.2.3 Probabilistic Model-Based Algorithms

Clustering algorithms based on probabilistic models di↵er from other methods mainly

in terms of how the data points are distributed across clusters. In standard models, points

are linked to the clusters based on a certain objective criterion. In probabilistic models, the

distribution of points into the clusters is based on the probability that the points belong

to the clusters. For this reason, these models are considered soft algorithms (AGGARWAL,

2015).

According to Aggarwal (2015), in a generative model based on mixture, data are

usually generated from a composition of k probability distributions G1 . . . Gk. Clusters

are represented by each of these distributions or components of the mixture (Gi). The

data points xi, where i 2 {1 . . . n}, are generated by the model in two stages. A mixture

component with prior probability ↵i = P (Gi) is selected, where i 2 {1 . . . k}. Then, a

point xr is generated.

Be  the model described previously. By assumption, one does not have the parameter

values of the Gr distributions nor the ↵i probabilities. Gr distributions are also hypo-

thetically considered Gaussian, but this is not imperative. The mean and variance of

the distribution of each mixture component, that are the individual clusters, need to be

estimated from the data. This estimation can be obtained by means of the EM algorithm,

via maximum likelihood. However, log-likelihood can be used for computational issues

(DEMPSTER et al., 1977; MENG; DYK, 1997). The estimated parameters are then used

to describe the clusters. After that, each component or cluster is defined based on the

probabilities of the generated points.

To find the model parameters, the log-likelihood must be maximized. These parameters

are estimated by means of an iterative process in the EM algorithm, as well as the

probabilistic assignments. The log-likelihood fit L(�| ) of the dataset � in relation to the

model  is:

L(�| ) =
nX

j=1

log

 
kX

i=1

↵ig
i(xj)

!
, (2.8)
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where gi(xj) reflets the probability density function of mixture component Gi to data

point xj.

The EM algorithm starts with an initial set of parameters ⇥ that describe all components

of the mixture model as means, variances, covariances and generative probabilities ↵i,

for instance. Then two steps are executed. In the first step the posterior probability

P (Gi|xj,⇥) is estimated for each point and mixture component, corresponding to the

soft cluster assignment probability. In the next step, the probabilities of assigning the

points to the respective clusters are obtained by the parameters in ⇥ that optimize the

log-likelihood fit. The breakpoint of the algorithm occurs when the objective function

does not improve over the course of iterations.

Clustering algorithms based on probabilistic models usually have no restrictions when

applied to reasonably sized data. However, in large-scale problems the situation changes

considerably. Problems that use Gaussian mixture models usually employ the expectation-

maximization algorithm and can be computationally expensive when applied to big datasets.

There are some alternatives in the literature to handle the problem. An interesting technique

of high dimensional data clustering considers that the data are placed in smaller subspaces

in relation to the original space. The algorithm then works to generate clusters based

on the intrinsic dimension of these subspaces (HDGMM - High Dimensional Gaussian

Mixture Model) (BOUVEYRON et al., 2007).

2.2.4 Density-Based Algorithms

In some situations, it can be di�cult to model a clustering problem based on a distance

function or probability distribution. Many algorithms have biases that allow to identify

only spherical or elliptical clusters. However, real datasets usually have a combination

of di↵erent structures. An alternative is the employment of density-based algorithms.

According to Aggarwal (2015), the goal of the algorithms in this group is the identification

of dense regions in the dataset. The segregation of these regions gives rise to clusters.

Regions can also be joined together to give rise to clusters with more complex structures.

Therefore, this type of technique corresponds to a methodology capable of identifying

clusters of various shapes by separating more or less dense regions (GAN et al., 2007).

The best known representative of this class of algorithms is the Density-Based Spatial

Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN). The technique was proposed by Ester

et al. (1996) and is based on the search for dense regions and the consequent definition of

clusters in the datasets. As shown in Aggarwal (2015), the density of a point is defined

by the number of points contained within a radial distance from it. The points can be

classified into core, border or noise, according to density. A point is a core point if it has a

low number of neighbours. This is defined by a parameter ⌧ . If the point has less than
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⌧ neighbours, but it contains at least one core point within a radius Eps, the point is a

border point. Otherwise, a point is a noise point when it is none of the above.

After defining the three types of points, the algorithm generates a graph, with core

points occupying the nodes. Core points are connected by an edge if they are at a distance

less than Eps and represent hypothetical clusters. Edge points are assigned to these

clusters, depending on the degree of connectivity, forming the definitive clusters. Noise

points do not integrate these clusters and are considered as outliers. According to Aggarwal

(2015), DBSCAN has similarities with the Single Linkage algorithm, mainly because of the

termination criterion that is based only on the core points and the Eps distance. A major

advantage of DBSCAN is that the algorithm does not require prior information about the

number of clusters and can find clusters of various shapes. However, the correct choice of

Eps and ⌧ parameters might not be a trivial task.

An interesting variation of the DBSCAN algorithm that reduces the problem of

parameter setting is the HDBSCAN (Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial Clustering of

Applications with Noise), an implementation that requires only one parameter during

execution, the minimum number of neighbor data points (⌧). In summary, HDBSCAN

works by defining the hierarchy between all DBSCAN clusters and then finds optimal cuts

through a method based on stability (CAMPELLO et al., 2013).

2.2.5 Grid-Based Algorithms

The algorithms based on grid have the same nature as the density-based methods.

According to Gan et al. (2007), this family of algorithms employs a data structure organized

into cells that form a grid. The occurrence of several adjoining points form dense regions

correspond to clusters. The algorithm performs all operations on this grid by quantizing

the original space. Aggarwal (2015) states that the data is discretized into p intervals of

equal widths, leading to pd hyper-cubes for a space of dimension d. A density threshold

⌧ is defined to limit the subset of pd hyper-cubes that form the dense regions. These

subsets form the clusters, from adjacent grid regions that are connected. The connectivity

criterion is established as being the side or the corner of the regions. Therefore, the aim of

clustering based on grid is to determine and to aggregate these dense connected regions.

Aggarwal (2015) also addresses some practical issues related to the grid-based algorithms.

The first is that the techniques do not require prior information about the number of

clusters and do not work by following specific cluster shapes. The downside lies in the

definition of the parameter ⌧ , which may not be trivial. Gan et al. (2007) asserts that

grid-based clustering algorithms have the advantage of performing well for high-dimensional

data. As for Han et al. (2011), techniques that make up this family of algorithms can be

embedded in hybrid methods, in order to make the clustering procedure more e�cient
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and less costly. An example of method based on grid is the Statistical Information Grid

(STING) (WANG et al., 1997), that employs hierarchical and recursive procedure and stores

statistical parameters in the grid cells to query processing and other tasks.

2.2.6 Graph-Based Algorithms

Algorithms based on graphs built a graph from data and then apply a method to

generate the clusters from this graph representation. In an intuitive way, to define clusters

from a graph structure, it can be cut into pieces where each one corresponds to a cluster.

Vertices that belong to di↵erent clusters are weakly connected while those that belong to

the same cluster are strongly connected. According to Han et al. (2011), consider a graph

G = (V,E), and consider a cut C = (S, T ) that is a partitioning of the vertices V in G,

that is, V = S [ T and S \ T = ;. The cut set of a cut is the set of edges (u, v) 2 E such

that u 2 S and v 2 T . The number of edges in the cut set is the size of the cut. The size

of a cut in weighted graphs is the sum of the weights of the edges in the cut set. Aggarwal

(2015) presents a similar approach that uses the concept of neighborhood graph and the

notion of pairwise similarity. Initially the neighborhood graph is constructed. Then, the

clusters are determined from the nodes. The clusters correspond to the node partitions.

Han et al. (2011) highlights some aspects to be considered in the use of graph-based

algorithms. For being an NP-hard problem, graph cut problems are di�cult to handle,

in terms of computational cost. The search for an optimal solution may not be feasible.

Graphs can be very sophisticated, making the problem complex, especially in sparse graphs.

However, a relevant feature is that clusters of various forms can be found with this kind

of algorithm. An example of algorithm based on graph is the Chameleon (KARYPIS et al.,

1999). Starting from a dataset similarity matrix, the algorithm constructs a sparse graph

that represents the data and is based on k-nearest neighbours. Then, it uses a hierarchical

algorithm to join the sub-clusters, taking into account the structure of connections between

them (GAN et al., 2007).

2.3 Evaluation of clustering algorithms

One of the most important questions in the evaluation process of clustering algorithms

is how to obtain references for a satisfactory performance, given that it is an unsupervised

process, that is, the best result is unknown in advance. With real data this problem becomes

even more evident. The quality of the cluster structure formed after the application of the

algorithm can be analyzed through a cluster validation process. There are two common

classes of cluster validation criteria in literature: internal validation criteria and external

validation criteria. In the following sub-items we will present a brief description of both.
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2.3.1 Internal validation criteria

Aggarwal (2015) states that, in many cases, the validation of the quality of the clusters

generated by a specific algorithm has as a reference the optimization of any objective

function. Internal validation criteria operate following this approach and they are usually

employed when no external criteria are available for evaluation. Internal validation criteria

are defined by taking into account two types of measures. One of these is compactness,

which is related to how close the points are within the clusters. The other is separation,

which deals with the distance between clusters (LIU et al., 2010). Some of the most common

internal validation criteria are presented next, where � is a dataset, n is the number of

points in �, c is the center of �, d is the number of attributes of �, k is the number of

clusters, Ci is the i-th cluster, ni is the number of objects in Ci, ci is the center of Ci,

�(Ci) is the variance vector of Ci and Dist(x,y) is the distance between x and y.

• Root-mean-square standard deviation (SHARMA; SHARMA, 1996): it measures the

square root of the combined sample variance of all attributes and characterizes the

homogeneity of the generated clusters.

SDRMS =
X

i

X

x2Ci

✓
||x� ci||2

d
P

i(ni � 1)

◆ 1
2

(2.9)

• R-squared (SHARMA; SHARMA, 1996; HALKIDI et al., 2001): it is the ratio of sum

of squares between clusters to the total sum of squares of the whole dataset and

measures the degree of di↵erence between clusters.

R2 =

P
x2� ||x� c||2 �

P
i

P
x2Ci

||x� ci||2P
x2� ||x� c||2 (2.10)

• Modified Hubert � statistic (HUBERT; ARABIE, 1985): it measures the divergence

between clusters by quantifying the discrepancies between pairs of points in two

partitions.

� =
2

n(n� 1)

X

x2�

X

y2�

Dist(x,y)Distx2Ci,y2Cj(ci, cj) (2.11)

• Calinski-Harabasz index (CALIŃSKI; HARABASZ, 1974): it measures the cluster quality

through the average sum of squares between clusters and within-cluster.

CH =
(
P

i niDist2(ci, c))/(k � 1)

(
P

i

P
x2Ci

Dist2(x, ci))/(n� k)
(2.12)

• I index (MAULIK; BANDYOPADHYAY, 2002): it measures the quality of clusters based
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on the dimensions of separation and compactness, the former being related to the

maximum distance between cluster centers and the latter being linked to the distance

between the points and the cluster center.

I =

✓
1

k
·

P
x2� Dist(x, c)P

i

P
x2Ci

Dist(x, ci)
·max

i,j
Dist(ci, cj)

◆p

(2.13)

• Davies-Bouldin index (DAVIES; BOULDIN, 1979; KIM; RAMAKRISHNA, 2005): this

index can be obtained by averaging all the cluster similarities. The lower the index,

the better the quality of the clusters generated.

DB =
1

k

X

i

max
j,j 6=i

8
<

:

h
1
ni

P
x2Ci

Dist(x, ci) +
1
nj

P
x2Cj

Dist(x, cj)
i

Dist(ci, cj)

9
=

; (2.14)

• Xie-Beni index (XIE; BENI, 1991; KIM; RAMAKRISHNA, 2005): The measure is based

on the ratio of intra-cluster compactness and inter-cluster separation, with distances

between points and clusters and distances between cluster centers squared.

XB =

P
i

P
x2Ci

Dist2(x, ci)

n ·mini,j 6=i Dist2(ci, cj)
(2.15)

• SD validity index (HALKIDI et al., 2000): it is also based on the concepts of com-

pactness and separation. The former is evaluated through the variance of the points

within the cluster. The second is calculated through the distances between the

centers of the clusters. To obtain the internal validation measure, the results are

summed and the value can be minimized in order to obtain the optimal number of

clusters.

SD = D(kmax)Scat(k) +D(k) (2.16)

Scat(k) =
1
k

P
i ||�(Ci)||
||�(�)|| (2.17)

D(k) =
maxi,j Dist(ci, cj)

mini,j Dist(ci, cj)

X

i

 
X

j

Dist(ci, cj)

!�1

(2.18)

• Gap Index (TIBSHIRANI et al., 2001): evaluates intra-cluster dispersion in relation

to its expected value under a null reference distribution. The index is given by the

Equations 2.19 to 2.21, where E⇤
n is the expected value under a sample size nr and

Dr is the intracluster dispersion.

Gapn(k) = E⇤
n logWk � logWk (2.19)
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Wk =
kX

r=1

1

2nr
Dr (2.20)

Dr =
X

xi,xj2Cr

Dist(xi,xj) (2.21)

• Intra-cluster variance (HANDL et al., 2005): this index measures the quality of the

results of a clustering algorithm in terms of the compression of its clusters. The

lower the value, the better the partition.

var =

s
1

n

X

Ck

X

xi2Ck

d(xi,x(k)), (2.22)

where x(k) is the cluster centroid and k is the number of clusters. This index is

clearly related to the objective function of some representative-based algorithms,

such as k-means.

• Connectivity (HANDL et al., 2005): this measure reflects the degree to which neighbor-

ing examples are included in the same cluster. The lower the value of the measure,

the better the quality of the partition.

con =
X

xi2�

vX

j=1

f(xi, nnij) (2.23)

f(xi, nnij) =

(
1/j if xi 2 Ck, nnij 2 Ck

0 otherwise
, (2.24)

where v is the number of nearest neighbours contributing to connectivity and nnij is

the j-th nearest neighbour to object xi.

• Dunn Indexes (HALKIDI et al., 2002): this measure calculates the separation ratio

within and between clusters.

D(⇡) = min
a=1,...,k

⇢
min

b=a+1,...,k

⇢
d(Ca, Cb)

maxl=1,...,k d(Cl)

��
(2.25)

d(Ca, Cb) = min
xi2Ca,
xj2Cb

Dist(xi,xj) (2.26)

d(Ca) = max
xi,xj2Ca

Dist(xi,xj), (2.27)

where d(Ca, Cb) is the distance function between the clusters Ca and Cb, and d(Ca)

is the intracluster distance of cluster Ca.
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• Silhouette (ROUSSEEUW, 1987): this measure is based on the proximity between the

points in a cluster and the distance of the points in a cluster to other nearest cluster.

sil(xi) =

8
><

>:

1� a(xi, Ci)/b(xi), a(xi, Ci) < b(xi)

0, a(xi, Ci) = b(xi)

b(xi)/a(xi, Ci)� 1, a(xi, Ci) > b(xi)

(2.28)

a(xi, Ck) =
1

|Ck|
X

xi,xj2Ck
xi 6=xj

Dist(xi,xj) (2.29)

b(xi) = min
xi2Ci,
Ci 6=Cj

a(xi, Cj) (2.30)

sil(Ck) =
1

|Ck|
X

xi2Ck

sil(xi) (2.31)

sil(⇡) =
1

n

nX

i=1

sil(xi), (2.32)

where n is the number of points, a(xi, Ci) is the average distance from the point xi

to the others points of the cluster Ci which the point xi belongs and b(xi) is the

smallest distance from xi to all the other clusters.

2.3.2 External validation criteria

According to Aggarwal (2015), external validation criteria can be employed when there

is some information about the labels assigned to the clusters (ground truth). Real datasets

usually do not carry this information. However, when synthetic datasets are generated

based on datasets that are widely used as benchmarks, there is the possibility to assign

the cluster labels based on the information in the original datasets.

Faceli et al. (2021) clearly summarizes the most common external validation criteria.

They use some conventions in the presentation: be ⇡e a partition resulting from the

application of an algorithm and ⇡r a reference partition built based on knowledge about

the actual structure of the data. They also define a1 as the number of pairs that belong to

the same cluster of ⇡e and the same cluster of ⇡r, a2 as the number of pairs that belong

to the same cluster of ⇡e and to di↵erent clusters of ⇡r, a3 as the number of pairs that

belong to di↵erent clusters of ⇡e and the same cluster of ⇡r, and a4 as the number of

pairs that belong to di↵erent clusters of ⇡e and di↵erent clusters of ⇡r. Finally, they

define M as the maximum number of all pairs in the dataset (M = a1 + a2 + a3 + a4

or M = n(n � 1)/2, where n is the number of examples). In a complementary way,

m1 = a1 + a2 and m2 = a1 + a3 are defined. Based on that, we present next a selection of
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the main external validation criteria.

• Rand Index (HUBERT; ARABIE, 1985): this index reflects the probability that two

examples belong to the same cluster or to di↵erent clusters in the two partitions ⇡e

and ⇡r.

R(⇡e, ⇡r) =
a1 + a4
M

(2.33)

• Adjusted Rand Index (HUBERT; ARABIE, 1985): this index has the same purpose

as the previous index and performs a correction into the Rand Index. This is one

of the most commonly used indexes in external clustering validation. The index

varies in the range [0,1]. Values close to zero indicate that the similarity between

the partitions is due to chance. Values close to one indicate that the partitions are

identical.
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where nij is the number of common examples to clusters Ci from ⇡e and Cj from ⇡r,

ni. is the number of examples in cluster Ci from ⇡e, n.j is the number of examples in

cluster Cj from ⇡r. ke and kr are the number of clusters in the partitions ⇡e and ⇡r,

respectively.

• Jaccard Index (BOUTIN; HASCOET, 2004): this index relates to the probability that

two examples belonging to the same cluster in one of the partitions also belongs to

the same cluster on the other partition.

J(⇡e, ⇡r) =
a1

a1 + a2 + a3
(2.35)

• Fowlkes-Mallows Index (FOWLKES; MALLOWS, 1983): this index indicates the simi-

larity between the two partitions. Its values vary in the interval [0, 1].

FM(⇡e, ⇡r) =
a1p
m1m2

(2.36)

• Normalized Hubert Index (BEZDEK; PAL, 1998): This index is known as normalized

Hubert statistics, and measures the degree of linear correspondence between two

partitions. The values vary in the range [-1,1]. Exceptionally large absolute values

of the index indicate that the two partitions agree.

�(⇡e, ⇡r) =
Ma1 �m1m2p

m1m2(M �m1)(M �m2)
(2.37)
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• Variation of Information Index (MEILĂ, 2003): this index measures the amount of

information lost or gained at the change of partition from ⇡e to ⇡r. It has a value of

zero as the lowest value, indicating that the partitions are identical. It is not limited

upwards.

IV (⇡e, ⇡r) = H(⇡e) +H(⇡r)� 2I(⇡e, ⇡r) (2.38)

H(⇡a) = �
kaX

i=1

p(i) log p(i) (2.39)

I(⇡a, ⇡b) = �
kaX

i=1

kbX

j=1

p(i, j) log

✓
p(i, j)

p(i)p(j)

◆
, (2.40)

where H(⇡a) is the entropy of a ⇡a partition and I(⇡a, ⇡b) is the mutual information

shared between the ⇡a and ⇡b partitions, with p(i) = |Ca
i |/n and p(i, j) = |Ca

i \Cb
j |/n.

2.3.3 Stability as a clustering evaluation method

The evaluation measures of clustering algorithms based on internal, external and

relative criteria described above have some inconveniences. Measures based on internal

criteria can be intrinsically biased towards the way in which the algorithm solves the

problem. Measures based on external criteria depend on the correct attribution of points

to the clusters, and this does not always occur in a way that the results reflect the inherent

structures of the data. Relative criteria su↵er similar restrictions. Overcoming these

issues in cluster analysis is not a trivial task, considering that each algorithm finds a

specific cluster structure that reflects the technique used. An alternative to criteria-based

performance metrics are stability measures.

Stability measures generally assume that good clustering solutions are stable. A stable

solution represents a state in which a minimally relevant disturbance in the data does not

cause significant changes in the distribution of points in the respective clusters. Stability

measures presented in Datta e Datta (2003) were selected in this work. The paper had

focused on the validation of statistical clustering techniques for microarray gene expression

data. In that work, disturbances represent the removal of a column from the dataset and

the new clusters are then evaluated through a bootstrap process in which several solutions

are generated from the removal of columns one by one. Let k represent the number of

clusters, Cg,i denote the cluster containing gene g where data values are points in the d

dimensional Euclidean space with a deleted column at time Ti and d  g  M . Let Cg,0 be

the cluster in the original data. The measurements are therefore defined as shown below.

• Average proportion of non-overlap (APN): this measure reflects the average propor-
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tion of observations not placed in the same cluster under both cases.

V1(K) =
1

Md

MX

g=1

dX

i=1

✓
1� n(Cg,i \ Cg,0)

n(Cg,0)

◆
(2.41)

• Average distance between means (ADM): this measure represents the average distance

between cluster centers for observations placed in the same cluster under both cases.

V2(K) =
1

Md

MX

g=1

dX

i=1

Dist (xCg,i , xCg,0) (2.42)

• Average distance (AD): this measure calculates the average distance between obser-

vations placed in the same cluster under both cases.

V3(K) =
1
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g=1

dX

i=1

1

n(Cg,0)n(Cg,i)

X

g2Cg,0,g02Cg,i

d(xg,xg0 ) (2.43)

There is also a variation of stability measures known as Figure of Merit (FOM), which

reflects the average intra-cluster variance of the deleted column, where the clustering is

based on the remaining (undeleted) columns (YEUNG et al., 2001).

2.3.4 The number of clusters and the performance of the algorithms

Clustering problems are characterized by being unsupervised. The algorithms retrieve

structures inherent in the data, and the result may di↵er from one class of algorithms

to another. These distinctions are reflected in the number of clusters found. In some

algorithms, such as k-Means, for example, the number of clusters (k) is previously defined.

This decision can have an impact on the performance of the algorithms under analysis.

According to Aggarwal (2015), the major problem with internal measures is that they

are heavily biased toward particular clustering algorithms and the quality measure very

often only tells us how well the prototype validation model matches the model used for

discovering clusters. An alternative is to use external validation criteria, when label

information is available. However, this concept contradicts the unsupervised nature of

the problem at hand, as there is no definition of what is correct in clustering. Table 2.1

illustrates the variation in performance when varying the number of clusters for three

sample datasets. In this experiment three algorithms were employed: k-Means, Single

Linkage and EM algorithm. Performance was measured using the ARI. Three datasets

were selected, which can be seen in Figure 2.7 (a), (c) and (h).
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TABLE 2.1 – Performance of the algorithms according to the number of clusters. The
ground-truth of the datasets (and their performances) are highlighted in bold.

k-Means
D31 (k = 31) Aggregation (k = 7) Spiral (k = 3)
3 0.11 3 0.67 10 0.08
15 0.54 5 0.74 5 0.00
31 0.68 7 0.76 3 0.00

Single Linkage
D31 (k = 31) Aggregation (k = 7) Spiral (k = 3)
3 0.01 3 0.42 10 0.92
15 0.11 5 0.81 5 0.98
31 0.17 7 0.80 3 1.00

EM algorithm
D31 (k = 31) Aggregation (k = 7) Spiral (k = 3)
3 0.09 3 0.59 10 0.04
15 0.36 5 0.62 5 0.04
31 0.73 7 0.68 3 0.00

2.4 A preliminary bias test for clustering algorithms

As seen previously, clustering algorithms can be categorized into several groups, which

vary according to the conception of the technique by which the clusters are generated.

Thus, algorithms from di↵erent categories have di↵erent biases. Going further, it would

not be wrong to say that within each category, di↵erent algorithms have di↵erent biases.

To illustrate this characteristic of clustering algorithms, a preliminary experiment was

carried out in order to highlight these di↵erences, as shown next.

Initially, datasets with di↵erent shapes were collected . The datasets were originated

from the works of Gionis et al. (2007), Zahn (1971), Chang e Yeung (2008), Veenman et

al. (2002), Jain e Law (2005) and Fu e Medico (2007). Table 2.2 lists the characteristics of

the shape datasets.

Dataset Examples Clusters Attributes

Aggregation 788 7 2

Compound 399 6 2

Pathbased 300 3 2

Spiral 312 3 2

D31 3100 31 2

R15 600 15 2

Jain 373 2 2

Flame 240 2 2

TABLE 2.2 – Characteristics of shape datasets

Source: extracted from Gionis et al. (2007), Zahn (1971), Chang e Yeung (2008), Veenman et al.

(2002), Jain e Law (2005) and Fu e Medico (2007)
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The following algorithms were selected to compose the algorithm portfolio: k-Means, k-

Medians, k-Medoids, Single Linkage, Complete Linkage, Average Linkage, Ward’s Method,

Closest Centroid, EM algorithm, DBSCAN, Spectral Clustering and Mini-batch k-Means.

The algorithms were implemented in R. They were executed for the shape datasets

illustrated in Figure 2.7. The clusters assignments were evaluated using the Adjusted

Rand Index (ARI). The results are detailed in Table 2.3. On average, the best results in

this experiment were achieved by the Spectral Clustering, Closest Centroid and Average

Linkage algorithms, in this order. On the other hand, the k-Medoids, Single Linkage and

EM Algorithm had a lower performance. This di↵erence can be seen in the graphs of

Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 and represents the bias inherent to each algorithm, which makes

them more appropriate to some specific datasets. This motivates studies relating data

characteristics to algorithmic performance as done in this work.

Algorithm Aggregation Compound D31 Flame Jain Path-based R15 Spiral

k-Means 0.76 0.41 0.68 0.45 0.32 0.46 0.81 0.00

k-Medians 0.67 0.54 0.80 0.55 0.19 0.45 0.89 0.00

k-Medoids 0.68 0.41 0.53 0.49 0.26 0.46 0.89 0.00

Single Linkage 0.80 0.74 0.17 0.01 0.26 0.00 0.54 1.00

Complete Linkage 0.77 0.79 0.92 0.04 0.78 0.35 0.98 0.00

Average Linkage 0.99 0.80 0.91 0.44 0.78 0.44 0.99 0.00

Ward’s Method 0.79 0.56 0.92 0.37 0.51 0.42 0.98 0.01

Closest Centroid 0.99 0.80 0.84 0.01 0.77 0.43 0.98 0.01

EM algorithm 0.68 0.79 0.73 0.28 0.20 0.39 0.44 0.00

DBSCAN 0.81 0.82 0.00 0.01 0.91 0.54 0.26 1.00

Spectral Clustering 0.83 0.67 0.69 0.01 1.00 0.71 0.78 1.00

Mini-batch k-Means 0.65 0.49 0.75 0.34 0.36 0.32 0.97 0.01

TABLE 2.3 – Performance of clustering algorithms in shape datasets (ARI)

Source: from the author
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(a) Aggregation (b) Compound

(c) D31 (d) Flame

(e) Jain (f) Pathbased

(g) R15 (h) Spiral

FIGURE 2.7 – Shape datasets

Source: adapted from Gionis et al. (2007), Zahn (1971), Chang e Yeung (2008), Veenman

et al. (2002), Jain e Law (2005) and Fu e Medico (2007)
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(a) k-Means (b) k-Medians

(c) k-Medoids (d) Single Linkage

(e) Complete Linkage (f) Average Linkage

FIGURE 2.8 – Performance of clustering algorithms in shape datasets (ARI)

Source: from the author
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(a) Ward’s Method (b) Closest Centroid

(c) EM Algorithm (d) DBSCAN

(e) Spectral Clustering (f) Mini-Batch k-Means

FIGURE 2.9 – Performance of clustering algorithms in shape datasets (ARI)

Source: from the author



3 Meta-learning

In the previous chapter we have seen a review of concepts related to cluster analysis.

In this chapter we present a literature review on meta-learning, from the seminal problem

of algorithm selection to the evolution of meta-learning applications in clustering problems.

Then, we present a methodology that emerged as an evolution of algorithm selection

problem: Instance Space Analysis.

3.1 The algorithm selection problem

Meta-learning is a branch of ML that has been attracting a lot of interest from

researchers (HUTTER et al., 2019). However, the term meta-learning did not arise in this

context. As exposed in the survey of trends and technologies in meta-learning performed

by Lemke et al. (2015), the term had been originated from educational psychology. In this

scope, meta-learning refers to the understanding and adaptation of learning itself at a

higher level than the mere acquisition of knowledge on a given subject (BRIGGS, 1985).

The concept of meta-learning can be applied in di↵erent areas of knowledge. Within each

area, the definition will relate to the way in which the learning problem is addressed.

Meta-learning, in the context of ML, can be interpreted in di↵erent ways, depending

on the way the subject is treated. Vilalta e Drissi (2002) defined as the study of learning

systems that evolve in e�ciency through experience. The goal, in this case, is the

understanding of how the learning itself can be flexible according to the domain under

study. For Giraud-Carrier (2008) the main objective would be to understand the interaction

between the learning mechanism and the concrete contexts in which this mechanism is

applicable. Finally, a closer definition to the context of this research can be consulted in

Brazdil et al. (2008), that is, exploration of meta-knowledge to develop e�cient models

and solutions adapting ML processes and data mining.

One of the earliest and seminal meta-learning contributions was developed by Rice

(1976). In his work, the author deals with the problem of automated algorithm selection,

i.e., the choice of an algorithm, among a set of options, that is more appropriate to solve

a specific instance of a problem. Figure 3.1 shows a diagram that represents the steps

��
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of the algorithm selection process as proposed by the author. In this framework, x is

defined as an instance of the problem space P . The term f(x) represents the characteristics

extracted for describing x, belonging to a feature space F . The performance measures

of the ↵ algorithms belonging to the algorithm space A are defined by y, and integrate

the performance space Y . Starting at F and Y the meta-data is formed and applied to a

supervised learning model. This allows the system to select the algorithm that maximizes

performance for a given instance of the problem.

FIGURE 3.1 – Algorithm selection problem framework

Source: extracted from Rice (1976)

Lemke et al. (2015) observed that, within the scope of research in ML, a considerable

portion of the work focused on the meta-learning study has been dedicated to the recom-

mendation of algorithms. According to the authors, in this special case of meta-learning,

the relevant aspect is the relations between the characteristics of the data, or of the

instances, and the performance of the algorithms, in order to predict an algorithm or

portfolio of algorithms more adequate for a given problem. This approach allows the

algorithms to be selected without using unfeasible trial-and-error procedures, where all

possible algorithms have to be examined. In the algorithm recommendation approach, the

meta-learning model can recommend the best solution to the end user or automatically

select the most promising algorithms, composing part of a strategy called Automated

Machine Learning (HUTTER et al., 2019).

In recent years there has been significant progress on meta-learning research. Several

papers have addressed the problem of algorithm recommendation. Vanschoren (2010) high-

lighted the influence of parameter tuning on the algorithm performance, which according

to the author may vary according to the data complexity. Gomes et al. (2012) and Molina

et al. (2012) discuss a meta-learning approach and hybrid search method that facilitates

the search of optimal parameters for a Support Vector Machine (SVM) model. In this

approach, candidate parameters recommended by a meta-learning algorithm are used as
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jumping-o↵ points for subsequent optimization through Particle Swarm or Tabu Search

optimization methods. Using genetic algorithms, Reif et al. (2012) selected parameters for

Random Forest and SVM classification algorithms based on previous dataset characteristics

and experiences. The researchers then used meta-learning to choice a starting population

for the genetic algorithm, which enables a reduction in the number of iterations.

Other issues were addressed in similar works. Smith-Miles (2009) generalized the

concepts of the algorithm selection problem referring to other domains, such as optimization,

regression, sorting and restriction satisfaction. Prudêncio e Ludermir (2004) have used

meta-learning algorithms for time series analysis. Wang et al. (2009) and Lemke e Gabrys

(2010) treated the problem of time series prediction by grouping them according to

their features and criteria of recommendation or combination of derived weights with ML

algorithms. Jankowski e Gr ,abczewski (2011) considered, besides the algorithm performance,

the estimated training time. Thus, the algorithms could be ranked as per the training time

complexity, which allows to quickly generate relatively successful models. Subsequently,

Jankowski (2013) introduced modifications that dealt with changes in the measures of

time complexity.

In a recent paper, Brazdil e Giraud-Carrier (2017) presented advances in meta-learning

research and algorithm selection methods. Abdulrahman et al. (2018) discuss two methods

whose objectives are to explore meta-data from previous works and highlight potential

algorithms. The first method calculates an average ranking for the algorithms under

analysis. The second method uses the meta-data from previous works to initialize a

search for the best algorithm. The method employs previous meta-data and meta-data

obtained from the target dataset. Another interesting research was conducted by Munoz

et al. (2018), which dealt with the problem of performance evaluation of ML classification

algorithms. The authors examine the relations between the datasets used in the evaluation,

or test instances, and the validity of the respective results. The methodology reveals

the strengths and weaknesses of the algorithm portfolio. According to the authors, new

instances should be generated in order to allow more meaningful conclusions.

Lorena et al. (2018) developed new meta-features for regression problems. The meta-

features presented in the paper capture aspects related to the complexity of problems

that might have some impact on the selection and performance of regression algorithms.

These meta-features, allied to other measures, are employed in the characterization and

meta-analysis of benchmarks of regression problems in (MUÑOZ et al., 2021). Malone et

al. (2018) applied meta-learning to examine the problem of Bayesian Network Structure

Learning (BNSL) implemented in three groups of best performing solutions, A⇤, Full Linear

Programming (ILP) and Restrictions Programming (CP). The authors had proposed a set

of meta-features to characterize di↵erences between the instances and improve performance

prediction. In the same direction, Olier et al. (2018) employed meta-learning to evidence
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the most appropriate algorithm, in terms of performance prediction, for a given instance

of Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships (QSAR) problems applied to drug design.

3.2 Meta-learning applied to clustering problems

The use of meta-learning for recommendation or selection of clustering algorithms has

also been explored in recent papers. In a pioneer work, Souto et al. (2008) presented a

meta-learning framework applied to clustering problems that produces a ranking of suitable

clustering algorithms for a given dataset. This work implemented a methodology that

uses regressors based on Support Vector Regressors (SVR) as meta-learners. The research

used cancer gene expression microarray datasets as the instances to be tested. Eight

meta-features were employed, some of them previously proposed for supervised learning

problems (MICHIE et al., 1994). Seven candidate algorithms were considered by the authors:

Single Linkage, Complete Linkage, Average Linkage, K-Means, Mixture Model, Spectral

Clustering and Shared Nearest Neighbors algorithm. The number of clusters was defined as

the ground truth of used datasets. The partition with the best Adjusted Rand Index (ARI)

was chosen. The same index was also used to measure the quality of the clusters generated.

From these indexes the ranking of the algorithms for a specific dataset was generated.

The algorithms were executed using the Euclidean Distance, Pearson’s Correlation and

Cosine similarity. The performance of meta-learners was evaluated using the leave-one-out

procedure. The ranking suggested by the methodology was evaluated through similarity

with an ideal ranking that considers the order of the algorithms according to ARI.

Soares et al. (2009) employed meta-learning to rank clustering algorithms applied to

artificial data. The authors investigated the use of distinct elements in an unsupervised

meta-learning framework. They generated 160 synthetic datasets using the data generators

available in Handl e Knowles (2005). One of the generators was based on multivariate

normal distributions, that is, a Gaussian cluster generator. The second generates ellipsoidal

datasets. The number of clusters, dimension and size of each cluster were varied around

defined parameters. The authors examined two di↵erent classes of meta-features, that

included statistical features. Both of them employed the Hotelling’s T 2 vector statistics,

that transforms a multivariate dataset into a unidimensional array, transforming it into a

single vector. In the first set the meta-features are calculated using univariate statistics.

In the second set, the meta-features are based on the T 2 vector. The work employed

nine di↵erent clustering algorithms: Single Linkage, Complete Linkage, Average Linkage,

K-Means, Shared Nearest Neighbors, Mixture Model Clustering, Farthest First, DBSCAN

and X-Means Algorithm. In addition, they used two learning methods as meta-learners:

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Network and SVR. The number of clusters k was set

considering the ground truth. The performance of meta-learners was evaluated by leave-
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one-out method. The Spearman’s rank correlation has been selected to measure the

similarity between suggested and ideal ranking. The results indicated that in the two sets

of meta-features the rankings predicted by the meta-learners had been more correlated to

ideal ranking than a default method.

Nascimento et al. (2009) employed meta-learning in the selection process of clustering

algorithms applied to gene expression. In their work, each meta-example was formed by

characterization measures of gene expression datasets and a label indicating the most

appropriate algorithm. In the construction of the meta-dataset, they used thirteen meta-

features proposed by Giraud-Carrier et al. (2004) and Souto et al. (2008). Three clustering

techniques were considered: Finite Mixture of Gaussian Models, K-Means and Spectral

Clustering. Six algorithms were used as meta-learners: J48 (WEKA implementation of

C4.5 Decision Tree Algorithm), PART (algorithm built with a partial C4.5 Decision Tree),

MLRules (Maximum Likelihood Rule Ensembles), Random Forest, k-NN and SVM. The

experiments were conducted using the leave-one-out method. The Corrected Rand Index

was used as performance measure. The results showed that Random Forest and MLRules

have obtained higher accuracy in predicting the best algorithm. Another contribution was

the extraction of rules for algorithm selection. A negative factor was the reduced number

of meta-examples.

Ferrari e Castro (2012) also developed a meta-learning study for algorithm recom-

mendation applied to clustering. In their work, the authors investigate meta-features

described for classification problems. The meta-learning system was developed with three

modules: the feature extraction, evaluation of algorithms and application. The first

module was responsible for the characterization of the problems. The second generates

a ranking of algorithms using a predefined evaluation criteria. The third implements a

meta-algorithm that was responsible for estimating the position of the algorithm in the

ranking. Thirty datasets were collected from an open access repository. The meta-features

were selected based on the work of Kalousis (2002) and Souza (2010), being normalized in

the interval [0, 1]. The research used the following clustering algorithms: K-Means, Single

Linkage, Complete Linkage, Average Linkage and Self-Organizing Feature Map. The k

was selected according to ground truth. The dendrogram in the hierarchical algorithms

was cut where the k was similar to the number of classes in the dataset. All algorithms

had employed the Euclidean Distance. The clusters generated were evaluated by FBCubed

metric (BCF). The ranking considered the best algorithm performance for each dataset.

Four classification techniques were used as meta-learners: k-NN, Neural Network, Decision

Tree and Naive Bayes. Spearman Rank Correlation (SRC) was used to evaluate the quality

of the prediction. According to the authors, the set of meta-features allowed a successful

mapping between the meta-features and the ranking.

Based on previous work, Ferrari e Castro (2015) proposed new ways to gain meta-
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knowledge for clustering problems. The meta-features presented to characterize the

problems were extracted from the work of Kalousis (2002) and from the StatLog Project,

which are normally applied to classification problems (MICHIE et al., 2009). Seven clustering

algorithms were implemented to provide analysis from di↵erent perspectives, with two

partitional algorithms (K-Means and K-Harmonic Means), two bio-inspired methods

with di↵erent search techniques (Evolutionary Algorithm for Clustering and Particle

Swarm Clustering), a hierarchical algorithm (Single Linkage), a density-based algorithm

(DBSCAN) and a graph-based algorithm (Minimum Spanning Tree). All algorithms

employed Euclidean Distance. The authors also presented new methods of algorithm

ranking by means of a combination of internal validation indexes. The diameter of each

cluster was chosen as the intra-cluster measurement and the mean distance between

the clusters was used as the inter-cluster measurement. Ten internal validation criteria

were used to assess the algorithm performance. The meta-data were evaluated in a

recommendation process based on k-NN. The results indicated that, regardless of ranking

method or meta-features selected, the ranking recommendation for clustering algorithms

is feasible.

An extension of the meta-learning framework was proposed by Vukicevic et al. (2016)

for selection and ranking of clustering algorithms applied to gene expression. The work

introduces a variation in the algorithm space and meta-features. In addition, it presents

improved techniques regarding the selection of meta-features and optimization of meta-

algorithm parameters. The meta-features consider statistical measures, structure measures,

type of normalization, internal measures of evaluation of clusters and specific measures

for characterization of gene expression microarray data. They were based on the works of

Nascimento et al. (2009) and Prudêncio et al. (2011). The algorithm space was composed

of 504 elements. This amount was achieved through a component-based approach. In

this process, algorithms with similar structures are divided into sections with the same

functionality. The Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) was used as a performance measure.

The objective of the meta-learning problem was to predict the algorithm ranking according

to its performance in ordinal scale. Five meta-models were used for this purpose: Neural

Network, SVM, Radial Basis Function Network, Linear Regression and Least Median

Square Regression. The results showed that the new algorithms can be used to extend the

algorithm space, but can also be used to define meta-features in combination with internal

evaluation measures. Furthermore, according to the authors, the proposed meta-features

had a great impact on the performance of meta-learners for predicting the algorithm

performance.

Following a di↵erent approach from previous works, Sáez e Corchado (2019) used a meta-

learning system to determine the parameter k in unsupervised learning techniques based on

quality indices. The research employs quality metrics to characterize the structure inherent
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in datasets and use this clue to trace when unsupervised data is not uniform, in order

to suggest additional information about k. The authors classify dataset characterization

metrics, or meta-features, into four groups: information and statistics theory metrics,

model structure metrics, landmarking metrics, and data complexity metrics. A total

of twenty characterization metrics were considered, which contains diverse information

such as intra-cluster compactness, inter-cluster isolation, statistical properties, geometric

properties, number of objects, as well as dissimilarity and similarity metrics. They were

based on the works of Ball e Hall (1965), Friedman e Rubin (1967), Beale (1969), Caliński e

Harabasz (1974), Dunn (1974), Sarle (1983), Milligan e Cooper (1985), Rousseeuw (1987),

Halkidi et al. (2000), Halkidi et al. (2001), Halkidi e Vazirgiannis (2001), Halkidi et al.

(2001), Tibshirani et al. (2001) and Tibshirani et al. (2001). The meta-learning system has

three main stages. In the first stage, a meta-dataset is generated, based on the datasets

and metrics used to define the quality scores. In the second stage, two meta-learning

models are built: One-Class Support Vector Machine, to allow the characterization of

non-uniform datasets and di↵erentiation from others where examples of distinct classes

are indistinguishable; and the C4.5 algorithm, used to generate rules and to categorize the

datasets considering the number of classes. In the third stage it uses results from second

stage to assess if a new unsupervised dataset is non-uniform and, if so, provides additional

information about k. In discussing the results, the authors highlighted the di�culty of

estimating k in unsupervised data, the potential of using a meta-learning approach to

characterize non-uniform data and cardinality prediction in clustering, the use of quality

measures to find structures and relations inherent to the data and its performance, the

dependence between data complexity and k and the existence of a spatial order of datasets

according to k.

Pimentel e Carvalho (2019) proposed a new data characterization for selecting clustering

algorithms through a meta-learning approach. The work presents a set of meta-features

based on correlation and dissimilarity measures. Four meta-datasets were used. The first

three, called Statistics, Distance and Evaluation, are formed by meta-features extracted

from the works of Souto et al. (2008), Adam e Blockeel (2015), Ferrari e Castro (2015)

and Vukicevic et al. (2016). The fourth is formed by a set of meta-features proposed by

the authors based on measures of dissimilarity and correlation. The experiments were

performed using 219 datasets collected from the OpenML repository. Ten clustering

algorithms were selected: Average Linkage, Complete Linkage, Fuzzy c-Means, Gaussian

Mixture Model with Diagonal Matrix, Gaussian Mixture Model with Full Matrix, Kernel k-

Means, k-Means, k-Medoids, Mini Batch k-Means and Ward’s Method. In the performance

evaluation of the meta-learning system, a comparative analysis was performed between the

true ranking and the ranking predicted by the meta-model. The Spearman Correlation

Coe�cient (SCR), the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) and the Adjusted Mutual Information

Index (AMI) were used. The meta-learning system was implemented using k-NN and
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Random Forest. The authors conclude that some meta-features proved to be more

adequate than others in the recommendation of clustering algorithms. Annex A presents

the meta-features used in previous works.

3.3 Instance Space Analysis

The seminal algorithm selection methodology proposed by Rice (1976) was designed

at first to lead with partial di↵erential equations. Later, the framework was extended

to other areas such as optimization, time series analysis, supervised and unsupervised

learning (SMITH-MILES, 2009). The work of Munoz et al. (2018) adapted that framework

to evaluate the impact of choosing test instances on classification problems and later to

regression problems (MUÑOZ et al., 2021). The framework allows the visualization of the

instances in a 2-D instance space, where one can assess the level of di�culty of instances

and the algorithmic power of the algorithm set A. According to Figure 3.2, the framework

is composed of several steps, which will be detailed next.

FIGURE 3.2 – Instance Space Analysis framework

Source: extracted from Munoz et al. (2018)

The problem space P encompasses all applicable instances and is integrated by subspaces

I with well-defined computational results. In Munoz et al. (2018), this subset is formed

by datasets collected from repositories that serve as reference for researchers, such as the
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UCI repository (DUA; GRAFF, 2017). The feature space F is constituted by measures of

characterization of the instances in I, in order to quantify its properties (aka meta-features).

The algorithm space A is composed by a portfolio of algorithms that can be used to solve

the problem. The performance space Y contains performance measures for the algorithms

belonging to A, evaluated for all instances in I.

According to Munoz et al. (2018), for a given instance of the problem (x 2 I) and for a

given algorithm (↵ 2 A), a vector of features (f(x) 2 F ) and a performance metric of the

algorithm (y(↵, x) 2 Y ) are measured. Through an iterative process for all instances in I

and all algorithms in A, the meta-data {I, F, A, Y } are generated. Based on Rice (1976)’s

framework, one can then learn, through regression or another appropriate supervised

learning method, the relation between the characterization measures, or meta-features,

and the evaluation of algorithms for performance prediction. Further details on these steps

can be found in Smith-Miles e Lopes (2012), Smith-Miles e Tan (2012), Smith-Miles et al.

(2014) and Smith-Miles e Bowly (2015).

The main steps involved in the instance space analysis are:

• meta-dataset construction, including defining sets of candidate features;

• selection of candidate features that are most appropriate for dataset characterization;

• justification of feature selection by challenging the algorithms;

• creation of 2-D instance space to visualize instances and their properties;

• objective measurement of algorithmic power in the 2-D space;

• generation of new instances to fill and diversify the instance space.

The meta-data in Munoz et al. (2018) is composed by classification datasets collected

from known repositories, such as UCI (DUA; GRAFF, 2017) and OpenML (VANSCHOREN

et al., 2013). Based on previous works, the authors classified the meta-features extracted

from the datasets into eight di↵erent groups according to their nature:

• simple features : this group gathers basic characteristics, such as attributes, examples

and outliers;

• statistical features : This group gathers descriptive statistics, hypothesis testing and

other related measures;

• information theoretic features: This group brings together the measures related to

the information present in the attributes and the interaction with the class labels;
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• landmarking features : this group gathers measures resulting from the application of

learning algorithms considered as landmakers;

• model-based features : this group gathers measures that reflect the inherent structure

of instances using specific techniques, such as decision trees;

• concept characterization: this group gathers measures of sparsity and regularity in

the input-output distribution;

• complexity features : this group brings together measures that reflect the structural

complexity of the boundaries between classes;

• association rules-based features: this group gathers measures that reflect intra-

attribute and inter-attribute relationships.

A total of 509 meta-features derived from eight types of features were initially considered.

This set was them reduced to ten meta-features by a feature selection process aimed at

evidencing the meta-features able to reveal better the di�culty level of the datasets. A set

of ten classification techniques with di↵erent biases were considered in the set A. Their

performances were measured with a weighted macro-average strategy using Error Rate

(ER), Precision, Recall and F1-measure. Using the previous meta-dataset, the instance

space was them produced, as described next.

3.3.1 Visualization of instances and their properties

In a traditional meta-learning framework, the researcher can use ML methods to induce

a model able to predict algorithm performance based on the instances’ features. In the

work of Smith-Miles et al. (2014), the objective was to go beyond, developing a procedure

for visualization of the instances projected in a two-dimensional instance space. In addition,

the objective was also to visualize the algorithm’s footprints, which correspond to those

regions of the instance space in which the algorithms are expected to perform well. Figure

3.3 illustrates an example of instance space visualization for classification problems that

presents the size of instances in terms of number of observations, attributes and classes.

There are several dimensionality reduction techniques in the literature. In their work,

Smith-Miles et al. (2014) employed the well-known Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

Munoz et al. (2018) chose to use a reformulation of the dimensionality reduction problem

that aimed to optimize the projection. The authors argue that the PCA model would

be inadequate because it did not indicate the trends related to the di�culties of the

instances. This question was addressed by means of an optimization problem whose

solution seeks an ideal projection of the instances that minimizes an approximation error
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FIGURE 3.3 – Size of the instances log10-scaled in terms of the number of observations,
attributes, and classes. z1 and z2 are the coordinates in instance space.

Source: extracted from Munoz et al. (2018)

related to the feature data matrix and the algorithm performance vector. In mathematical

terms, consider a meta-feature data matrix F = [f1 f2 . . . fn] 2 Rm⇥n and an algorithm

performance vector y 2 Rn, where m is the number of meta-features and n is the number

of meta-examples. Let d be the number of projection dimensions. For this case, d is equal

to two. An optimal projection is achieved if Ar 2 Rd⇥m, Br 2 Rm⇥d and cr 2 Rd are

found such that the approximation error is minimized:

||F� F̂||2F + ||y> � ŷ>||2F (3.1)

where

Z = ArF (3.2)

F̂ = BrZ (3.3)

ŷ> = cr
>Z. (3.4)

Z is the coordinate matrix of the instance space and Z = ArF is the matrix equation that

contains the projection matrix Ar.

3.3.2 Objective measurement of algorithmic power

After the procedure of projection of the instance space in R2, it is possible to perform

the predictive analysis of the algorithm performance with the use of a conventional

ML technique. A two-dimensional instance space allows the results to be visualized.

Classification or regression techniques can be used, depending on whether the labels are

binary, for example, or continuous. Smith-Miles et al. (2014) chose to use binary labels,

classifying the instances as easy or hard. With these results in hand, they could visualize
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the boundaries between good and bad performance for each algorithm. Instances located

within the boundaries assigned to good performance are considered easy for the respective

algorithms.

As mentioned earlier, footprints are the regions of instance space where algorithms

are expected to perform well. Figure 3.4 shows a sample of algorithm’s footprints for

classification problems. The red points represent the hard instances for three classification

algorithms, which error rate (ER) was greater than 20%.

FIGURE 3.4 – Algorithm’s footprints in the instance space

Source: extracted from Munoz et al. (2018)

There are di↵erent methods for quantifying the algorithm footprints and comparing

them to each other, as well as analyzing them across datasets. Smith-Miles e Tan (2012)

took as reference the areas formed by the meta-examples where the algorithm performed

well. Later, Smith-Miles et al. (2014) employed a density-based method, in order to

facilitate the verification of the instance space regions where an algorithm is dominant

through an objective way.

Muñoz e Smith-Miles (2017b) and Munoz et al. (2018) employed a method of evaluating

the power of an algorithm based on a footprint measurement technique that uses two

algorithms. The first algorithm builds the footprints based on distances between meta-

examples and Delaunay triangulation. The second algorithm makes adjustments to the

footprints by removing problems related to overlapping footprints from di↵erent algorithms.

Figure 3.5 illustrates in the instance space for classification problems their best algorithm

for each instance and the �-hard instances. An instance was defined as �-hard if 50% of

the algorithms had an error rate higher than 20% for it (MUNOZ et al., 2018).

3.3.3 Generation of new test instances

The performance analysis of any ML problem and algorithm is directly influenced

by the available instances. Datasets made available by open access repositories, as well
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 3.5 – (a) Overall performance of the algorithm portfolio, with the best algorithm
for each instance (b) Blue marks as �-easy instances and red marks as �-hard instances

Source: extracted from Munoz et al. (2018)

as synthetic data, can generate instance spaces in which the algorithm strengths and

weaknesses are concentrated in certain regions, reducing the degree of discrimination in

the analysis. To deal with this issue, Smith-Miles e Bowly (2015) presented a methodology

for generating new instances with certain characteristics. The purpose was to occupy

empty regions of instance space, in order to diversify the test instances and get a better

understanding of the results obtained by the algorithms. The technique makes use of a

genetic algorithm to search for a point where the features of the new instance match the

target features. The genetic algorithm takes as upper and lower bounds the values of the

meta-features of the instances that are already located in the instance space. In that work

the fitness function was based on the Euclidean distance.

Following up on the work described earlier, Munoz et al. (2018) presented a methodology

for generating new classification datasets by means of Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM).

The new dataset would have to assume a vector of target features whose di↵erence to the

corresponding vector of the GMM-generated dataset tends to zero. Let be a GMM with k

components and q attributes. The probability that a dataset x originates from the GMM

has been defined as

pr(x) =
kX

i=1

�kN(µk,⌃k), (3.5)

where {�k 2 R, µk 2 Rq,⌃k 2 Rq⇥q} corresponds to the weight, mean vector and covariance

matrix of a q-variate normal distribution, respectively. The GMM setting was solved as

a continuous black-box optimization problem. Figure 3.6 illustrates the new instance

generation process presented by Munoz et al. (2018). The instance space limit is the

dotted red line. In (a) we have the generation of similar instances. In (b) the generation
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of instances based on target features.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 3.6 – (a) similar instance generation (b) target-feature-based instance generation

Source: extracted from Munoz et al. (2018)

3.3.4 Use of instance spaces in the related literature

Methodologies based on Instance Space Analysis have been used in the literature in

numerous meta-analysis in recent years. Corne e Reynolds (2010) address the selection of

the best algorithm for a given distribution of problem instances. The work is focused on

optimization problems, whose variety in the distribution of instances can influence the

performance of algorithms under analysis. It uses the concept of algorithm footprint. The

domains were single-machine job shop (SMT) and vehicle-routing (VRP) problems. They

found evidence that the instance space methodology has advantages when compared to

the test-based algorithm selection technique. Furthermore, they claim that algorithms

that perform best on a large set of instances may not be best on subsets located inside or

outside the instance space.

Following a similar approach, Smith-Miles e Lopes (2011) studied how the algorithm

performance behaves across the feature space. The research shows how the self-organizing

maps can be used to visualize the footprints and uses a case study based on university

course timetabling. In their paper the authors explore the ideas of footprints and the

generalization of algorithm performance presented by Corne e Reynolds (2010) for use

in high dimensional instance space. They proposed the use of self-organising feature

maps to visualize a high-dimensional feature space as a two-dimensional map, where the

generalization footprint of the algorithm performance can be visualized. The objective

was to understand the regions of instance space where each algorithm performed better

than others, and whether the footprints included the regions of real instances.
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Smith-Miles e Tan (2012) proposed a new method to find the relative performance

of optimization algorithms in relation to diverse classes of instances. The objective was

to define the performance metrics generalized across a diverse set of instances. These

instances are summarized by a group of features correlated with hardness. The authors

proposed methods to get visual insights of instances and algorithm performance in a

high-dimensional feature space. Novel metrics were proposed to measure the relative

size of the footprints. The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) was used as a case study.

The proposed methodology is composed of five stages. In the first step, the instances

are summarized as feature vectors arranging the instance space in such a way that the

easier instances might be separated from the most di�cult instances. In the second

step an evolutionary algorithm was used to evolve instances that are easy or hard for

certain algorithms. In the third step a dimension reduction technique was employed for

instance visualization in the feature space. In the fourth step, the authors proceeded to

the visualization of the footprints. In the final step, a measurement of the relative size of

footprints was proposed based on the area of the hull that covers all instances considered

good in terms of performance for a given algorithm.

In a work that extends the research on performance of optimization algorithms, Smith-

Miles et al. (2014) deal with the issue by proposing a methodology based on instance

space to evaluate the performance of di↵erent algorithms and highlight their strengths

and weaknesses. The aim is to highlight the regions of the instance space where the

performance of one or more algorithms deviates from the average performance. They

sought to demonstrate how instance characterization measures can be employed to predict

the performance of algorithms on new instances, as well as objectively measure their

strengths and weaknesses. For this, the authors use a framework that is an extension of

the work of Rice (1976). The proposed methodology consists of three stages: generation of

the instance space, algorithm performance prediction and analysis of algorithmic power.

The graph coloring problem was used as a case study.

Smith-Miles e Bowly (2015) furthered the studies related to instance space by proposing

a method for generating new test instances. The methodology is based on the work of

Smith-Miles et al. (2014) and focuses on the mathematical relationships between the

characteristics of the instances and their position in the instance space. The new instances

are generated using a genetic algorithm that searches for target regions based on the

meta-features. The aim is to fill the gaps in the instance space and enable a better

understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the algorithms, as well as to explore the

dependence of the results on the choice of meta-features and test instances.

Focusing on optimization problems, Muñoz e Smith-Miles (2017b) presented a method-

ology for evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of algorithms in a quantitative way. The

proposal is to identify points where small changes in performance represent a decrease
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in the performance of the algorithms. The research explores the concept of footprints,

which represent the regions of the instance space where algorithms perform well and are

characterized by area and density concepts. The selected instances represent black-box

optimization problems and landscape metrics composes the feature space. The performance

measures are based on the execution time of the algorithms. The results highlighted com-

plementary performance in the algorithms, identified an important subset of meta-features,

and mapped transition regions between good and poor performance in the instance space.

Muñoz e Smith-Miles (2017a) proposed a methodology to generate classification datasets

by means of Gaussian Mixture Model and generalized Bernoulli distributions. The authors

assume that the datasets available in open access repositories have similar properties,

being insu�cient for a more accurate analysis of the performance of algorithms. They

highlight the need to expand the problem space in order to diversify the performance of

the algorithms. The authors use a previous work approach by tuning and sampling a

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The feature vector originated from the sample is then

compared to the target vector based on the Mean Squared Error (MSE). According to the

authors this procedure has a limitation. It does not allow the generation of more complex

data. To overcome this problem, they employ a Generalized Bernoulli Distribution (GBD)

to model binary and categorical attributes and to generate more realistic classification

datasets.

In a conference paper, Kandanaarachchi et al. (2019) presented a methodology which

uses instance space analysis applied to unsupervised outlier detection. The aim is to

provide insights into the strengths and weaknesses of the algorithm and facilitates the

recommendation of an appropriate method with good accuracy. The authors defined an

experimental setting including a portfolio of outlier detection methods, a collection of

instances and a definition of good performance based on an evaluation metric. They used

twelve outlier detection methods studied by Campos et al. (2016). The datasets were

generated by down-sampling classification datasets. The meta-features were divided into

four categories: simple features, statistical features, information theorical features and

outlier features. Random forests were used as meta-learners in the task of prediction

of outlier detection method performance. After this step, the instance space was built

and analysed. Then, the analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the algorithms

was performed, through the footprints, allowing the automatic selection of algorithms via

instance space analysis. Other problems where instance space analysis has been successfully

applied include: rostering (KLETZANDER et al., 2020), knapsack problems (SMITH-MILES et

al., 2021), anomaly detection (KANDANAARACHCHI et al., 2020) and regression (MUÑOZ et

al., 2021).
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3.4 Situating the research in relation to the literature

The core of our work lies in the evaluation of clustering algorithms via meta-learning.

The meta-learning architecture chosen is based on the one described by Vilalta et al.

(2009). This architecture employs, more specifically, elements that can be seen primarily

in the works of Soares et al. (2009) and Pimentel e Carvalho (2019), such as: selected

dataset types and characterization measures, selected algorithm classes and performance

measures. In this research we extend the number of instances by considering synthetic

and real datasets. The portfolio of algorithms was also expanded on the whole, although

we restricted in chapters 5 and 6 to algorithms selected with better defined criteria.

Another important aspect is related to the performance measurement of the algorithms.

In Chapter 4 we employed a ranking-based measure, elaborated from internal validation

criteria. In subsequent chapters, the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) was used. Although

the meta-learning architecture is intrinsically linked to our work, the major distinctive

feature of the research is the use of Instance Space Analysis (ISA) applied to clustering

instances and techniques. ISA has been used successfully for many di↵erent types of

problems (KLETZANDER et al., 2020; SMITH-MILES et al., 2021; KANDANAARACHCHI et al.,

2020; MUÑOZ et al., 2021). The extension to clustering problems, which is the main goal

of this research, is based on the framework described by Munoz et al. (2018) and will be

discussed in the following chapters.



4 Instance Space Analysis Applied to

Clustering

Various criteria and algorithms can be used for clustering, leading to very distinct

outcomes and potential biases towards datasets with certain structures. More generally,

the selection of the most e↵ective algorithm to be applied for a given dataset, based on its

characteristics, is a problem that has been largely studied in the field of meta-learning.

Recent advances in the form of a new methodology known as Instance Space Analysis

provide an opportunity to extend such meta-analyses to gain greater visual insights of the

relationship between datasets’ characteristics and the performance of di↵erent algorithms.

The aim of this chapter is to perform an Instance Space Analysis for clustering problems

and algorithms. As a result, we are able to analyze the impact of the choice of the

test instances employed, and the strengths and weaknesses of some popular clustering

algorithms, for datasets with di↵erent structures. This chapter is mainly a compilation of

the paper Fernandes et al. (2021a).

4.1 Introduction

This chapter applies ISA to a comprehensive study of clustering problems and algorithms

for the first time. Our central focus is to study how measurable features of a clustering

dataset (problem instance) a↵ect a given clustering algorithm’s performance metric, and

to objectively analyze the strengths and weaknesses of di↵erent clustering algorithms

from the inspection of the instance space generated. The definition of a cluster in the

literature is not unique, and each algorithm may adopt a di↵erent clustering criterion.

The biases assumed by di↵erent algorithms will be better suited for the identification of

some types of structures in a dataset. Nonetheless, a dataset may contain di↵erent types

of structures and valid clusters within di↵erent granularities. The clustering problem has,

therefore, several challenging aspects and may benefit from meta-analysis that relate the

characteristics of the problem’s instances to the performance of the algorithms which may

be used in their solution, such as those provided by the ISA framework. These are the

��
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insights that we seek in this study.

The challenges of clustering are naturally transmitted to the ISA instantiation we seek.

Firstly, extracting meaningful meta-features from clustering problems has received little

attention in the meta-learning community and has been the subject of recent pieces of

work (FERRARI; CASTRO, 2015; PIMENTEL; CARVALHO, 2019; FERNANDES et al., 2021b).

Here, we gather a set of meta-features aimed to reveal di↵erent types of structures on data.

Since there are multiple clusters’ definitions, the selection of the clustering algorithms

to be evaluated must be careful and include representatives with di↵erent biases, which

we also tried to fulfill, despite focusing on popular partitional and hierarchical clustering

algorithms. Finally, the lack of an expected response hampers the evaluation of the

clustering algorithms’ results. There are various clustering validation indexes which can

be used in this evaluation, but each one of them has a bias towards one particular cluster

definition, which may favor some algorithms to the detriment of others. Therefore, we have

combined multiple validation indexes in order to better assess the algorithms’ performances.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.2, we describe the

methodology of ISA for clustering. Section 4.3 presents the results of building an instance

space for clustering from artificial datasets, as well as the discussions around the results.

Section 4.4 summarizes the results obtained by including real datasets in the analysis.

Final considerations are presented in Section 4.5.

4.2 Methodology of Instance Space Analysis for Clustering

The objective of clustering is to find structures in a dataset which summarize how the

data points relate to each other in terms of their similarity of attributes. The resulting

similarity structures or clusters can be found using statistical approaches, or unsupervised

machine learning methods, and involve solving an optimization problem to allocate data

points to clusters in a manner that maximises intra-cluster similarity and inter-cluster

dissimilarity. There are several ways to define a cluster, resulting in di↵erent clustering

criteria. In order to deal with such heterogeneity of approaches, we first use di↵erent

measures to characterize the clustering datasets, including meta-features used in previous

works and also new measures that extract knowledge about the datasets’ structures

according to di↵erent perspectives. In the evaluation of the algorithms, we combine warily

selected internal validation indexes in an average ranking. Similar approaches have been

used in other works (FERRARI; CASTRO, 2015; PIMENTEL; CARVALHO, 2019). Considering

that clustering is a problem of unsupervised nature, the use of internal validation criteria

can reveal results that reflect clusters consonant with the inherent structure of the data.

The drawback of this type of approach, however, lies in the possible biases of the chosen
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measures in relation to the algorithms evaluated. The purpose behind our methodology of

combining internal criteria is, by hypothesis, to embrace di↵erent internal measures, while

also smoothing biases towards specific algorithms, which can happen between internal

validation indexes and clustering algorithms employing related criteria. Furthermore, there

are multiple challenges associated with clustering, mainly due to the lack of an expected

output for the instances and the possible presence of multiple valid grouping structures on

data. These challenges are also reflected in the construction of a suitable instance space

for clustering instances, which must consider appropriate sets of instances, meta-features,

algorithms, and evaluation measures. In this section, we describe the main steps followed

in the generation of an instance space for clustering.

4.2.1 Clustering Instances and Algorithms

The first stage of the experiments used 380 synthetic clustering datasets from the

literature to compose the instance set I. A total of 80 Gaussian datasets of low dimension

and 80 ellipsoidal datasets of high dimension were collected from Handl e Knowles (2005).

Another 220 datasets of various shapes and di↵erent number of attributes, clusters and

instances from di↵erent sources were included (ZAHN, 1971; KÄRKKÄINEN; FRÄNTI, 2002;

VEENMAN et al., 2002; SALVADOR; CHAN, 2004; JAIN; LAW, 2005; SU et al., 2005; ULTSCH,

2005; ZELNIK-MANOR; PERONA, 2005; FRÄNTI; VIRMAJOKI, 2006; FRÄNTI et al., 2006; FU;

MEDICO, 2007; GIONIS et al., 2007; KÄRKKÄINEN; FRÄNTI, 2007; CHANG; YEUNG, 2008;

PIANTONI et al., 2015; FACELI; SAKATA, 2016; FRÄNTI et al., 2016). In the selected datasets,

the number of examples ranges from 100 to 5000, the number of attributes ranges from 2 to

1024 and the number of embedded clusters ranges from 1 to 40. Although we could include

some labeled classification datasets into the analysis, as done in previous work (SÁEZ;

CORCHADO, 2019; PIMENTEL; CARVALHO, 2020), their structure is not always suitable

for clustering purposes. For instance, there may be classes spanning di↵erent regions

or manifolds of the input space. Additionally, a dataset might present more than one

valid structure, which is not reflected in the assigned data labels. By employing synthetic

datasets dedicated to the evaluation of clustering problems, we are able to circumvent

these issues and build an instance space more suitable to clustering problems.

For composing the set of algorithms A, we analyzed 10 di↵erent partitional and

hierarchical clustering algorithms widely used in the literature: K-Means (KME), K-

Medians (KMD), K-Medoids (KMO), Mini-Batch K-Means (MBK), Fuzzy C-Means

(FCM), Single Linkage (SL), Complete Linkage (CL), Average Linkage (AL), Closest

Centroid (CC) and Ward’s Method (WM). The algorithms were executed using the

implementations contained in the following R packages: stats, Gmedian, kmed, ClusterR

and e1071. Annex C presents the parameters used for each of the algorithms.
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4.2.2 Meta-Data

An important step in the construction of meta-data is the definition of meta-features

F that correspond to the characterization measures of the datasets. Table 4.1 lists the

20 meta-features used in this work. For each meta-feature, this table presents the main

aspect it intends to measure, its acronym, description, asymptotic computational cost and

reference from which the measure was extracted or based. The asymptotic cost is analyzed

as a function of the number of points n each dataset has and its number of input features

d. Most of the measures require building a distance matrix between all data points first,

which dominates the asymptotic cost. Nonetheless, one must notice that this matrix needs

to be computed only once and multiple measures can be extracted from it afterwards, so

that the overall cost involved in extracting all meta-features is lower than that obtained

by summing up each of the individual costs.

TABLE 4.1 – Meta-features classified by the main properties they measure. In the Asymp.
column, n stands for the number of data items a dataset has and d corresponds to its
number of input features.

Meta-Feature Description Asymp. Reference
(1) Distribution-based:
multi_norm Multivariate normality O(d · n+ n

2) Souto et al. (2008)
skewness Multivariate normality skewness O(d · n+ n

2) Mardia (1970)
kurtosis Multivariate normality kurtosis O(d · n+ n

2) Mardia (1970)
(2) Neighborhood-based:
avg_nnd Average nearest neighbor degree O(d · n2) Barrat et al. (2004)
contrast Contrast O(n2) Fränti e Sieranoja (2018)
high_dist Percentage of points of high dis-

tance
O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)

low_dist Percentage of points of low dis-
tance

O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)

(3) Density:
clust_coef Clustering coe�cient O(d · n2) Lorena et al. (2019)
net_dens Network density O(d · n2) Lorena et al. (2019)
perc_out Percentage of outliers O(n2) Souto et al. (2008)
(4) Dimensionality:
number_ex log10 number of examples O(n) Souto et al. (2008)
number_ftr log10 number of attributes O(d) Soares et al. (2009)
ratio_ex_ftr Ratio number of examples to at-

tributes
O(d+ n) Ho e Basu (2002)

avg_abs_cor Average absolute correlation O(n) Ferrari e Castro (2012)
intr_dim Intrinsic dimensionality O(n2) Fränti e Sieranoja (2018)
avg_pca Average number of points per

PCA dimension
O(d2 · n+ d

3) Lorena et al. (2019)

ratio_pca Ratio PCA to the original dimen-
sion

O(d2 · n+ d
3) Lorena et al. (2019)

(5) Network centrality:
power_cent Bonacich power centrality O(n3) Bonacich (1987)
eigen_cent Eigenvalue centrality of minimum

spanning tree
O(n2) Bonacich (1987)

hub_score Kleinberg’s hub centrality O(n3) Kleinberg (1999)

We have chosen a diverse set of meta-features for revealing di↵erent cluster structures

while also allowing to draw meaningful conclusions regarding the clustering algorithm’s
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performances. Measures already tested in related works are included along with other

measures that highlight other complementary aspects. The meta-features’ functions have

been implemented in R, using the following packages as support: MVN and igraph. The

code is available in an open access repository (see https://github.com/ml-research

-clustering/meta-analysis, last accessed on 18 March 2021). More details about the

meta-features are presented in Chapter 5.

For evaluating the clustering algorithms’ performance and compose the set Y , we have

employed a set of internal validation measures, which use information inherent to the data

structure to assess the quality of the clusters (BALL; HALL, 1965; CALIŃSKI; HARABASZ,

1974; DUNN, 1974; HUBERT; SCHULTZ, 1976; RATKOWSKY; LANCE, 1978; DAVIES; BOULDIN,

1979; HALKIDI et al., 2001; DATTA; DATTA, 2003; HANDL et al., 2005). The measures used

in this work are classified in six groups, as shown in Table 4.2 (HANDL et al., 2005). We

included representatives from di↵erent categories as defined in the related literature, so

that the ability of the algorithms to recover di↵erent structures from a dataset can be

assessed. Their code was implemented in R, using the following packages: clusterCrit,

clValid and fpc.

TABLE 4.2 – Performance measures classified by properties.

Acronym Performance Measure Reference
(1) Compactness or Homogeneity:
BH Ball-Hall Ball e Hall (1965)
(2) Connectedness:
C Connectivity Handl et al. (2005)
(3) Separation:
RL Ratkowsky–Lance Ratkowsky e Lance (1978)
(4) Combinations:
CH Calinski–Harabasz Caliński e Harabasz (1974)
DB Davies–Bouldin Davies e Bouldin (1979)
D Dunn Dunn (1974)
SD SD Halkidi et al. (2001)
(5) Stability:
APN Average proportion of non-overlap Datta e Datta (2003)
AD Average distance Datta e Datta (2003)
ADM Average distance between means Datta e Datta (2003)
FOM Figure of merit Datta e Datta (2003)
(6) Compliance between a partitioning and distance information:
HUB Pearson correlation version of Hubert’s statistic Hubert e Schultz (1976)

As a result of this step, we have a meta-dataset composed of 380 instances (clustering

datasets), described by 20 meta-features and the performances of 10 clustering algorithms

according to 12 clustering validation indexes.

https://github.com/ml-research-clustering/meta-analysis
https://github.com/ml-research-clustering/meta-analysis
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4.2.3 Steps for Generating a 2D Instance Space for Clustering

The instance space is produced using the Matlab toolkit MATILDA (acronym for

Melbourne Algorithm Test Instance Library with Data Analytics). MATILDA has been

developed to be used in the analysis of optimization and ML problems (see https:

//matilda.unimelb.edu.au for a library of case studies, last accessed on 18 March 2021).

A more detailed description of the methodology can be found in Munoz et al. (2018). The

tool consists of a data pipeline that integrates a preprocessing stage, four main steps and

a post-processing stage.

A preliminary and relevant step to build an instance space is the consolidation of

metadata. These are composed by the mentioned meta-features and performance measures

of the algorithms under analysis. These actions are common in all kinds of problems,

but in clustering some specific aspects had to be observed. The first is the need to

determine an optimal number of clusters for each dataset. Considering the unsupervised

nature of clustering problems, the number of clusters each dataset has is not known a

priori. Therefore, we let the data structure speak for itself and the number of clusters

is found according to the clustering algorithms’ results. We use the Silhouette Method

(ROUSSEEUW, 1987) from the R language’s NbClust package to determine the number of

clusters to be adopted for each dataset and clustering algorithm uniformly. This method

is widely employed in determining the number of clusters and is not included in the list

of indices that make up the ranking-based performance measure. The inclusion of a new

instance with or without information about the number of clusters must follow the same

procedure.

Another aspect is the definition of a performance measurement. In this work, we chose

to use internal validation measures because we did not want to consider the ground truths

of the datasets. We know that there are countless measures and that each one has a

specific bias and can favor a class of algorithms over others. To reduce this problem, we

decided to select and combine measures adopting di↵erent clustering criteria. We grouped

them into six groups according to Table 4.2. Each measure, or group of measures, has

its own properties. To consider di↵erent biases, we aggregated the normalized values

of the measures into a single value based on an average ranking of performance across

the algorithm portfolio, in order to smooth or compensate their individual influence on

algorithms which employ similar clustering criteria.

The first stage of the framework is the preprocessing of the meta-dataset. In this

stage, the data were normalized using the Box-Cox and Z transformations. Next, a feature

selection process is performed in order to find a subset of meta-features that are more

related to the clustering algorithms’ performances, allowing for obtaining smoother 2D

projections relating the properties of the instances and the performance of the clustering

https://matilda.unimelb.edu.au
https://matilda.unimelb.edu.au
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algorithms. MATILDA can select features by cross-correlation or by clustering, and the

choice of the method is optional. MATILDA’s feature selection process by cross-correlation

defines the Pearson correlation coe�cient as a similarity metric between features. The

other option is to use k-Means for identify groups of similar features. The Euclidean

distance is used as a measure of dissimilarity and the number of clusters is defined by the

Silhouette measure. K is a parameter that corresponds to a maximum number of clusters

in the feature selection step. According to Annex B, values were tested in the range

6–10. The value 10 was defined based on the tests. To select one feature per group, the

algorithm first projects the subset of selected features into two dimensions using Principal

Components Analysis (PCA) and Random Forests are used to predict whether an instance

is easy or not for a given algorithm. Instances are labeled as easy or hard according to

the performance threshold adopted for defining a good performance. In this work, we

employed a threshold of 0.5, so that an instance for which an average ranking performance

below 0.5 is achieved is classified as hard; otherwise, it is considered easy. Then, the subset

of features that results in the most accurate Random Forest models is selected and the

features are combined in all possibilities. This routine can be computationally intensive,

since it tests all combinations if they are less than 1000 or uses the combination of a

Genetic Algorithm and a look-up table, otherwise.

Next, the main step for the generation of the instance space is the projection model.

This algorithm was idealized as an optimization problem. It is a procedure of dimensionality

reduction that projects the instances in a 2D space so that a linear trend is observed

between the selected meta-features and the performance of the algorithms under analysis.

The choice of projection to 2D is an experimental decision and any such dimensionality

reduction produces a loss of information. Nevertheless, the use of 2D projection allows for

visualizing better the distribution of the selected meta-features along the instance space

and also of the algorithms’ performances variations. The 2D projection facilitates the

computational requirements to establish the algorithm footprints too, corresponding to

areas where the algorithms perform well. The projection was obtained as in Munoz et

al. (2018) and is described by Equations 3.1 to 3.4. The problem was solved numerically

by MATILDA using BIPOP-CMA-ES (Bi-population Covariance Matrix Adaptation

Evolution Strategy) (MUNOZ et al., 2018).

The next step was the use of a supervised learning meta-model for algorithm selection.

MATILDA trains a series of SVM models that predict whether an algorithm will perform

well or not for a given instance, given a threshold of good and bad performance, which was

set as 0.5 in this work after numerous empirical tests. SVMs are trained using the selected

meta-features as inputs and the performance measurement of each algorithm as output.

The implementation of SVM uses a Gaussian kernel. Their hyper-parameters are tuned by

Bayesian Optimization. The model uses a stratified k-fold cross-validation technique and
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gives a probability for each instance of belonging to a given class by fitting a posterior

probability model (k = 5 by default).

A central concept in ISA are the footprints, which represent the areas in the instance

space where an algorithm is expected to perform well. The areas are calculated by Delaunay

triangulation, considering distances between points that exceed a certain limit. For each

of these areas’ measures of density, which would be the number of instances per unit area,

and purity, which would be the number of instances of good performance per number of

instances in the region, are extracted. When areas of two or more algorithms overlap, the

purity measure is used to determine which algorithm should predominate,in order to avoid

redundant visual information of the footprints.

Annex B presents the MATILDA parameters adopted in this work. Most of the values

adopted are default. Others were varied and the resulting projections were inspected for

choosing suitable values. This examination is necessary to find a projection allowing for

discriminating better the algorithm’s performances, whilst also showing smooth trends

concerning the meta-features and algorithms’ performance values across the instance space.

The aim of ISA is to gain insights and, if the parameters are not set suitably, few insights

are available. For example, if the goodness threshold is not carefully chosen, all algorithms

could be labeled good, and there will be little opportunity to allow ISA to distinguish

strengths and weaknesses. While the default parameter settings in MATILDA have been

chosen through many years of testing a variety of problems (see matilda.unimelb.edu.au

for the collection of library problems, last accessed on 18 March 2021), there is still

sometimes a need to explore a range of parameters to ensure the most insightful results

are produced. In this study, experiments were conducted exploring di↵erent thresholds

related to algorithmic performance and the selection of meta-features to arrive at some

insightful visualisations, but the chosen parameters are quite robust.

4.3 Building an Instance Space from Artificial Datasets

All o↵ the pre-processing steps of MATILDA were performed, with the exception of

outlier detection. Experimental tests revealed that the exclusion of outliers reduced the

quality of the projection in terms of the distribution of the instances in the 2D space,

impairing the discrimination of the algorithms’ performances. All codes were executed

on an Intel Core i7-7500U CPU with 2.70 GHz (Santa Clara, USA), 16 GB RAM, and

the Microsoft Windows 10 operating system (Redmond, USA). The clustering algorithms

ran once using their default parameter values (The code and datasets can be found at

https://github.com/ml-research-clustering/meta-analysis, last accessed on 18

March 2021), except for the assumed number of clusters, which was adjusted to each dataset

matilda.unimelb.edu.au
https://github.com/ml-research-clustering/meta-analysis
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according to the Silhouette Method (ROUSSEEUW, 1987) from the NbClust R package.

There are two details of implementation that deserve to be mentioned, both related to

parameters of the employed function. First, the number of clusters to be considered was

limited between the minimum and maximum values of the actual numbers of clusters all

datasets from a given group contain, based on ground truth. These limits were imposed

for experimental reasons and aim to reduce the search space and the algorithmic runtime,

since we are dealing with a large amount of datasets. If ground truths are not available,

the minimum and maximum values can be set from 2 to n� 1, where n is the size of the

dataset. Secondly, the clustering algorithm used as a parameter in the function is varied

among the following methods: K-Means, K-Medians, Closest Centroid, Single Linkage,

Complete Linkage, Average Linkage, Ward’s Method, and McQuitty Method.

4.3.1 An Average Ranking of Performance Measures

As previously described, the internal validation indexes listed in Table 4.2 were aggre-

gated into a single measure by taking an average ranking of performance of the algorithms

(avg_rank). The idea is to combine multiple performance views of the clustering algo-

rithms. The ranking uses the rank function of R. It is calculated as follows: (i) for each

performance measure and dataset, a ranking of the algorithms is made, so that algorithms

with better performance receive a better position in the rank compared to algorithms of

lower performance; (ii) Then, the average and standard deviation of the ranking positions

assigned to each algorithm are calculated. Standardization based on median and median

deviation was applied to the ranking results, as well as Min-Max normalization. As a

result, the ranking values range between 0 and 1, with larger values corresponding to

better results.

All test instances were included in the analysis, divided according to the geometric

shape of the clusters when projected in a 2D space. They were categorized into Gaussian,

ellipsoidal or multiple shapes. The algorithm performance metric considered absolute

performance, with a good performance identified when an algorithm reaches an avg_rank

performance metric greater than or equal to 0.50 for the given instance. This value

corresponds to the threshold of good performance (opts.perf.epsilon). According to Annex

B, this parameter was varied in the range of 0.30–0.80. Adjusting this parameter allows

for obtaining a projection that discriminates the performance of the algorithms better and

makes it possible to visualize their footprints, that is, the regions of the space of instances

in which the algorithms achieve good performance.

As mentioned earlier, MATILDA has the option of using a clustering-based feature

selection method. It uses Pearson’s correlation coe�cient as a measure of similarity and

the k-Means algorithm to identify groups of similar features. The routine also embeds a
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silhouette analysis to infer the number of clusters and, therefore, the number of features to

keep afterwards. A threshold of 0.70 was used for the silhouette coe�cient in this setting.

According to Annex B, this parameter was varied in the range 0.50–0.80. During execution,

the MATILDA system itself recommends using a higher or lower value in order to obtain

an optimized number of clusters in the feature selection process.

Table 4.3 presents the mean and standard deviation of avg_rank measure across all

test instances. The CC algorithm obtained the best average performance, while the KMO

algorithm obtained less favorable results. Figure 4.1 further reveals that the partitional

clustering algorithms performed poorly in the group of ellipsoidal datasets when compared

with the hierarchical algorithms.This result is expected, since the k-Means algorithm and

similar variations do not perform well when applied to datasets with elongated clusters,

which is the case with ellipsoidal datasets (AGGARWAL, 2015). Moreover, the evidences

found in these descriptive summary statistical results suggests that we should mostly rely

on CC for a given clustering dataset, but does this algorithm have weaknesses? In addition,

does the weakest algorithm, KMO, have hidden strengths that a more nuanced analysis

would reveal? We aim to explore how ISA can fill this gap to gain greater insights than

statistical averages can o↵er.

TABLE 4.3 – Mean, standard deviation and rank of each clustering algorithm.

Algorithm Mean Std Rank
CC 0.638 0.181 1
AL 0.629 0.174 2
SL 0.613 0.157 3
FCM 0.559 0.220 4
KME 0.551 0.177 5
CL 0.539 0.186 6
WM 0.522 0.209 7
KMD 0.521 0.203 8
MBK 0.476 0.182 9
KMO 0.403 0.193 10

FIGURE 4.1 – Average performance ranking of the algorithms for ellipsoidal datasets.
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4.3.2 Feature Selection and Projection in the Instance Space

Ten meta-features were selected from the feature space F by MATILDA to be employed

in the ISA analysis. Equation (4.1) presents the projection matrix that allows the

transformation of instances from the 10D feature space to the 2D instance space. We can

notice the presence of meta-features from all categories except from Network Centrality

presented in Table 4.1, stressing the need for considering multiple views in order to properly

characterize the structure of diverse datasets. Although no network centrality measures

are present in the final set of meta-features chosen, the clust_coef meta-feature is also

extracted from a proximity graph built from data. This graph was constructed based on

the ✏-nearest neighbors, with ✏ defined according to the number of examples.
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(4.1)

Figure 4.2 illustrates the characteristics of the 380 datasets projected in the generated

instance space colored according to group (namely ellipsoidal, Gaussian and multiple

shapes), number of examples, number of attributes and number of clusters defined as

ground truth in the original datasets.

There is a clear distinction between dataset groups. The ellipsoidal and multiply shaped

datasets are spread in di↵erent regions of the instance space. Gaussian datasets occupy a

region below them, with some degree of overlap. Among the Gaussian datasets, there is a

set that is uniformly arranged in the lower region of the instance space. Those are the

G2 datasets (FRÄNTI et al., 2016) that have the same number of observations (n = 2048),

the same number of clusters (k = 2) and the number of attributes ranging from 2 to 1024.

They also have an overlap parameter varying from 0 to 100. These datasets model each

cluster as a separate Gaussian, which may or not overlap depending on the spread of their

distributions.

We can see from the figure that the numbers of examples, attributes and clusters also

are decisive in the distribution of datasets across the instance space. These characteristics

were not directly used to project the instances, although the number of examples and
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(a) Datasets by groups (b) Number of examples

(c) Number of attributes (d) Number of clusters

FIGURE 4.2 – Characteristics of the datasets projected in the instance space, color coded
according to (a) distribution of the datasets by groups, (b) number of examples, (c) number
of attributes and (d) number of clusters represented by ground truth. The characteristics
have been log10–scaled.

attributes are used to compute some of the dimensionality measures. Datasets with

more input attributes are concentrated in the bottom of the instance space, and their

dimensionalities reduce towards the upper right quadrant of the projected space. For the

number of clusters, although there are some mixed results, in general datasets with a lower

number of clusters are concentrated towards the right of the instance space. Concerning

the number of examples, datasets with fewer examples mostly have a z2 coordinate larger

than zero. The distribution of the selected meta-features in the instance space is shown by

Figure 4.3. All values were scaled to [0, 1]. In this case, the following observations can be

drawn:

• avg_abs_cor: the values of this meta-feature increase from left to right in the instance

space. This meta-feature computes the correlations between all input attributes

a dataset has and averages their absolute values. Higher values are obtained for

datasets with more redundant input attributes;
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(a) Average absolute correlation (b) Average nearest neighbor de-
gree

(c) Clustering coe�cient

(d) Intrinsic dimensionality (e) Multivariate normality kur-
tosis

(f) Percentage of points of low
distance

(g) Percentage of outliers (h) Ratio number of examples to
attributes

(i) Ratio PCA to the original di-
mension

(j) Multivariate normality skew-
ness

FIGURE 4.3 – Distribution of selected meta–features on the projected instance space.
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• avg_nnd: the values of this meta-feature tend to increase from right to left in the

instance space. The degree captures more precisely the e↵ective level of cohesiveness

and a�nity due to the actual interaction strength between nodes of the proximity

graph built from a dataset (BARRAT et al., 2004). A higher degree is expected for

datasets with more examples near each other, so that the proximity graph shows

more connections;

• clust_coef: the values of this meta-feature increase from bottom-left to the top-

right of the instance space. The clustering coe�cient of a vertex measures the ratio

of the number of edges between its neighbors and the maximum number of edges

that could possibly exist between them. A higher value is obtained for datasets with

a more dense clustering structure;

• intr_dim: this meta-feature is characterized by having higher values for the G2

datasets. It measures the squared average distance between all points divided by the

variance of the distances (FRÄNTI; SIERANOJA, 2018). G2 datasets have a certain

degree of overlap between clusters, justifying the higher values achieved;

• kurtosis: the values of this meta-feature tend to increase smoothly towards the

bottom-left of the instance space. It calculates the Mardia’s multivariate kurtosis

coe�cient (MARDIA, 1970) of the dataset’s input attributes. A higher value reflects

more complex datasets in terms of data distribution;

• low_dist: the values of this meta-feature tend to increase towards the bottom-right

of the instance space. This measure computes the percentage of points with a

distance lower than the mean distance between all data points in a dataset, minus

its standard deviation. Higher values tend to be obtained for datasets with a greater

degree of overlap between clusters;

• perc_out: the values of this meta-feature increase from bottom-right to the top-left

of the instance space. In this work, outliers are considered points whose distance is

less than q1 � 1.5IQR and higher than q3 + 1.5IQR, where q1 and q3 are the first

and third quartiles, respectively, and IQR = q3 � q1. Essentially, this is an indicator

of data quality that shows the ability of algorithms to deal with datasets that have

non-uniform distribution;

• ratio_ex_ftr: the values of this meta-feature increase from bottom-left to the

top-right of the instance space. This measure reflects the ratio between the number

of examples and the number of attributes. It gives an indication of data sparsity,

with lower values obtained for sparse datasets;

• ratio_pca: the values of this meta-feature tend to increase towards the up-right of

the instance space. It is a rough measure of the proportion of relevant dimensions
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the dataset has, when compared to the number of principal components needed to

represent 95% of data variability. High values of this measure indicate more complex

relationships of the input variables (LORENA et al., 2012);

• skewness: the values of this meta-feature tend to increase sharply towards the

bottom-left of the instance space. It calculates the Mardia’s multivariate skewness

coe�cient (MARDIA, 1970). A higher value reflects more complex datasets in terms

of data distribution.

4.3.3 Algorithm Selection in the Instance Space—Performance Predic-

tion

MATILDA uses SVM-based meta-models to predict in which regions of the instance

space a particular algorithm would be the best choice for a given instance. Herewith, a

specific module trains one SVM classification model per algorithm that predicts whether

the algorithm will perform well or not for a given instance (see liveDemoIS.mlx file

available at https://github.com/andremun/InstanceSpace, last accessed on 18 March

2021). It does this using the MATLAB fitcsvm package. In this process, the following

operations are performed: (i) it produces resubstitution results using a stratified K-fold

cross-validation (CV); (ii) it gives a probability for each instance of belonging to a given

class, by fitting a posterior probability model; (iii) it uses Bayesian Optimization to fine

tune the SVM hyper-parameters {C, �} that are the cost or regularization term and the

radial-basis function kernel (RBF) hyper-parameter, respectively.

Table 4.4 shows the results obtained by the SVM predictors for each clustering algorithm

(10 in total), as well as the results of an idealized oracle that always picks the right algorithm,

and a selector that combines the decisions made by all the SVMs models to predict the

likely best algorithm for each instance using the highest precision SVM to break ties. This

assumes that the most precise SVM (CV-Precision) is the most reliable. The table includes

the average and standard deviation of the performance measure across all instances (the

average ranking obtained for all datasets), probability of good performance and 10-fold

CV performance of the SVM models (accuracy, precision and recall). The SVM parameter

values employed are also shown. The average ranking and its standard deviation are the

expected performance if we were to use each algorithm across all instances. As already

mentioned, the threshold for good performance defined in MATILDA was set as an avg_-

rank performance metric of at least 0.50. The probability of good performance is based

on this parameter and represents the fraction of instances for which the performance

measure is greater than or equal to 0.50. The clustering algorithm that presented the

best performance on average was CC (probability of good 0.85), while the worst was

KMO (probability of good 0.35). The results also indicate that the class of hierarchical

https://github.com/andremun/InstanceSpace
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algorithms in general presented better performance. The Selector is successful since it has

a probability of 0.91 of selecting an algorithm with good performance and a CV-Precision

of 91.30—better than always selecting the best on-average algorithm, which is CC (0.85).

Nonetheless, the relatively low CV Recall of the Selector indicates that it could be further

improved.

TABLE 4.4 – Results of SVM prediction models, where Avg. Perf. is the Average
Performance and SD Perf. is the Standard Deviation Performance. CV Accuracy, CV
Precision and CV Recall are cross-validated performance metrics.

Algorithm Avg. Perf. SD Perf. Prob. Good CV Accuracy CV Precision CV Recall
KME 0.55 0.18 0.62 74.70 75.90 86.30
KMD 0.52 0.20 0.59 78.70 78.90 87.60
KMO 0.40 0.19 0.35 71.80 72.60 33.30
MBK 0.48 0.18 0.43 73.20 85.40 46.10
FCM 0.56 0.22 0.67 90.00 87.70 98.80
SL 0.61 0.16 0.82 88.40 88.00 99.40
CL 0.54 0.19 0.63 75.00 77.30 85.40
AL 0.63 0.17 0.76 81.10 82.60 95.20
WM 0.52 0.21 0.55 80.30 80.10 85.10
CC 0.64 0.18 0.85 91.10 90.70 99.70
Oracle 0.81 0.09 1.00 - - -
Selector 0.67 0.14 0.91 - 91.30 47.70

4.3.4 Footprint Analysis and Algorithm Portfolio

One of the most relevant and characteristic results of ISA is the presentation of the

regions of the instance space in which the algorithms perform well, that is, the footprints

of the algorithm, supporting objective evaluation of algorithmic power and highlighting its

strengths and weaknesses. According to Munoz et al. (2018), the algorithm that generates

the footprints uses a combination of two approaches that were used in previous works. In

its first step, the algorithm measures the Euclidian distances between two instances, and

marks one of them for elimination if the distance is less than a threshold, ↵. This is done to

avoid numerical instability with the triangulation algorithm, which is applied as the second

step. As a third step, the algorithm finds the concave hull, by removing any triangle with

edges larger than another threshold, �. As a fourth and final step, the algorithm calculates

the density and purity of each triangle in the concave hull. The density, as the number

of instances per area unit, and purity, as the number of instances of good performance

(considering an avg_rank performance metric of at least 0.50) per number of instances of

the region. If a triangle does not fulfill the density and purity limits, it is removed from

the hull. When areas of two or more algorithms overlap, the purity measure is used to

determine which algorithm should predominate. While we are not able to experiment with

these default parameters, we can confirm that the resulting footprints make visual sense,

and the parameters appear to behave in the intended manner, for our application, as well
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TABLE 4.5 – Footprint analysis of the algorithms, where � is the area, ⇢ is the density
and � is the purity.

Algorithm � ⇢ �
KME 0.71 0.97 1.00
KMD 0.70 0.89 0.89
KMO 0.19 0.80 1.00
MBK 0.35 0.66 1.00
FCM 0.78 0.96 0.98
SL 0.82 1.14 0.98
CL 0.54 1.26 1.00
AL 0.65 1.33 1.00
WM 0.27 1.98 0.99
CC 0.87 1.08 1.00

as all for the MATILDA library case studies. Changes to these parameters would merely

a↵ect the formation of footprints and the calculation of their areas, which is not a core

requirement for gaining the visual insights we seek.

Figure 4.4 shows the footprints of the algorithms in the instance space. An interesting

aspect to be observed is that all hierarchical algorithms perform well in the ellipsoidal

datasets (center-left region), which are more complex in terms of some basic characteristics

such as number of attributes and clusters. This was not observed for any of the partitional

algorithms. We can also observe that the CC algorithm has the largest footprint in terms

of coverage area across the instance space. On the other hand, the KMO algorithm has

the smallest footprint area �. Some other interesting observations from Figure 4.4 are:

• there is a large variation on the partitional algorithms’ performances, although all of

the algorithms tended to present better results for datasets towards the bottom-right

of the instance space, with exception from a small area in the case of KME. KMO

and MBK present a large area of bad performance. The FCM variant is able to

handle better a larger portion of the datasets;

• the hierarchical clustering variants tended to present bad results for some datasets

of the G2 group;

• the WM algorithm presents a performance mostly complementary to that of the

partitional algorithms.

Table 4.5 presents the results for the footprint analysis. The areas �, as well as their

density ⇢ and purity � measures, are detailed. Usually, the obtainment of large normalized

areas (30% onwards) with density about one and purity above 70–80% is evidence that

the algorithm is strong in the instance space.

The CC algorithm showed the best performance (� = 0.87), followed by the SL

(� = 0.82) and FCM (� = 0.82). CC performed well on ellipsoidal, multiple shapes and
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(a) K–Means (KME) (b) K–Medians (KMD) (c) K–Medoids (KMO)

(d) Mini–Batch K–Means (MBK) (e) Fuzzy C–Means (FCM) (f) Single Linkage (SL)

(g) Complete Linkage (CL) (h) Average Linkage (AL) (i) Closest Centroid (CC)

(j) Ward’s Method (WM)

FIGURE 4.4 – Footprints of the algorithms in the instance space.
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Gaussian datasets, with the exception of a region formed by G2 datasets. SL obtained

a similar result. FCM performed well in Gaussian datasets and multiple shapes, but

did not obtain a good performance in ellipsoidal datasets. The worst performances were

obtained by the KMO (� = 0.19), WM (� = 0.27) and MBK (� = 0.35) algorithms. The

hierarchical algorithms in general showed better performance, which can be evidenced by

the measures of area and density.

An important aspect in relation to ISA is the possibility of establishing a visual

relationship between features and footprints, in order to highlight the strengths and

weaknesses of the algorithms. A simultaneous analysis of Figures 4.3 and 4.4 allows us to

make the following statements about the relationships between datasets, meta-features

and the performance of the algorithms:

• partitional algorithms results are directly related to ratio_pca, low_dist and

avg_abs_cor, that is, those meta-features show where the algorithms perform well.

On the other hand, their weaknesses are related to perc_out;

• regarding hierarchical algorithms, perc_out has a direct relationship with good

performance, while avg_abs_cor and low_dist show the most di�cult instances;

• similar relationships can also be verified when considering only the Gaussian datasets;

• in the group of ellipsoidal datasets, features avg_nnd and skewness show the strength

of hierarchical algorithms, while features avg_abs_cor and clust_coef show their

weaknesses;

• partitional algorithms do not have in general a uniform behavior for ellipsoidal

datasets;

• in the group of multiple shapes, features ratio_pca, ratio_ex_ftr and clust_coef

show the strength of hierarchical algorithms. KME, KMD and FCM present a direct

relationship with those features, while KMO and MBK present an inverse relationship

with perc_out;

• the best algorithm, CC, has its strengths evidenced by features clust_coef and

ratio_ex_ftr, and weaknesses by features ratio_pca and low_dist;

• the worst algorithm, KMO, has its strengths evidenced by features low_dist and

avg_abs_cor, and weaknesses by features perc_out and kurtosis.

We can conclude, therefore, that for the instances under study, the partitional and hier-

archical algorithms in general tend to present inverse behaviors in relation to performance

across the instance space.
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Figure 4.5 shows the footprints of the algorithm portfolio. The ISA’s results are

consistent with those from the simple average performance analysis of algorithms, but with

more nuanced insight possible. The SVM results recommend the CC algorithm for most

instances of the three groups of datasets, but not all. There is also a recommendation for

the SL and FCM algorithms in a small region of the Gaussian datasets.

FIGURE 4.5 – Footprints of the algorithm portfolio predicted by SVM.

4.4 Plotting Real Datasets in Instance Space

The instance space presented in the previous section was generated from artificial

datasets with known clustering properties and structures. The adoption of this restriction

resides in the fact that synthetic data allow a clearer and more objective understanding of

the study results. They allow a more e↵ective control over eventual relationships between

selected meta-features and performance measures. However, reaching more comprehensive

insights requires the use of datasets that reflect typical di�culties of real cases. We present

in this section an ISA that incorporates real data, in order to verify in which regions

of the instance space these datasets would be located and whether they influence the

results obtained previously. This allows us to assess the di�culty level of real datasets

and to examine the real-world-likeness of synthetic datasets. Only the main findings are

highlighted, given that the details of the methodology employed are the same and have

already been described in Section 4.2.
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4.4.1 Generating an Instance Space from Combined Artificial and Real

Datasets

A new instance space was generated from a total of 599 datasets, where 380 are the

same artificial datasets used in Section 4.2 and another 219 real datasets were collected

from the OpenML repository and used as benchmark for clustering algorithms in Pimentel

e Carvalho (2019). In these datasets, the number of examples ranges from 100 to 5000, the

number of attributes ranges from 2 to 168, and the number of embedded clusters ranges

from 2 to 30. One must notice that these datasets are representatives of classification

problems. In classification problems, the objective is to find a decision model able to

partition the data items into some previously defined categories. The datasets are then

labeled and the model is trained to somewhat reproduce such labels. A same class can

have data points spanning di↵erent regions of the input space. This di↵ers from clustering,

in which there are no pre-defined categories and the groups are usually based on their

proximity. Whilst a problem for which the instances are distributed uniformly all over

the input space with a clear linear decision border between the classes can be considered

quite easy for classification, this is not the case for clustering (in fact, there is no cluster

structure for data points randomly distributed in the input space). Therefore, although

the usage of classification datasets in the evaluation of clustering algorithms is largely

employed, some care must be taken in the interpretation of the obtained results.

The ground truths of the real datasets were not considered in the analysis. The

same procedure used with artificial datasets was employed: the clusters were defined

by the Silhouette method, using the implementation of the NbClust package from R.

The categorization of artificial datasets described in the previous section has remained

unchanged (namely ellipsoidal, Gaussian and multiple shapes). Equation (4.2) presents

the new projection matrix.
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(4.2)

We can see that 10 meta-features were selected. A total of six remained in the
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(a) Datasets by groups (b) Number of examples

(c) Number of attributes (d) Number of clusters

FIGURE 4.6 – Characteristics of the datasets projected in the instance space after the
inclusion of real datasets, color coded according to (a) distribution of the datasets by
groups, (b) number of examples, (c) number of attributes and (d) number of clusters
represented by ground truth. The characteristics have been log10–scaled.

projection matrix after the inclusion of the real datasets: kurtosis, perc_out, ratio_-

pca, avg_abs_cor, low_dist and avg_nnd. This indicates that these measures have a

relevant influence in the characterization of both types of datasets. Figure 4.6 shows the

characteristics of the datasets projected in the instance space. The number of clusters for

the real datasets correspond to their number of classes.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the distribution of selected meta-features and algorithms

footprints in the instance space, respectively. Figure 4.6 reveals the region of the instance

space where the real datasets were plotted. They are concentrated in the central and

upper left region of the instance space, partially overlapping the less complex Gaussian

datasets and the multiple shapes datasets. They also fill a central and lower left area not

occupied by artificial datasets, which is characterized by a reduced number of examples

and intermediate number of attributes and clusters. With very few exceptions, we can

verify that, in general, they are not located in the areas occupied by the ellipsoidal and the

G2 datasets, that is, the most complex ones. This finding highlights the importance that
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artificial datasets can have in experiments and that artificial and real datasets can act as

complementary instances, providing a more comprehensive analysis of clustering problems.

4.4.2 Performance Prediction, Footprint Analysis and Algorithm Port-

folio

Table 4.6 shows the results for each algorithm, plus the results of an idealized oracle

that always picks the right algorithm, and our selector that combines the decisions made

by the 10 SVMs (one per clustering algorithm). The columns of this table have the

same interpretation as those in Table 4.4. CC presented the best performance on average

(probability of good 0.86), while MBK was the worst (probability of good 0.39). The results

also confirm what was obtained previously regarding the best average performance of the

hierarchical algorithms. The AL algorithm obtained an average performance lower than

that achieved by the best algorithm (probability of good 0.76). However, it was the best

algorithm regarding the results of the cross-validation measures (accuracy, precision and

recall). The Selector is successful since it has a probability of 0.95 of selecting an algorithm

with good performance—better than always selecting the best on-average algorithm CC.

The results show that the Selector has better performance, both in terms of precision and

average ranking than using always CC, which is the best performing algorithm. However,

the di↵erence in the performance to the Oracle, the low CV performance for the KMO

algorithm and a relatively low CV recall again indicate that the Selector could be further

improved.

TABLE 4.6 – Results of SVM prediction models after inclusion of real datasets, where Avg.
Perf. is the Average Performance and SD Perf. is the Standard Deviation Performance.
CV Accuracy, CV Precision and CV Recall are cross-validated performance metrics.

Algorithm Avg. Perf. SD Perf. Prob. Good CV Accuracy CV Precision CV Recall

KME 0.59 0.18 0.69 80.80 85.00 87.70

KMD 0.51 0.19 0.55 69.10 75.90 63.60

KMO 0.44 0.18 0.40 58.10 36.50 8.00

MBK 0.45 0.18 0.39 71.00 91.90 28.80

FCM 0.58 0.21 0.69 77.50 82.40 85.70

SL 0.63 0.15 0.85 84.60 85.60 98.60

CL 0.55 0.18 0.67 77.00 84.80 80.20

AL 0.61 0.17 0.76 99.80 99.80 100.00

WM 0.58 0.18 0.64 71.60 69.80 98.40

CC 0.64 0.16 0.86 89.80 89.80 99.40

Oracle 0.81 0.09 1.00 - - -

Selector 0.66 0.13 0.95 - 95.30 48.80

Through the analysis of Figures 4.7 and 4.8, we can verify that partitional algorithms
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(a) Average absolute correlation (b) Multivariate normality kurtosis (c) Average nearest neighbor de-
gree

(d) Multivariate normality (e) Contrast (f) Kleinberg’s hub centrality

(g) log10 number of attributes (h) Percentage of points of low dis-
tance

(i) Percentage of outliers

(j) Ratio PCA to the original di-
mension

FIGURE 4.7 – Distribution of selected meta–features on the projected instance space after
the inclusion of real datasets.
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(a) K–Means (KME) (b) K–Medians (KMD) (c) K–Medoids (KMO)

(d) Mini–Batch K–Means
(MBK)

(e) Fuzzy C–Means (FCM) (f) Single Linkage (SL)

(g) Complete Linkage (CL) (h) Average Linkage (AL) (i) Closest Centroid (CC)

(j) Ward’s Method (WM)

FIGURE 4.8 – Footprints of the algorithms in the instance space after the inclusion of
real datasets
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good results are directly related to ratio_pca, low_dist and avg_abs_cor. On the other

hand, their weaknesses are related to perc_out. Regarding hierarchical algorithms, perc_-

out has a direct relationship with good performance, while avg_abs_cor and low_dist

show the most di�cult instances. We can conclude that, for the instances under study,

the partitional and hierarchical algorithms in general tend to present inverse behaviors

in relation to performance across the instance space. The insertion of the real datasets,

therefore, maintained the main findings verified in the preliminary analysis. Figure 4.8

shows that all hierarchical algorithms perform well in the ellipsoidal datasets (lower

region), as found in the analysis restricted to artificial datasets. This was not observed for

partitional algorithms, with the exception of KMO. We see in Table 4.7, which presents

the area �, density ⇢, and purity � of the algorithms’ footprints, that the AL algorithm

has the largest footprint in terms of coverage area across the instance space. On the other

hand, the KMO algorithm has the smallest footprint area. An interesting finding is that

the hierarchical algorithms performed well when applied to real datasets, in contrast to

the partitional algorithms. Nonetheless, we must keep in mind that the real datasets used

are originally from classification and not clustering problems and this may have a↵ected

some of the results.

TABLE 4.7 – Footprint analysis of the algorithms after the inclusion of real datasets,
where � is the area, ⇢ is the density and � is the purity.

Algorithm � ⇢ �

KME 0.65 1.13 0.92

KMD 0.50 0.88 1.00

KMO 0.02 1.83 1.00

MBK 0.09 1.18 1.00

FCM 0.61 1.15 1.00

SL 0.96 1.03 1.00

CL 0.58 1.03 0.95

AL 1.01 0.96 0.79

WM 0.83 1.07 0.95

CC 0.94 1.01 1.00

Figure 4.9 shows the footprints of the algorithm portfolio. In this case, the SVM results

recommend the AL algorithm for most instances of the four groups of datasets, but not

all. There are also recommendations for the CC and MBK algorithms.
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FIGURE 4.9 – Footprints of the algorithm portfolio predicted by SVM after the inclusion
of real datasets.

4.5 Final Considerations

In this chapter, we have performed the first instance space analysis of the performance

of well-known clustering algorithms on a representative sample of clustering datasets. We

considered a set of features that aim to reveal the presence of di↵erent types of structures

in a dataset. We defined as performance measure a combined ranking of the performance

of the algorithms as measured by internal validation indexes of di↵erent biases.

One of the limitations of this study resides in the need to pre-define the number of

clusters to be used as a parameter in the clustering algorithms. We opted to monitor a

Silhouette metric in the evaluation of the clustering algorithms’ results. It is also important

to comment that the adequate definition of the good performance threshold plays a major

role in the generation of an instance space that discriminates the algorithms’ performances.

We have experimentally varied the values of the most sensitive parameters in order to

obtain consistent and robust insights about the distribution of the instances in the space

and to reveal subtleties on algorithmic performance.

An interesting finding was the good performance of the hierarchical algorithms in

relation to the partitional algorithms when applied to ellipsoidal datasets. It should also

be noted that, for the instances under study, the partitional and hierarchical algorithms in

general tend to present inverse behaviors in relation to performance across the instance

space. Partitional algorithms had their strengths evidenced by measures of dimensionality

and neighborhood-based measures. Its weaknesses were revealed by measures of density.

The opposite occurred for hierarchical algorithms. Di↵erent behaviors were observed when

the analysis was segregated into groups of datasets. In general, hierarchical algorithms
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tend to perform better in more complex datasets.

Finally, we can conclude that the inclusion of real datasets employed in related work

maintained the essence of the results achieved when considering only artificial datasets,

showing consistency in the methodology used. However, the main finding of this work is the

observation that ISA goes further and indicates, in addition to the best algorithm for a given

instance, which algorithm would be recommended for an instance whose characteristics

lie in a certain region of the instance space. We can conclude, therefore, that ISA o↵ers

a unique perspective in relation to the methodologies of clustering analysis widely used

in the literature. The following chapter delves deeper into studies on characterization

measures applied to clustering datasets and attempts to identify subsets of measures best

suited to predict the performance of di↵erent clustering algorithms.



5 Evaluating Data Characterization

Measures for Clustering Problems

An accurate data characterization is essential for a reliable selection of clustering algo-

rithms via meta-learning. In this chapter we evaluate a set of measures for characterizing

clustering problems using beta regression and two well-known ML regression techniques

as meta-models. We have observed a subset of meta-features which demonstrates greater

resourcefulness to characterize the clustering datasets. In addition, secondary findings

made it possible to verify the direction and magnitude of the influence and the importance

of such measures in predicting the performance of the algorithms under analysis. This

chapter is based on the paper Fernandes et al. (2021b), focusing on characterization

meta-features for clustering problems, a crucial component of meta-learning systems.

5.1 Introduction

One of the main challenges of building meta-learning systems in ML is how to properly

characterize the datasets under analysis (SMITH-MILES, 2009). When clustering datasets are

concerned, this issue is amplified. Whilst there are multiple definitions of what constitutes

a cluster in the literature (HANDL et al., 2005), the lack of an expected output also hinders

the definition of measures which might capture the underlying clustering structure more

e↵ectively. In this chapter we gather a set of measures following di↵erent clustering criteria

in an attempt to characterize better the variety of structures a clustering dataset may

contain. The objective is to be capable of adequately and consistently characterizing varied

clustering datasets. These meta-features are then evaluated in a meta-learning setup aimed

to predict the expected ARI of eigth di↵erent clustering algorithms for datasets of known

structure.

Three regression techniques are employed as meta-models: beta-regression, k-nearest

neighbours (k-NN) and random forest (RF). Beta regression is a parametric model which

accommodates well asymmetries in the distribution of the responses and non-constant

variances of the residuals, aka heterocedasticity (FERRARI; CRIBARI-NETO, 2004). It

��
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was employed to perform a preliminary analysis of meta-features in predicting the ARI

values. The objective was to identify the direction and magnitude of influence of the

data characterization measures, as well as to objectively raise the statistical significance

of each measure under analysis. On the other hand, k-NN and RF are two well known

and widely disseminated non-parametric ML models. Their cross-validation performance

in ARI estimation was computed and the importance of the meta-features according to

the RF models was assessed. As a side result, we identify a group of measures that are

consistent for the characterization of various clustering datasets and which can support

better future meta-learning studies for clustering problems.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.2, we present a

theoretical summary and previous studies on meta-learning and clustering. Section 5.3

describes data characterization measures applied to clustering problems. In Section 5.4 we

describe the experimental methodology adopted. Section 5.5 presents and discusses the

experimental results of the meta-learners. Final considerations are presented in Section 5.6.

5.2 Meta-learning and clustering

The characterization of ML problems has been widely studied in a branch known as

meta-learning (MtL) (VANSCHOREN, 2018; SMITH-MILES, 2009). In this chapter MtL

refers to the exploration of meta-knowledge from previous known problems in order to

obtain more e�cient models and solutions for new problems (BRAZDIL et al., 2008). Fig. 5.1

illustrates this process as it is usually applied in ML. First, multiple datasets for which

the ML solutions can be evaluated are gathered. A meta-dataset is then generated by

extracting data characterization measures (aka meta-features) from the datasets along with

algorithmic performance results for a pool of candidate ML algorithms. A meta-model can

then be generated by a meta-learner using the meta-dataset as input, which can support

di↵erent algorithm selection fronts. Regarding clustering problems, one may estimate

the number of clusters a dataset has (PIMENTEL; CARVALHO, 2020), the best clustering

algorithm to be applied to a given dataset (FERRARI; CASTRO, 2015) or a ranking of

algorithms to be recommended (PIMENTEL; CARVALHO, 2019). Here we are concerned

on evaluating the ability and importance of di↵erent sets of meta-features for the proper

characterization of clustering problems.

One of the first and seminal MtL contributions from the literature was developed by

Rice (1976). The author deals with the algorithm selection problem (ASP), i.e., the choice

of an algorithm, among a given portfolio, that is more appropriate to solve a particular

problem instance. The meta-features play a primordial role in the algorithm selection

process and must be able to reveal the underlying structure and hardness level of the
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FIGURE 5.1 – Acquisition of meta-knowledge for algorithm selection.

problem’s instances (SMITH-MILES, 2009).

The use of MtL in ASP for clustering has been explored in works such as Souto et al.

(2008), Soares et al. (2009), Ferrari e Castro (2015), Pimentel e Carvalho (2019), Pimentel

e Carvalho (2020). Souto et al. (2008) was the first work to highlight the potentialities of

MtL for clustering algorithm recommendation. Ferrari e Castro (2012), Ferrari e Castro

(2015) have expanded MtL in clustering algorithm recommendation, using additional

meta-features as input. More recently, Pimentel e Carvalho (2019) proposed new data

characterization meta-features for selecting clustering algorithms based on the similarities

of the observations from a dataset. In a subsequent work, they used the same meta-features

for designing a meta-model to recommend the number of clusters a dataset has (PIMENTEL;

CARVALHO, 2020). Sáez e Corchado (2019) have also employed a MtL model to determine

the number of clusters a dataset has based on clustering validation indices.

All previous work have considered di↵erent sets of meta-features for characterizing

the clustering datasets. But a question remains on whether they are able to characterize

the variety of structures di↵erent clustering datasets have. In this chapter we carefully

organize a set of meta-features according to di↵erent clustering criteria, so as to extract

diverse views of the datasets and highlight the possible clustering structures they might

have. Next, we evaluate their e↵ectiveness in a MtL setting designed in order to predict

the expected performance of di↵erent clustering algorithms for a set of 599 datasets.

5.3 Data characterization measures for clustering problems

Twenty five data characterization measures in total were selected and evaluated in this

work. These candidate meta-features were divided into seven distinct categories, according

to the main properties they regard in a dataset: distribution, neighbourhood, density,

dimensionality, network centrality, distance and entropy. These categories reflect distinct
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existent clustering criteria from the literature. Table 5.1 presents, for each meta-feature,

its acronym, description, asymptotic complexity and reference from which the meta-feature

was extracted from. It is important to notice that multiple measures can be extracted at

once, reducing the overall time complexity for extracting the meta-features values for a

same dataset. Most of the measures were used in previous work or adapted in this thesis

for the clustering scenario, with exception of the entropy measures, whose use is introduced

here. All measures receive as input a dataset � containing n observations with d input

features each.

TABLE 5.1 – Meta-features classified by the main properties they measure. In the
Asymptotic column, n stands for the number of data items a dataset has and d corresponds
to its number of input features.

Meta-feature Description Asymptotic Ref.
1) Distribution:
multi norm Multivariate normality O(d · n+ n

2) Mardia (1970)
skewness Multivariate normality skewness O(d · n+ n

2) Mardia (1970)
kurtosis Multivariate normality kurtosis O(d · n+ n

2) Mardia (1970)
2) Neighbourhood:
avg nnd Avg. nearest neighbour degree O(d · n2) Barrat et al. (2004)
contrast Contrast O(n2) Fränti e Sieranoja (2018)
3) Density:
clust coef Clustering coe�cient O(d · n2) Lorena et al. (2019)
net dens Network density O(d · n2) Lorena et al. (2019)
perc out Percentage of outliers O(n2) Souto et al. (2008)
4) Dimensionality:
number ex log10 number of examples O(n) Souto et al. (2008)
number ftr log10 number of attributes O(d) Soares et al. (2009)
ratio ftr ex Ratio number of attributes to ex-

amples
O(d+ n) Ho e Basu (2002)

avg abs cor Avg. absolute correlation O(n) Ferrari e Castro (2012)
intr dim Intrinsic dimensionality O(n2) Fränti e Sieranoja (2018)
avg pca Avg. number of points per PCA

dimension
O(d2 · n+ d

3) Lorena et al. (2019)

ratio pca Ratio PCA to the original dimen-
sion

O(d2 · n+ d
3) Lorena et al. (2019)

5) Network Centrality:
power cent Bonacich’s power centrality O(n3) Bonacich (1987)
eigen cent Eigenvalue centrality of MST O(n2) Bonacich (1987)
hub score Kleinberg’s hub centrality O(n3) Kleinberg (1999)
6) Distance:
mean dist Mean distance O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)
var dist Variance of distances O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)
sd dist Standard deviation of distances O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)
high dist Percentage of points of high dis-

tance
O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)

low dist Percentage of points of low dis-
tance

O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)

7) Entropy:
cop entropy Copula entropy O(n2 + n · log n+ Ma (2019)

n ·
p
k · n)

knn entropy k-NN method entropy O(n2 + n ·
p
k · n) Kraskov et al. (2004)

Distribution-based measures quantify if the data distribution roughly approximates to
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a normal distribution. If this is the case, the dataset might have compact hyper-spherical

clusters.

Neighbourhood-based measures quantify the local nearest neighbour influence in clus-

tering, being a rough indicator of connectivity. The avg nnd measure involves finding for

each example the distance to its nearest neighbour and averaging the values found for all

the observations in the dataset. The measure involves first building an ✏-nearest neighbour

graph from the data (in this work ✏ corresponds to 15% of the number of examples). The

contrast of a point is defined as the relative di↵erence in the distances to its nearest and

farthest neighbour.

Density measures quantify whether there are dense regions of data in the input space,

a surrogate for the presence of dense clusters. As avg nnd, clust coef and net dens involve

first building an ✏-nearest neighbor graph from the data and then computing the average

density and clustering coe�cient of the vertices.

Dimensionality measures regard on the dimensions of the dataset concerning the number

of examples and input features. Some quantify whether the data is sparsely distributed.

intr dim is the squared average distance between all points divided by the variance of those

distances. avg pca and ratio pca first involve reducing data dimensionality by Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) and retrieving the number of remaining features after retaining

95% of data variability.

Network centrality measures quantify whether there are connected structures on data.

Eigenvalue centrality scores correspond to the values of the first eigenvector of the graph

adjacency matrix of a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) built from data. power cent

and hub score involve first building an ✏-nearest neighbor graph from the data and

then computing the Bonacich’s power centrality and Kleinberg’s hub centrality measures,

respectively. Bonacich’s power measure corresponds to the notion that the power of a

vertex is recursively defined by the sum of the power of its alters.

Distance-based measures quantify the relative di↵erences of distances between the

dataset observations. They resemble the neighborhood-based measures, but whilst the

former considers all distances in the dataset, the later takes local distance-based information

only. For a dataset, we take the average over all observations it has. high dist and low dist

involve computing the pairwise distances between all examples and counting the number of

examples with a high distance (higher than the average distance plus standard deviation)

and with a low distance (lower than the average distance minus the standard deviation).

Entropy measures quantify the statistical dependence among random variables. cop -

entropy is a mathematical concept for multivariate statistical independence measuring

and testing, and proved to be equivalent to mutual information (MA, 2019). The method

for estimating copula entropy composes of two simple steps: estimating empirical copula
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by rank statistic and estimating copula entropy with the k-Nearest Neighbour method.

knn entropy involves estimating entropy from data by k-NN (KRASKOV et al., 2004).

5.4 Experimental methodology

In this chapter, we evaluate the behavior of the previous meta-features in the character-

ization of clustering datasets for a MtL setup designed to predict the Adjusted Rand Index

(ARI) of di↵erent clustering algorithms. We have chosen eight clustering algorithms of

di↵erent biases widely used in the literature to compose the algorithm portfolio: K-Means

(KME), Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), Hierarchical Agglomerative Single Linkage (SLK), Hierar-

chical Agglomerative Complete Linkage (CLK), High Dimensional Gaussian Mixture Model

(GMM), Bagged Clustering (BAG), Spectral Clustering (SPC) and Hierarquical Density

Based Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDB). Therefore, our meta-dataset results

in eight regression problems, each predicting the ARI of one of the previous clustering

techniques for a set of 599 di↵erent datasets, described next.

5.4.1 Building the meta-dataset

A preliminary and relevant step of this work is the consolidation of a meta-dataset. It is

composed by the mentioned meta-features for a set of datasets and performance measures

of the algorithms under analysis. In clustering, some specific aspects had to be observed.

The first is the stipulated number of clusters each dataset has for algorithms requiring this

hyper-parameter value. The second is the choice of an appropriate performance measure.

As in (SOUTO et al., 2008), the number of clusters was extracted from the ground truth of

the datasets and the ARI external validation index was chosen for evaluating the results

of the clustering algorithms.

The meta-dataset was composed by 599 datasets. 380 of them are synthetic clustering

datasets and collected from diverse repositories, with number of examples ranging from

100 to 5000, number of attributes ranging from 2 to 1024 and number of embedded clusters

ranging from 1 to 40. Among them are 80 Gaussian datasets of low dimensionality and

80 ellipsoidal datasets of high dimensionality (HANDL; KNOWLES, 2005). Another 220

datasets have di↵erent shapes, number of examples, attributes and clusters. The remaining

219 real datasets were collected from the OpenML repository (PIMENTEL; CARVALHO,

2019). In those datasets, the number of examples ranges from 100 to 5000, the number of

attributes ranges from 2 to 168, and the number of embedded clusters ranges from 2 to 30.

Fig. 5.2 presents the distribution of meta-features values for all 599 datasets, normalized in

the [0, 1] range. Some measures present very concentrated values (five meta-features in the

left corner of the plot), whilst others have a larger variation (mainly ratio pca, number ex
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and number ftr). There are many outlier values for most of the measures, except from

ratio pca, clust coef, avg abs cor, number ex and number ftr.

The eight algorithms composing our portfolio were run using the implementations

contained in the following R packages: e1071, dbscan, HDclassif, Spectrum and stats. The

non-deterministic algorithms were run 10 times. Default parameters were used, with the

exception of the HDBSCAN minimum number of neighbours (minPts), which was set

to 4 (CAMPELLO et al., 2013). As previously mentioned, ARI (HUBERT; ARABIE, 1985)

was chosen to quantify performance. The higher the ARI value, the larger the agreement

between the clustering results and the reference ground truth partition. Fig. 5.3 illustrates

the ARI distribution for each algorithm under analysis. The mean of the ARI values are

indicated by a dashed line in each plot. The distributions vary a lot per algorithm, with

peaks of high and low ARI values in all cases. SLK and GMM presented a significant peak

of low ARI performance. SLK had a lower average ARI performance compared to the

other clustering algorithms. SLK is very sensitive to noise and outliers, whereas GMM is

a model-based algorithm that is sensitive to parameter tuning.

5.4.2 Preliminary analysis of meta-dataset with beta regression

Beta regression is a class of supervised learning tools for regression problems with

univariate and limited response (ESPINHEIRA et al., 2019). According to Ferrari e Cribari-

Neto (2004), beta regression is commonly used to model dependent variables that assume

values in the (0, 1) interval, such as rates, proportions and the ARI, in view of the flexibility

in relation to the shape of their density. The technique is based on the density function

of the beta distribution in terms of two parameters and accommodates naturally non-

constant variances of residuals (heteroscedasticity) and skewness. Fig. 5.3 shows that

the ARI distributions tend to be asymmetric. Breusch-Pagan test was performed and
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FIGURE 5.2 – Meta-features distribution. All values have been scaled to the [0, 1] range.
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FIGURE 5.3 – ARI distribution for each clustering algorithm in the 599 datasets considered.
Number of observations have been log10-scaled. The red dashed line represents the mean
of the ARI.

heteroscedasticity was found for all algorithms. According to (FERRARI; CRIBARI-NETO,

2004), beta density function is expressed by

f(y; p, q) =
�(p+ q)

�(p)�(q)
yp�1(1� y)q�1, 0 < y < 1, (5.1)

where p, q > 0 and �(·) is the gamma function. (FERRARI; CRIBARI-NETO, 2004) has

proposed a di↵erent parameterization, making µ = p
p+q and � = p+ q:

f(y;µ,�) =
�(�)

�(µ�)�((1� µ)�)
yµ��1(1� y)(1�µ)��1, (5.2)

with 0 < y < 1, 0 < µ < 1 and � > 0. We say that y has a beta distribution with

mean µ and precision �. In other words, y ⇠ �(µ,�). The � parameter is known as

the precision parameter, for fixed µ. The higher the �, the less the variance of y. ��1

is a dispersion parameter. In beta regression there is an additional flexibility, as the

researcher can choose a link function that best fits the model. In this work we use the

logit function. The estimates generated by beta regression allow, as in any conventional

regression technique, to assess the significance and influence of the predictors, which in

this case correspond to the meta-features. Beta regression models were implemented using

the betareg package from R. Backward elimination was the method chosen to select the

statistically significant independent variables for each model. The method starts with all

the variables and eliminates them one by one until only significant variables remain. The

influence of each variable on the performance measure is estimated by the direction and

magnitude of the � coe�cients in the beta regression models.
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5.4.3 ML Meta-learners

Besides beta regression models, two other well-known ML regression techniques were

used as meta-learners: k-nearest neighbours (k-NN) and random forest (RF). Given an

observation, k-NN selects the k closest observations in the training dataset and averages

their outputs. RF, on the other hand, combines multiple tree models induced from

bootstrap samples of the dataset and random subsets of input features (BREIMAN, 2001).

The ML regression models were trained using the caret package from R. We have

used 10-fold cross validation, repeated 30 times across the meta-dataset. Coe�cient of

determination (Pseudo-R2) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) are used as performance

measures of the models. R2 is a statistic generated in ordinary least squares regression

(OLS), whereas Pseudo-R2 is used with similar purpose to evaluate the goodness-of-fit of

models estimated from maximum likelihood or ML techniques. During the cross-validation

process, RMSE was used to select the number of neighbours in k-NN (k) and the number

of variables randomly sampled as candidates at each split of the RF models (mtry). k was

tested for odd values in the range [5, 23] during training. mtry was tested assuming the

following values: {2, 7, 13, 19, 25}.

5.5 Experimental results

This section summarises the meta-models results. Firstly, the statistical significance

and influence of data characterization measures on the ARI performance of each clustering

algorithm were assessed with use of beta regression. Next, the performance in ARI

prediction was examined by means of two well-known ML techniques. All code was

executed on an Intel Core i7-7500U CPU with 2.70 GHz, 16 GB RAM, and the Microsoft

Windows 10 operating system. Code and data are available in an open access repository

(see https://github.com/ml-research-clustering/meta-features).

5.5.1 Statistical significance and influence of data characterization mea-

sures

In this subsection we present the results of the beta regression models. The objective

was to investigate which meta-features have more influence on the results achieved by

this robust and interpretable parametric regression model. In addition to the degree of

significance, these regression models allow to assess the direction and the magnitude of

the meta-features variation and the consequent impact on ARI scores of the clustering

algorithms under analysis. Regression models were run for all clustering algorithms. They

achieved an average pseudo-R2 of 0.600. KME was the algorithm whose meta-features best

https://github.com/ml-research-clustering/meta-features
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explain performance (0.683), followed by CLK (0.662). GMM was the algorithm whose

meta-features worst explain performance (0.414), followed by SPC (0.552). Some measures

presented positive coe�cients for all algorithms, i.e., the larger the measure, the greater

the ARI: number ex, perc out, avg abs cor, low dist, net dens, clust coef and mean dist.

Other measures showed predominantly negative trends: multi norm, skewness, kurtosis,

high dist, ratio ftr ex and avg pca. In terms of influence, eigen cent showed, on average,

a high negative impact on ARI scores and power cent had the smallest impact on the

performance measure. Fig. 5.4 illustrates the influence of all meta-features on the ARI

scores.
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FIGURE 5.4 – Influence of meta-features on the ARI scores, where Beta represents the
absolute value of estimated coe�cients in beta regression models.

Despite the verified influence, not all meta-features had statistical significance. Four

meta-features were not statistically significant for any algorithm: eigen cent, contrast,

hub score and power cent. We can highlight a group of 10 meta-features that were

statistically significant for at least 75% of the clustering algorithms in the portfolio when

predicting their ARI scores: kurtosis (distribution); clust coef and perc out (density);

number ex, number ftr, avg abs cor and avg pca (dimensionality); mean dist, high dist

and low dist (distance). Annex D presents beta regression results.

5.5.2 Performance prediction and importance of meta-features

In this subsection we proceed to examine the meta-models with k-NN and RF. The

objective was to evaluate the meta-learners in predicting the performance of clustering

algorithms considering the meta-features as input data. Table 5.2 summarises the results

of the ML regression models. A naive regressor that uses the mean of the training set ARI

scores to predict the ARI values for the test set was considered as the baseline.

According to Table 5.2, RF and k-NN models were consistently better in terms of
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TABLE 5.2 – Results of Naive, k-NN and Random Forest regressors, where k is the
number of neighbours for k-NN models, mtry is the number of variables randomly sampled
as candidates at each split for Random Forest models, Pseudo-R2 is the coe�cient of
determination, RMSE is the Root Mean Square Error and SD is the standard deviation of
RMSE.

Alg.
Naive k-NN Random Forest

RMSE SD k Pseudo-R2 RMSE SD mtry Pseudo-R2 RMSE SD

KME 0.338 0.016 5 0.733 0.175 0.004 7 0.788 0.155 0.002
FCM 0.349 0.009 5 0.744 0.177 0.008 13 0.791 0.160 0.002
SLK 0.371 0.027 5 0.705 0.201 0.011 7 0.751 0.186 0.002
CLK 0.351 0.012 5 0.770 0.168 0.008 19 0.814 0.151 0.002
GMM 0.381 0.010 5 0.700 0.209 0.008 7 0.802 0.170 0.002
BAG 0.380 0.011 5 0.726 0.199 0.008 7 0.779 0.179 0.002
SPC 0.367 0.016 5 0.736 0.189 0.004 7 0.790 0.168 0.002
HDB 0.367 0.014 5 0.772 0.175 0.013 13 0.826 0.153 0.001
Mean 0.363 0.014 5 0.736 0.187 0,008 10 0.793 0.165 0.002

RMSE than the baseline in predicting the ARI of the clustering algorithms considered.

They also obtained better overall performance in terms of Pseudo-R2 when compared to

parametric models implemented with beta regression. RF models obtained better results

in terms of Pseudo-R2 and RMSE for all algorithms when compared to k-NN models.

The RMSE values observed were lower for the clustering algorithms CLK, KME and

HDB, while they were the highest for the algorithms SLK, GMM and BAG, corresponding

to a worst performance. The low RMSE standard deviation values verified for the RF

meta-model is a strong indicator of robustness of the meta-models.
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FIGURE 5.5 – Increases in node purities of random forest prediction models.

Besides their superior predictive performance in our meta-learning setting, the RF

models allow an objective assessment of the importance of the meta-features, by means of

a measure known as node purity increase. Fig. 5.5 shows the node purity increase results

of the RF models. The higher the node purity increase, the greater the importance of the

meta-feature. A ranking was created based on the results obtained for all algorithms. It is
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clear that the importance of meta-features for the case of the SLK and GMM algorithms,

which are the worse performing algorithms in the portfolio as ARI is regarded, di↵ers from

the other algorithms. And, for most of the algorithms, one very important meta-feature

was number ex, followed by avg nnd.

A relevant finding to highlight from the results of the beta regression and RF models

is that a subset of 10 meta-features constitutes a kind of base core in the characterization

of the examined datasets for the algorithm portfolio. According to Table 5.2, this quantity

corresponds exactly to the average number of variables randomly sampled as candidates

at each split for RF models (mtry). These measures belong to the following categories:

distribution (kurtosis), density (clust coef and perc out), dimensionality (number ex,

number ftr, avg abs cor and avg pca) and distance (mean dist, high dist and low dist).

Such data characterization measures are listed in Table 5.3. Among them, there are

no neighbourhood, network centrality or entropy measures. The table presents a rank

of importance each of the meta-features assume for the beta-regression and RF models.

There are di↵erences in the ranking orderings, although the same subset of measures are

highlighted by both parametric and non-parametric meta-models.

TABLE 5.3 – Meta-features selected from Beta regression and random forest according to
significance and importance, respectively, where BR Rank and RF Rank represent a Beta
regression ranking based on the median z-value and a random forest ranking based on the
median increase in node purities, respectively.

Meta-feature Description BR Rank RF Rank
1) Distribution-based:
kurtosis Multivariate normality kurtosis 6 12
3) Density:
clust coef Clustering coe�cient 4 6
net dens Network density 10 11
perc out Percentage of outliers 8 10
4) Dimensionality:
number ex log10 number of examples 2 1
avg abs cor Avg. absolute correlation 1 7
avg pca Avg. number of points per PCA dim. 5 4
6) Distance-based:
mean dist Mean distance 3 8
high dist Percentage of points of high distance 11 5
low dist Percentage of points of low distance 7 2

5.6 Final Considerations

In this chapter we evaluated 25 data characterization measures applied to clustering

problems using a meta-learning methodology, grouped into di↵erent categories according
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to the aspect they emphasize. Preliminarily, beta regression was used to evaluate the

statistical significance and influence of the meta-features. This technique fills a gap existing

in several ML models related to the comprehensive objective analysis of the influence

of input feature selection on the response variable. Then, k-NN and RF were used as

meta-models and their cross-validation predictive performance in estimating the ARI of

the clustering algorithms was assessed. RF was the best performing meta-regressor. It also

allowed to highlight a ranking of the importance of meta-features used as inputs. These

two joint approaches allowed us to identify a subset of consistent meta-features which

stood out in the performance prediction of clustering algorithms. These categories reflect

the distinct cluster structures inherent in the data. In the next chapter we return with

ISA, presenting a method for generating clustering datasets at target locations in instance

space.



6 Generating New Clustering Datasets

When evaluating clustering algorithms, it is important to assess their performance in

retrieving clusters of datasets with known structures. Nonetheless, generating and choosing

diverse datasets to compose such test benchmarks is non-trivial. The datasets must present

a large variety of structures and characteristics so that the algorithms can be challenged and

their strengths and weaknesses can be revealed. The use of generators currently available

in the literature relies on trial and error procedures that can be quite costly and inaccurate.

Taking advantage of an Instance Space Analysis of popular clustering benchmarks, where

datasets are projected into a 2-D embedding with linear trends according to di↵erent

characteristics, we use a Genetic Algorithm (NOORIAN et al., 2016) to produce new datasets

at targeted locations of this space. This is a natural follow-up of the ISA framework, and

as a result, we are able to produce diverse datasets for composing test benchmarks for

clustering.

6.1 Introduction

ISA allows the construction of a 2-D embedding of the datasets, organized to highlight

linear trends of di↵erent meta-features describing the characteristics of the datasets, as well

as directions of hardness indicated by algorithm performance metrics. By inspecting the

projection of the datasets in this space, it is possible to gain insights into the relationships

between dataset characteristics and algorithm performance, as well as the diversity and

su�ciency of the datasets for rigorous algorithm testing conclusions.

There are multiple natural challenges associated with clustering, mainly due to the lack

of an expected output (ground truth), and the possible presence of multiple valid grouping

structures within the data. These challenges are also reflected in the construction of a

suitable instance space for clustering problems, which must consider appropriate datasets,

meta-features, algorithms and evaluation measures. The ISA for clustering problems built

in Chapter 4 considers more than 500 datasets, but it still has gaps and empty regions to

be filled by datasets that could challenge the clustering algorithms di↵erently and expand

the current knowledge on their capabilities and limitations.

���
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While there are synthetic dataset generators available in the literature, when used

alone they may not be su�cient to fill this gap. Specifically, it is hard to tune these tools

to produce datasets with targeted characteristics that make it possible to evaluate the

performance of di↵erent algorithms under controlled or desired conditions. In this chapter

we present an ISA-based method that employs the Genetic Algorithms (GA) proposed

by Noorian et al. (2016) in the search for datasets that target particular locations of

the instance space. The GA adopts the MDCGen generator (IGLESIAS et al., 2019) and

guides it towards specific regions of interest in the instance space, namely to the gaps in

the instance space corresponding to datasets with previously unstudied combinations of

meta-features.

The generated datasets provide an opportunity to evaluate di↵erent capabilities of

clustering algorithms such that their strengths and weaknesses can be better understood.

In addition, they have distinct characteristics that allow us to push the boundaries of the

current analysis of clustering problems and algorithms. Similar e↵orts to evolve new test

problems have been demonstrated in machine learning (MUNOZ et al., 2018), optimization

(SMITH-MILES; BOWLY, 2015; MUÑOZ; SMITH-MILES, 2017a), and time series forecasting

(KANG et al., 2017), but each time the idea is applied to a new problem domain, considerable

thought must go into the problem encoding and tailoring the search to create valid and

useful test problems. This approach of using ISA to guide the search for new and diverse

clustering problems has not previously been attempted.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.2, we recall a

theoretical summary of ISA. Section 6.3 describes the preparation of the meta-dataset and

the ISA results for this study. In Section 6.4 we describe the experimental methodology

adopted to generate new clustering datasets at targeted regions of the instance space.

Final considerations are presented in Section 6.5.

6.2 Instance Space Analysis

ISA is a MtL methodology that enables visual insights about the strengths and

weaknesses of a portfolio of algorithms for di↵erent problem instances. Fig. 6.1 summarizes

the ISA framework (MUNOZ et al., 2018). In the center, I contains a subset of instances of

the problem space P for which computational results are available. In Machine Learning

(ML), this subset is usually composed of datasets collected from benchmark repositories.

The feature space F contains multiple measures used to characterize the properties of

the instances in I. They are also referred as meta-features in the Mtl literature. The

algorithm space A is composed of a portfolio of algorithms that can be used to solve the

instances in I. The performance space Y measures the performance of the algorithms
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FIGURE 6.1 – Instance Space Analysis (ISA) framework, building upon Rice’s algorithm
selection framework, highlighted in the center (MUNOZ et al., 2018).

in A, when evaluated on the solution of the instances in I. Through a computational

process, for all instances in I and all algorithms in A, a meta-dataset containing an ordered

quadruple (I, F, A, Y ) is composed. One can then learn, through an appropriate supervised

learning method, the relationship between the features in F and the performance Y of

the algorithms so that algorithms can be recommended for new problems with similar

characteristics.

ISA extends beyond algorithm selection and builds a 2-D projection of the instances,

known as an instance space (IS), where (meta-)features and algorithmic performance values

show linear trends to visualize relationships and insights. While algorithm recommendation

can also be performed in this space, other important meta-analysis are made possible. One

of them is generating footprints of the algorithms in the IS, which define regions for which

each algorithm has a consistently good performance. One can also assess the diversity and

su�ciency of currently available benchmark instances to challenge the algorithms, which

is our interest here.

The main step for the generation of the IS is to build the projection model, for which an

optimization problem is formulated and solved to achieve dimension reduction with linear

trends. For such, we solve the optimization problem described in Equations 3.1 to 3.4,

implemented in a Matlab toolkit named MATILDA (acronym for Melbourne Algorithm

Test Instance Library with Data Analytics).
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The MATILDA tool consists of a data pipeline that integrates some steps. In a

preprocessing stage, the metadata is normalized using the Box-Cox and Z transformations.

Next, a feature selection process is performed in order to find a subset of meta-features which

best explains how the properties of the instances a↵ect the performance of the algorithms.

The resulting meta-dataset is then projected to 2D using the aforementioned optimization

model to dimensionality reduction. Once the location of each dataset/instance is projected

into the 2D coordinate system defined by Z (Equations 3.1 to 3.4)), the footprints of the

algorithms can also be defined as areas in the IS where an algorithm is expected to perform

well, given a threshold of good performance. These areas are calculated by Delaunay

triangulation, considering distances between points that exceed a certain limit. For each

of these areas’ measures of density, which would be the number of instances per unit area,

and purity, which would be the number of instances of good performance per number of

instances in the region, are extracted. When areas of two or more algorithms overlap, the

purity measure is used to determine which algorithm should predominate. MATILDA also

trains a series of Support Vector Machine (SVM) meta-models for algorithm selection,

aimed to predict whether an algorithm will perform well or not for future instances at any

location. More details on MATILDA and the ISA framework can be found in Munoz et al.

(2018), Muñoz et al. (2021) and matilda.unimelb.edu.au.

6.3 Meta-dataset and ISA results

This section presents how ISA was framed for the analysis of clustering problems in this

chapter. We used MATILDA for obtaining the IS with the parameter settings presented

in Annex E. All codes used in this experiment were executed on an Intel Core i7-7500U

CPU with 2.70 GHz, 16 GB RAM and Microsoft Windows 10 operating system.

6.3.1 Clustering datasets

A total of 553 datasets composed our instance set I. Among them, 336 are synthetic

clustering datasets collected from repositories and previously used as benchmarks. This

subset contains 80 Gaussian datasets of low dimension and 80 ellipsoidal datasets of high

dimension (HANDL; KNOWLES, 2005). Another 176 synthetic datasets are from di↵erent

sources and have di↵erent shapes, number of observations (examples), attributes and

clusters. In the selected datasets, the number of examples ranges from 100 to 5000, the

number of attributes ranges from 2 to 100 and the number of embedded clusters ranges

from 1 to 40. Another 217 datasets were collected from the OpenML repository and used

as benchmark for clustering algorithms in Pimentel e Carvalho (2019). In these datasets,

the number of examples ranges from 100 to 5000, the number of attributes ranges from 2

matilda.unimelb.edu.au
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to 100, and the number of embedded clusters ranges from 2 to 30. One must notice that

these OpenML datasets are originally representatives of classification problems. Although

the usage of classification datasets in the evaluation of clustering algorithms is largely

employed, some care must be taken in the interpretation of the obtained results as the

problems considered have notable di↵erences, as pointed out in Chapter 4.

Fig. 6.2 presents the IS obtained, with instances colored by: (a) type of dataset among

ellipsoidal, Gaussian, multiple shapes and OpenML datasets; (b) number of examples; (c)

number of attributes; and (d) number of clusters. There is a clear distinction between

the di↵erent types of datasets. The ellipsoidal and multiply shaped datasets are spread

in di↵erent regions. Gaussian datasets occupy a region between them, with some degree

of overlap. The real datasets have a large dispersion towards the upper region of the IS.

We can see from the figure that the number of examples, together with the number of

attributes, seem to be decisive in the distribution of datasets. The number of examples

increases from top to bottom, whilst the number of attributes increases from left to right.

These variables are implicitly represented by one of the selected meta-features that deals

with the ratio between the number of attributes and the number of examples, as presented

next.

6.3.2 Meta-features

We used a total of 25 meta-features to describe the clustering datasets. They were

divided into seven categories, according to the main properties they extract from data:

Distribution, Neighborhood, Density, Dimensionality, Network centrality, Distance and

Entropy. The measures had been used in Chapter 4, with the exception of those related to

Entropy, introduced in Chapter 5. Table 6.1 presents all the meta-features used in this

experiment.

From that initial set, six meta-features were selected by the feature selection step of

MATILDA to be employed in the ISA analysis. Table 6.2 presents a summary of these

meta-features. Equation 6.1 presents the projection matrix that allows the transformation

of instances from the 6-D feature space to the 2-D instance space. We can notice the

presence of meta-features from these categories: Dimensionality, Neighbourhood, Distance

and Entropy, with a predominance of dimensionality measures. The distribution of the
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(a) Types (b) # Examples

(c) # Attributes (d) # Clusters

FIGURE 6.2 – Characteristics of the datasets projected in the IS, color coded according to
(a) distribution of the datasets by type, (b) number of examples, (c) number of attributes
and (d) number of clusters, represented by ground truth. The characteristics have been
log10-scaled for better visualization.

selected features in the IS, each scaled to [0, 1], is shown in Fig. 6.3.
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TABLE 6.1 – Meta-features classified by the main properties they measure. In the
Asymptotic column, n stands for the number of data items a dataset has and d corresponds
to its number of input features.

Meta-feature Description Asymptotic Ref.
1) Distribution:
multi norm Multivariate normality O(d · n+ n

2) Mardia (1970)
skewness Multivariate normality skewness O(d · n+ n

2) Mardia (1970)
kurtosis Multivariate normality kurtosis O(d · n+ n

2) Mardia (1970)
2) Neighbourhood:
avg nnd Avg. nearest neighbour degree O(d · n2) Barrat et al. (2004)
contrast Contrast O(n2) Fränti e Sieranoja (2018)
3) Density:
clust coef Clustering coe�cient O(d · n2) Lorena et al. (2019)
net dens Network density O(d · n2) Lorena et al. (2019)
perc out Percentage of outliers O(n2) Souto et al. (2008)
4) Dimensionality:
number ex log10 number of examples O(n) Souto et al. (2008)
number ftr log10 number of attributes O(d) Soares et al. (2009)
ratio ftr ex Ratio number of attributes to ex-

amples
O(d+ n) Ho e Basu (2002)

avg abs cor Avg. absolute correlation O(n) Ferrari e Castro (2012)
intr dim Intrinsic dimensionality O(n2) Fränti e Sieranoja (2018)
avg pca Avg. number of points per PCA

dimension
O(d2 · n+ d

3) Lorena et al. (2019)

ratio pca Ratio PCA to the original dimen-
sion

O(d2 · n+ d
3) Lorena et al. (2019)

5) Network Centrality:
power cent Bonacich’s power centrality O(n3) Bonacich (1987)
eigen cent Eigenvalue centrality of MST O(n2) Bonacich (1987)
hub score Kleinberg’s hub centrality O(n3) Kleinberg (1999)
6) Distance:
mean dist Mean distance O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)
var dist Variance of distances O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)
sd dist Standard deviation of distances O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)
high dist Percentage of points of high dis-

tance
O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)

low dist Percentage of points of low dis-
tance

O(n2) Ferrari e Castro (2015)

7) Entropy:
cop entropy Copula entropy O(n2 + n · log n+ Ma (2019)

n ·
p
k · n)

knn entropy k-NN method entropy O(n2 + n ·
p
k · n) Kraskov et al. (2004)

TABLE 6.2 – Meta-features selected in ISA.

Meta-feature Description Category
ratio ftr ex Ratio number of attributes to examples Dimensionality
avg pca Avg. number of points per PCA dimension Dimensionality
avg abs cor Avg. absolute correlation Dimensionality
avg nnd Avg. nearest neighbour degree Neighbourhood
sd dist Standard deviation of distances Distance
cop entropy Copula entropy Entropy
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(a) Avg. absolute correlation (b) Avg. nearest neighbor degree (c) Avg. points per PCA dimension

(d) Copula entropy (e) Ratio attributes to examples (f) Standard deviation of distances

FIGURE 6.3 – Distribution of selected meta-features values on the projected IS.

6.3.3 Algorithm portfolio and footprints

The Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) was used to evaluate the performance of di↵erent

clustering algorithms in retrieving the cluster structure of the datasets. We have chosen

eight clustering algorithms of di↵erent biases widely used in the literature to compose the

algorithm portfolio: K-Means (KME), Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), Hierarchical Agglomerative

Single Linkage (SLK), Hierarchical Agglomerative Complete Linkage (CLK), High Dimen-

sional Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Bagged Clustering (BAG), Spectral Clustering

(SPC) and Hierarquical Density Based Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDB).

The parameters used in the algorithms are detailed in Annex F. This experiment di↵ers

from Chapter 4 by using a more compact but more varied portfolio of algorithms and by

employing an external validation measure as a performance metric.

Fig. 6.4 presents the footprints of the algorithms in the instance space. SLK represented

the worst performing algorithm, while SPC was the best performing algorithm. Fig. 6.5

presents the recommended algorithms based on the SVM model predictions for the portfolio.

The SPC algorithm was recommended for most instances of the four groups of datasets,

but not all. There are also recommendations for the HDB and CLK algorithms. One
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relevant result is that no algorithm is recommended for the real datasets. This supports the

contention that classification datasets may not be suitable for the evaluation of clustering

algorithms, especially when using performance measures based on external validation

criteria such as ARI. Table 6.3 presents the results of SVM prediction models.

TABLE 6.3 – Results of SVM prediction models, where Avg Perf is the Average Perfor-
mance, Std Perf is the Standard Deviation Performance, Prob Good is the Probability of
Good and CV Accuracy is the cross-validated performance metric.

Algorithm Avg Perf Std Perf Prob Good CV Accuracy
KME 0.49 0.32 0.41 83.20
FCM 0.46 0.33 0.37 86.60
SLK 0.29 0.34 0.22 90.60
CLK 0.44 0.33 0.37 81.60
GMM 0.51 0.38 0.50 84.40
BAG 0.47 0.37 0.41 85.90
SPC 0.54 0.36 0.55 87.50
HDB 0.46 0.35 0.41 84.30
Oracle 0.65 0.36 1.00 -
Selector 0.55 0.36 0.55 -

6.3.4 Analysis of results

More analysis is possible by relating algorithmic performance along the IS (as shown in

Fig. 6.4) to the meta-characteristics of the datasets (plotted in Fig. 6.2 and 6.3). Albeit

interesting, our focus in this experiment is on the analysis of the diversity of the datasets

included in the IS. In this case, although the set of OpenML datasets has occupied a

considerable portion of the IS, they are not really appropriate for evaluating clustering

algorithms, as previously discussed. The synthetic benchmarks, on the other hand, are

concentrated in the center of the IS (with coordinates z1 between -2 and 2.2 and z2 between

-2.5 and 1.5). This already indicates the need for more diverse datasets suitable for

clustering. Specifically, the synthetic benchmarks lack datasets with features corresponding

to a lower average nearest neighbor degree (Fig. 6.3b), a lower average number of examples

per PCA dimension (Fig. 6.3c), lower Copula entropy values (Fig. 6.3d) and higher ratios

of number of attributes to the number of examples (Fig. 6.3e). It will be very challenging

to try to generate clustering datasets that have these exact characteristics in order to

increase the diversity of the instance space. Next section will address how new synthetic

datasets with these specific meta-characteristics can be evolved to occupy targeted regions

of the instance space to achieve such diversity in a controllable manner.
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(a) KME (b) FCM

(c) SLK (d) CLK

(e) GMM (f) BAG

(g) SPC (h) HDB

FIGURE 6.4 – Footprints of the algorithms in the instance space.
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FIGURE 6.5 – Footprints of the algorithm portfolio predicted by SVM.

6.4 Generation of artificial problem instances

The generation of clustering datasets at controlled locations of the IS is a natural

next step when ISA has revealed gaps. For instance, an algorithm based on a mixture

of Gaussians was proposed for generating new classification datasets in the related work

(MUNOZ et al., 2018). But clustering problems need dedicated solutions, as evidenced by our

ISA results. Our solution uses a GA (NOORIAN et al., 2016) to guide a clustering dataset

generator towards occupying target coordinates of the IS in an ISA-targeted method. Its

stages are shown in Fig. 6.6. The steps of the GA fitness function in each generation are

summarized in Fig. 6.7.

FIGURE 6.6 – Generation of new clustering datasets in IS.

The synthetic dataset generator embedded in our solution is MDCGen (Multidimen-

sional Dataset Generator for Clustering), developed by (IGLESIAS et al., 2019). MDCGen

is an open source tool implemented in MATLAB and Python. According to the authors,
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FIGURE 6.7 – Steps of the GA fitness function in each generation

MDCGen has some advantageous features when compared to other clustering dataset

generators available in the literature (HANDL; KNOWLES, 2005; MILLIGAN; COOPER, 1986;

PEI; ZAÏANE, 2006; QIU; JOE, 2006; SCHUBERT et al., 2015; STEINLEY; HENSON, 2005), such

as the ability to generate datasets of both low and high dimensionality, using diverse distri-

butions and shapes for the clusters, controlling cluster overlapping and di↵erent clustering

properties (e.g., size, number of examples, shape, orientation, cluster inter-distances),

among others. The algorithm starts checking consistency of input parameters, initializing

global variables and setting distributions for cluster intra-distances or cluster dimensions.

Then, the underlying grid is generated. The base intersections and the centroid coordinates

are calculated based on the underlying grid. The cluster compactness settings are modified

based on the cluster scaling factors. At this stage clusters are generated in isolated

subspaces. After generation, cluster feature correlations and cluster rotations act to modify

the clusters. They are placed in output space based on centroid coordinates. After that,

cluster intra-distances and inter-distances are calculated. The outliers are placed in the

output space. The noises are then added. Finally, dataset labels are generated and a

silhouette-based performance measure is calculated.

Initially we import the MATILDA ISA results: coordinates, boundaries, raw meta-

features, preprocessed meta-features and projection matrix. We also extract the additional

dimensionality features from the original datasets: number of examples, attributes and

clusters. We then generate a set of regression models using k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN)

for supporting our method and narrowing the search space of the GA. These k-NN models

aim to take the best advantage of the ISA results for guiding the GA solutions and making

the entire search process less computationally intensive. A total of nine k-NN models are

considered. A 10-fold cross-validation procedure was employed for their tuning, where

the k value leading to minimal Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) in each subproblem is

chosen. Three of the k-NN models predict the dimensionality features of a dataset, namely

number of examples, number of attributes and number of clusters, using the coordinates

of the datasets in the IS as inputs. The idea is to narrow the possible values for these

features in the GA search. The remaining six models predict the MATILDA preprocessed

values of the six meta-features from Table 6.2 using raw meta-features values as inputs.

They were necessary to estimate the preprocessed meta-features values of the new datasets

required by ISA.
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Next we define the target IS coordinates of the new dataset we want to produce, fed

to the k-NN models as input, which output the expected dimensions of the new dataset

and define suggestions of starting points for the GA search, including lower and upper

bounds on the search variables. Based on our previous results, we opted to vary MDCGen

parameters related to the number of examples, attributes, clusters, cluster distribution,

absolute correlation between the variables, cluster compactness and degree of cluster

overlap. The choice of parameters took into consideration dimensionality factors and direct

or indirect relationship to the meta-features selected in the ISA. The initial parameters are

defined as follows: (i) number of examples, attributes and clusters are obtained from the

k-NN predictive models; (ii) distribution is chosen from a list (Gaussian, normal, triangular,

gap, logistic, uniform and gamma), starting with the Gaussian distribution; (iii) absolute

correlation between the variables, cluster compactness and degree of cluster overlap vary

in the range (0, 1) and start with value 0.5. Other parameters included vary over their

full range. The number of outliers and the number of noise variables in MDCGen were

nullified.

The GA is then tasked with generating a new dataset approximating the given target

coordinates of the IS, which is finally plotted on the IS. In the GA implementation we

used the R package gramEvol, GeneticAlg.int function, which enables the use of integer

decision variables and has allowed managing the search problem more e↵ectively. Each

chromosome is encoded as a vector p 2 Z+ defining parameters of the MDCGen tool.

A gene pi corresponds to one of the following parameters: number of examples, number

of attributes, number of clusters, cluster distribution, absolute correlation between the

variables, cluster compactness and degree of cluster overlap. According to Iglesias et al.

(2019), cluster objects are points located in an N -dimensional space. For the generation of

every singular cluster, an independent subspace is created with a cloud of points whose

placement is determined by one or some underlying distributions: uniform, normal, logistic,

gamma, triangular and gap or ring-shaped. Real-valued variables were coded between 0

and 10 and are divided by 10 to obtain their corresponding real values, with experiments

confirming that higher precision has little impact on search accuracy. Therefore, each

chromosome encodes parameter values of the MDCGen tool, which can be run for generating

a new dataset. A population of 10 chromosomes and a maximum number of 500 iterations

were used. The mutation probability was set to 0.125 and the number of top ranking

chromosomes (elitism) was set to 1. Classic mutation and single-point crossover operators

were used.

Let (z1, z2) be a point that represents the coordinates of one of the generated datasets

when projected onto the IS and (zt1, z
t
2) be a target point. The objective of the GA is to

minimize a fitness function defined by f = |z1 � zt1|+ |z2 � zt2|, that is, at each iteration of

the GA the Manhattan distance between the coordinates of the generated point and the
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target point is reduced to an acceptable tolerance level, set by the user (default of 0.1).

There is a natural trade-o↵ between the computational cost of the GA and the degree of

precision achievable in such approximation, such that stricter tolerance values imply a

larger processing time. The steps of the GA fitness function evaluation for each individual

are summarized in Fig. 6.7. Given a GA individual, it is first decoded so the MDCGen

parameters are defined and can be run using these input values. Next, the meta-features

of the generated dataset are calculated. k-NN models are used to predict the preprocessed

values of such meta-features necessary for ISA. These values are used as input to the

projection equation used by ISA to calculate the coordinates of the new dataset and the

Manhattan distance to the target point is calculated.

Fig. 6.8 illustrates the results of applying our method for generating eight new datasets

located at distributed target points (targets shown as crosses, solutions obtained shown as

red points). Their characteristics are detailed in Table 6.4. Interestingly, we are also able

to produce clustering datasets in regions occupied originally by the classification datasets

only.

TABLE 6.4 – Characteristics of the new datasets, where i is the number of iterations of
GA required, n is the number of examples, d is the number of attributes, k is the number
of clusters, Corr. is the correlation between variables, Comp. is the compactness factor
and Over. is the degree of overlap.

Target (z1, z2) i n d k Distribution Correlation Compact Overlap
T1 ( 0.00, 0.00) 14 572 18 5 Gap 0.6 0.6 0.7
T2 ( 1.50, 2.00) 124 36 3 2 Gaussian 0.4 0.2 0.5
T3 (-2.00, 1.25) 18 249 34 13 Logistic 0.5 0.5 0.2
T4 (-2.00, -1.25) 5 2110 98 31 Gap 0.5 0.5 0.5
T5 ( 2.00, -2.50) 89 3336 34 2 Triangular 0.6 0.2 0.8
T6 ( 0.00, 1.25) 42 158 18 6 Gap 0.5 0.5 1.0
T7 (-1.00, 1.25) 14 255 19 6 Gap 0.5 0.5 0.3
T8 (-1.00, 2.50) 26 98 40 4 Gap 0.7 0.2 0.3

Table 6.5 presents the ARI results of all clustering algorithms in our portfolio for the

new datasets. The best and worst performances per dataset are highlighted in bold and

italics, respectively. While on average SPC and SLK remained as the best and worst

performing algorithms, there are some interesting subtleties in the results.

SLK had the largest variation on the average ARI results in the generated datasets

(mean ARI of 0.58 with std of 0.48). It performed poorly on datasets T3, T7 and T8,

generated in the OpenML region, with ARI results indicating a total discordance of the

clustering assignments to the ground truth of the data. In contrast, a perfect agreement

between the ground truth and the SLK cluster’s assignments is verified in datasets T2,

T5 and T6. While T2 and T5 are targeted at underrepresented regions of the IS that no

benchmark dataset currently occupies, T6 is in a region previously occupied by OpenML

datasets, as other challenging datasets for SLK. In fact, horizontal shifts in the IS seem to
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FIGURE 6.8 – Examples of new datasets in instance space generated by our method.

TABLE 6.5 – ARI performance of the clustering algorithms on the new generated datasets.
Best and worst ARI results per dataset are highlighted in bold and italics, respectively.

Target KME FCM SLK CLK GMM BAG SPC HDB Mean Std
T1 0.99 0.78 0.72 0.91 0.98 0.99 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.10
T2 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.14
T3 0.43 0.11 0.00 0.06 0.22 0.00 0.56 0.11 0.19 0.21
T4 0.85 0.34 0.89 0.99 0.67 0.99 0.96 0.99 0.83 0.23
T5 0.72 0.87 1.00 0.91 0.61 0.74 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.15
T6 0.75 0.74 1.00 1.00 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.18
T7 0.76 0.67 0.00 0.54 0.52 0.41 0.95 0.39 0.53 0.28
T8 0.54 1.00 0.02 0.19 0.55 0.53 1.00 0.93 0.60 0.37

Mean 0.70 0.69 0.58 0.70 0.63 0.71 0.93 0.79 - -
Std 0.18 0.31 0.48 0.38 0.25 0.37 0.15 0.34 - -

impact more the results of the SLK algorithm, something that can also be observed in the

SLK footprint presented in Figure 6.4 (c). Meta-features such as avg abs cor (Figure 6.3

(a)) and sd dist (Figure 6.3 (f)) are more explanatory of the horizontal placement of the

datasets in the IS, with datasets with lower values for these measures placed in the left of

the IS, such as T3, T7 and T8.

Dataset T3 was very challenging for all clustering algorithms (even SPC), with an

average ARI value of 0.19. T7 was also challenging for most of the algorithms (average

ARI value of 0.53), with an exception of SPC. T8 allowed to stress a lot of di↵erences

between the algorithms, whose ARI performances varied more (mean ARI of 0.60 with

std of 0.37). Some of the generated datasets therefore provide greater challenge for some

clustering techniques, and highlight better the di↵erences in competence among them.
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Meanwhile, we also found that it is possible to generate new clustering datasets with a

similar degree of di�culty when compared to datasets collected from repositories such as

OpenML and datasets extrapolating the current boundaries of the benchmarks included

in our ISA.

6.5 Final Considerations

In this chapter we proposed a methodology for generating novel clustering datasets with

targeted characteristics. The targets and datasets characteristics are defined according

to an Instance Space Analysis, in which they are embed into a 2-D space with linear

trends in meta-features values and algorithmic performance. The GA embeds a clustering

dataset generator from the literature and is also supported by a set of k-NN models which

constrain the search space and make the algorithm more e�cient and e↵ective. The results

show that it is possible to generate test datasets suitable for clustering algorithms and

allowing to di↵erentiate subtleties in their performance. Furthermore, it is feasible to

diversify the datasets located in other regions of the instance space.



7 Conclusion

7.1 Main contributions

This work performed a wide-scale meta-analysis of clustering problems and algorithms

in ML, employing multiple meta-learning frameworks. In view of the peculiarities of

clustering problems, this work presented some challenges. The first of them, and perhaps

the most important, was the construction of meta-dataset, mainly the extraction of

the meta-features. This task has received increased attention in ML, more specifically

in the meta-learning community (SOUTO et al., 2008; SOARES et al., 2009; FERRARI;

CASTRO, 2012; LEE; OLAFSSON, 2013; FERRARI; CASTRO, 2015; PIMENTEL; CARVALHO,

2018; PIMENTEL; CARVALHO, 2019; SÁEZ; CORCHADO, 2019). There are several ways

to define a cluster, resulting in di↵erent clustering criteria. In order to deal with such

heterogeneity of approaches, we first used di↵erent measures to characterize the clustering

datasets, including meta-features used in previous works and also new measures that

extract knowledge about the datasets’ structures according to di↵erent perspectives.

Since there are several ways of modeling data clustering (DUBES; JAIN, 1988), the

selection of the algorithms to be evaluated was careful and include representatives with

di↵erent biases and possibly based on di↵erent clustering criteria. Another aspect to be

observed is that, for being an unsupervised learning problem, i.e. which does not have

an expected response, it was di�cult to evaluate the results of the clustering algorithms.

There are several clustering validation indexes that can be used in this evaluation (LIU et

al., 2010; RENDÓN et al., 2011), but each one of them employs a specific clustering definition,

which can favor some algorithms over others. In the evaluation of the algorithms, we

opted for two di↵erent approaches: (i) combining various internal validation indexes in

an average ranking in order to embrace di↵erent clustering criteria, while also smoothing

biases towards specific algorithms, which can happen between validation indexes and

clustering algorithms employing similar clustering criteria; (ii) employing an external

validation index, which needs a reference partition as input and revealed to be challenging

for datasets which are originally defined as classification problems. The later observation

further motivated us to produce new diverse datasets suitable for data clustering.

���
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In our initial ISA based on internal validation indexes we noted that, for the instances

under study, the partitional and hierarchical algorithms in general tend to present inverse

behaviors in relation to performance across the instance space. Partitional algorithms had

their strengths evidenced by measures of dimensionality and neighborhood-based measures.

Its weaknesses were revealed by measures of density. The opposite occurred for hierarchical

algorithms. In general, hierarchical algorithms have tended to perform better in more

complex datasets.

It is also important to highlight the deeper study of characterisation measures, whose re-

sults allowed the analysis of the impact and importance of meta-features in the performance

of algorithms in a meta-learning context. It was possible to identify a consistent subset

of measures in performance prediction for a more comprehensive portfolio of clustering

algorithms.

Furthermore, as already mentioned, it was observed that classification datasets often

used as benchmarks in clustering techniques may be inadequate when employing external

validation criteria, given that the labels do not reflect the inherent structures of the data.

Generating new synthetic datasets at pre-defined locations of the instance space proved to

be a feasible alternative to overcome this issue. In this work we proposed an e�cient and

e↵ective method to fill this gap.

7.2 Limitations

One of the limitations of this study resides in the selection of a pool of algorithms that

comprehensively reflects the various biases inherent to the di↵erent clustering techniques

found in the literature. Some of them do not have implementation in more modern

programming languages. Others have a prohibitive computational cost when applied to

larger datasets. In this work, we tried to optimize the selection considering the trade-o↵

between feasibility and diversity.

Another limitation confronted during the work refers to the need to pre-define the

number of clusters to be used as a parameter in the clustering algorithms. In Chapter 4,

we opted to monitor a Silhouette metric in the evaluation of the clustering algorithms’

results. This decision needs to be conditioned on performance metrics. In other studies

the ground truth knowledge was employed instead, although it is not always available.

It is also important to comment that the adequate definition of the good performance

threshold plays a major role in the generation of an instance space that discriminates

the algorithms’ performances on MATILDA. We have experimentally varied the values

of the most sensitive parameters in order to obtain consistent and robust insights about

the distribution of the instances in the space and to reveal subtleties on algorithmic
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performance.

Regarding the method for generating new clustering datasets, we opted to use a

generator available in the literature for o↵ering interesting features that allowed generating

datasets with very varied characteristics. However, this choice brought some burdens,

like the implementation in a specific programming language and the need to perform a

mapping between the meta-features and the generator parameters.

7.3 Prospective work

In future works, the meta-feature space can be expanded, aiming for a more accurate

and comprehensive characterization of clustering datasets. The results of the MATILDA’s

feature selection showed that measures based on network centrality were not relevant in

this process and this may be better investigated.

In the first ISA experiment we had considered only traditional partition and hierarchical

algorithms, aiming to obtain better insight into the relationships between meta-features

and performance measures. In subsequent experiments we diversified the portfolio, but it

can still be extended with representatives selected from stricter classes of algorithms.

Finally, the method to generate clustering datasets at controlled locations of the

instance space can be reviewed, so that it becomes more accurate and computationally

e�cient. It would be interesting to verify how other clustering algorithms behave in the

new datasets produced too, so that the capabilities of the new datasets in challenging the

clustering algorithms can be better assessed.

7.4 Publications

During the doctoral course, a total of five papers were produced, three of them related

to the research theme and two others resulting from course work, as specified in the

following sub-items. The thesis was also partially developed for a year at University of

Melbourne, under the co-supervision of Prof. Kate Smith-Miles.

7.4.1 Thesis-related publications

• FERNANDES, L.H.d.S.; Lorena, A.C.; Smith-Miles, K. Towards Understanding

Clustering Problems and Algorithms: An Instance Space Analysis. Algorithms 2021,

14, 95. https://doi.org/10.3390/a14030095 (2 external citations so far);

• FERNANDES L.H.d.S.; de Souto M.C.P.; Lorena A.C. (2021) Evaluating Data

https://doi.org/10.3390/a14030095
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Characterization Measures for Clustering Problems in Meta-learning. In: Mantoro

T., Lee M., Ayu M.A., Wong K.W., Hidayanto A.N. (eds) Neural Information

Processing. ICONIP 2021. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 13108. Springer,

Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-92185-9_51;

• FERNANDES, L.H.d.S.; Lorena, A.C.; Smith-Miles, K. Generating Diverse Cluster-

ing Datasets with Targeted Characteristics. Submitted to IEEE WCCI 2022.

The papers are presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The first one was elaborated

during a research internship at the University of Melbourne financed with a scholarship

from PDSE/CAPES (Programa de Doutorado Sandúıche no Exterior). In addition to

publication in a journal, the work was included in the MATILDA project’s web site, as

well as disseminated in the institution’s portal, as can be seen in the following links.

• MATILDA Project: https://matilda.unimelb.edu.au/matilda/problems/lear

ning/clustering#clustering

• University of Melbourne web site: https://findanexpert.unimelb.edu.au/scho

larlywork/1507939-towards-understanding-clustering-problems-and-algo

rithms--an-instance-space-analysis

7.4.2 Other publications

• FERNANDES, L.H.d.S.; Milioni, A. Modelagem quantitativa em auditorias opera-

cionais via non-cooperative two-stage DEA e algoritmos genéticos. In: LI Simpósio

Brasileiro de Pesquisa Operacional; Limeira. Brasil. Campinas: Galoá; 2019. Avail-

able at https://proceedings.science/sbpo-2019/papers/modelagem-quantit

ativa-em-auditorias-operacionais-via-non-cooperative-two-stage-dea-e

-algoritmos-geneticos?lang=pt-br;

• Ferreira, C.E.M.; Braga, E.M.H.; FERNANDES, L.H.d.S.; Ama, R.A.d.S.D.; Re-

bouças, S.; Chaves, A.A. Busca Local Iterativa aplicada ao Problema de Programação

de Técnicos de Campo. In: LI Simpósio Brasileiro de Pesquisa Operacional; Limeira.

Brasil. Campinas: Galoá; 2019. Available at https://proceedings.science/sbpo

-2019/papers/busca-local-iterativa-aplicada-ao-problema-de-programac

ao-de-tecnicos-de-campo?lang=pt-br.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-92185-9_51
https://matilda.unimelb.edu.au/matilda/problems/learning/clustering#clustering
https://matilda.unimelb.edu.au/matilda/problems/learning/clustering#clustering
https://findanexpert.unimelb.edu.au/scholarlywork/1507939-towards-understanding-clustering-problems-and-algorithms--an-instance-space-analysis
https://findanexpert.unimelb.edu.au/scholarlywork/1507939-towards-understanding-clustering-problems-and-algorithms--an-instance-space-analysis
https://findanexpert.unimelb.edu.au/scholarlywork/1507939-towards-understanding-clustering-problems-and-algorithms--an-instance-space-analysis
https://proceedings.science/sbpo-2019/papers/modelagem-quantitativa-em-auditorias-operacionais-via-non-cooperative-two-stage-dea-e-algoritmos-geneticos?lang=pt-br
https://proceedings.science/sbpo-2019/papers/modelagem-quantitativa-em-auditorias-operacionais-via-non-cooperative-two-stage-dea-e-algoritmos-geneticos?lang=pt-br
https://proceedings.science/sbpo-2019/papers/modelagem-quantitativa-em-auditorias-operacionais-via-non-cooperative-two-stage-dea-e-algoritmos-geneticos?lang=pt-br
https://proceedings.science/sbpo-2019/papers/busca-local-iterativa-aplicada-ao-problema-de-programacao-de-tecnicos-de-campo?lang=pt-br
https://proceedings.science/sbpo-2019/papers/busca-local-iterativa-aplicada-ao-problema-de-programacao-de-tecnicos-de-campo?lang=pt-br
https://proceedings.science/sbpo-2019/papers/busca-local-iterativa-aplicada-ao-problema-de-programacao-de-tecnicos-de-campo?lang=pt-br
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Annex A - Meta-features used in

previous works

# Meta-feature description Papers

1) log from the number of examples Souto et al. (2008)

Soares et al. (2009)

Nascimento et al. (2009)

Ferrari e Castro (2012)

Ferrari e Castro (2015)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

2) log of the ratio of the number of examples to the number

of features

Souto et al. (2008)

Nascimento et al. (2009)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

3) Percentage of missing values Souto et al. (2008)

Nascimento et al. (2009)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

4) Multivariate normality Souto et al. (2008)

Soares et al. (2009)

Nascimento et al. (2009)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

5) Skewness Souto et al. (2008)

Nascimento et al. (2009)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

6) Type of microarray technology used Souto et al. (2008)

Nascimento et al. (2009)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

7) Percentage of attributes that remained after application

of the attribute selection filter

Souto et al. (2008)

Nascimento et al. (2009)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)
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8) Percentage of outliers Souto et al. (2008)

Soares et al. (2009)

Nascimento et al. (2009)

Ferrari e Castro (2015)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

9) log from the number of features Soares et al. (2009)

Ferrari e Castro (2012)

Ferrari e Castro (2015)

10) Coe�cient of variance of the first quartile of each feature Soares et al. (2009)

11) Coe�cient of variance of the second quartile of each

feature

Soares et al. (2009)

12) Coe�cient of variance of the third quartile of each feature Soares et al. (2009)

13) Coe�cient of variance of the skewness of the dataset

feature

Soares et al. (2009)

14) Coe�cient of variance of the kurtosis of the dataset

feature

Soares et al. (2009)

15) Normalized relative entropy Nascimento et al. (2009)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

16) Number of clusters with less than 10 points Nascimento et al. (2009)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

17) Number of clusters with less than 15 points Nascimento et al. (2009)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

18) Number of clusters with more than 50 points Nascimento et al. (2009)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

19) Error obtained by knn (outliers) Nascimento et al. (2009)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

20) Proportion of binary features Ferrari e Castro (2012)

21) Proportion of discrete features Ferrari e Castro (2012)

Ferrari e Castro (2015)

22) Proportion of continuous features Ferrari e Castro (2012)

23) Average absolute correlation between continuous features Ferrari e Castro (2012)

Ferrari e Castro (2015)

24) Average skewness of continuous features Ferrari e Castro (2012)

Ferrari e Castro (2015)

25) Average kurtosis of continuous features Ferrari e Castro (2012)

Ferrari e Castro (2015)

26) Average Absolute concentration between discrete features Ferrari e Castro (2012)
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Ferrari e Castro (2015)

27) Average entropy of discrete features Ferrari e Castro (2012)

Ferrari e Castro (2015)

28) Compactness Vukicevic et al. (2016)

29) Overall Silhouette Index Vukicevic et al. (2016)

30) Theoretical Measurement of Information (AIC) Vukicevic et al. (2016)

31) Model selection measure based on maximum likelihood

(BIC)

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

32) XB Index, or ratio between global deviation and cluster

separation

Vukicevic et al. (2016)

33) Connectivity Vukicevic et al. (2016)

34) Ball: based on the average distance of the examples and

the their cluster centroids

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

35) Beale: ratio F that tests the existence of q clusters based

on the within-group dispersion matrix

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

36) C: it normalizes the within-cluster distance sum to the

interval formed by both the sum of the smallest and

largest distances between pairs of points

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

37) Calinski: ratio of traces of the between group and within-

group dispersion matrices

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

38) CCC: based on a comparison between the error of cluster

the original data and a reference distribution of uniformly

distributed random points

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

39) Davies: function of the sum ratio of within-cluster scatter

to between-cluster separation

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

40) Duda: based on reaching a ratio criterion using the sum

of squared errors within clusters partitioning the data

into 1 and 2 clusters

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

41) Dunn: ratio between the minimum inter-cluster and the

maximum intra-cluster distances

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

42) FR1: index based on the trace of the product between

the inverse of the within-group dispersion matrix and

the between-group dispersion matrix

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

43) FR2: based on ratio of the determinant of the total sum

of squares and cross product matrix to the determinant

of the pooled within-cluster matrix

Sáez e Corchado (2019)
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44) Gap: based on the averaging logarithms of the within-

dispersion matrix for data using uniform prescription

minus the original data with q clusters

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

45) Hartigan item: for q clusters, calculates a normalized

relation among the traces of within-group dispersion

matrices considering q and q + 1 clusters

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

46) Krzanowski: for q clusters, it is based on the di↵erences

on normalized within-group dispersion matrix traces with

q � 1 and q clusters, and q and q + 1 clusters

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

47) McClain: is the calculation of the ratio between a nor-

malized average within cluster distance and a normalized

average between cluster distance

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

48) Ratkowsky: based on the average of the ratios of the

sum of squares between the clusters for each variable and

the sum total of squares for each variable

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

49) SD: based on the average scattering for clusters and total

separation between clusters

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

50) SDbw: based on the criteria of compactness and separa-

tion between clusters

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

51) Silhouette: based on two main terms for each object:

its average dissimilarity from the objects of a di↵erent

cluster and in the same cluster

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

52) TraceC: represents the trace of within clusters pooled

covariance matrix

Sáez e Corchado (2019)

53) TraceW: based on the trace of the within-group disper-

sion matrix for data clustered in q clusters

Sáez e Corchado (2019)



Annex B - Instance Space Analysis

Applied to Clustering - MATILDA

parameters

Parameter Description Test Range Final Value

opts.perf.MaxPerf True if Y is a perfor-

mance measure to maxi-

mize, false to minimize

default true

opts.perf.AbsPerf True if an absolute perfor-

mance measure, false if rel-

ative

default true

opts.perf.epsilon Threshold of good perfor-

mance

0.30–0.80 0.50

opts.general.betaThreshold Beta-easy threshold 0.45–0.75 0.50

opts.auto.preproc Automatic preprocessing default true

opts.bound.flag Bound the outliers true/false false

opts.norm.flag Normalize/Standardize

the data

true/false true

opts.auto.featsel Automatic feature selec-

tion

default true

opts.corr.flag Run feature selection by

correlation between per-

formance and features

default true

opts.corr.threshold Top N features (by corre-

lation) per algorithm that

are selected

default 10

opts.clust.flag Run feature selection by

clustering

default true
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opts.clust.KDEFAULT Default maximum number

of clusters

6–10 10

opts.clust.SILTHRESHOLD Minimum accepted value

for the average silhouette

value

0.50–0.80 0.70

opts.clust.NTREES Number of trees for the

Random Forest

default 50

opts.clust.MaxIter Maximum number of iter-

ations

default 1000

opts.clust.Replicates Number of replicates default 100

opts.pilot.analytic Calculate the analytical or

numerical solution

default false

opts.pilot.ntries Number of attempts car-

ried out by PBLDR

default 10

opts.cloister.pval Maximum correlation co-

e�cient

default 0.05

opts.cloister.cthres Threshold of non-

correlation

default 0.70

opts.pythia.cvfolds number of folds of the

stratified cross-validation

partition

default 5

opts.pythia.useweights weighted (true) or un-

weighted classification is

performed

default false

opts.trace.usesim Use the actual or simu-

lated data to calculate the

footprints

default true

opts.trace.RHO Density threshold default 5

opts.trace.PI Purity threshold default 0.55

opts.selv.smallscaleflag True if you want to do a

small scale experiment

default false

opts.selvars.smallscale Percentage of instances to

be kept for a small scale

experiment

default 0.50

opts.selvars.fileidxflag Activates selection by in-

dexing

default false
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opts.selvars.fileidx Name of a .csv file that

contains in one column

the indexes of the in-

stances to be taken

default “ ”

opts.outputs.web Output files employed

to draw the figures in

MATILDA’s web tools

default false

opts.outputs.png Output as figures files for

post-processing and anal-

ysis

default true



Annex C - Instance Space Analysis

Applied to Clustering - Parameters for

Clustering Algorithms

KME (stats package R, kmeans function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

iter.max The maximum number of iterations

allowed.

default 10

nstart How many random sets should be

chosen.

default 1

algorithm Algorithm implementation. default “Hartigan–Wong”

KMD (Gmedian package R, kGmedian function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

gamma Value of the constant controlling the

descent steps.

default 1

alpha Rate of decrease of the descent steps. default 0.75

nstart Number of times the algorithm is

ran, with random sets of initializa-

tion centers chosen among the obser-

vations.

default 10

nstartkmeans Number of initialization points in the

kmeans function for starting point

of kGmedian.

default 10

iter.max Maximum number of iterations con-

sidered in the kmeans function for

starting point of kGmedian.

default 20

KMO (kmed package R, fastkmed function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

iterate A number of iterations for the clus-

tering algorithm.

default 10
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init A vector of initial objects as the clus-

ter medoids.

default NULL

Hierarchical algorithms: SL, CL, AL, CC, WM (stats package R, hclust function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

d A dissimilarity structure as produced

by dist.

distance matrix input

method The agglomeration method to be

used.

- -

members NULL or a vector with length size

of d.

default NULL

MBK (ClusterR package R, MiniBatchKmeans function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

batch_size The size of the mini batches. default 10

num_init Number of times the algorithm will

be run with di↵erent centroid seeds.

default 1

max_iters The maximum number of clustering

iterations.

default 100

init_fraction Percentage of data to use for the

initialization centroids.

default 1

initializer The method of initialization. default “kmeans++”

FCM (e1071 package R, cmeans function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

iter.max Maximum number of iterations. default 100

dist Distance: “euclidean” or “manhat-

tan”.

default “euclidean”

m A number greater than 1 giving the

degree of fuzzification.

default 2

rate.par A number between 0 and 1 giving

the parameter of the learning rate

for the online variant.

default 0.3



Annex D - Evaluating Data

Characterization Measures for Clustering

Problems - Beta Regression Results

Meta-feature
Algorithms

KME FCM SLK CLK GMM BAG SPC HDB

1) Distribution-based:

multi_norm
-1.99 -2.86

(0.91) (0.80)

skewness
-1.26 -3.00 -1.45 4.03 -2.10 -2.20

(0.76) (0.75) (0.80) (1.02) (0.71) (0.71)

kurtosis
-3.13 -2.21 -2.05 -3.56 -2.56 -2.15

(0.60) (0.62) (0.66) (0.63) (0.51) (0.55)

2) Neighbourhood-based:

avg_nnd
-2.19

(1.03)

contrast

3) Density:

clust_coef
0.66 2.77 1.78 3.59 2.14 2.62

(0.34) (0.41) (0.41) (0.48) (0.40) (0.37)

net_dens
1.30 0.91 2.03 1.25 0.56

(0.40) (0.41) (0.46) (0.38) (0.32)

perc_out
2.94 2.95 1.23 4.61 2.22 3.31 1.25 2.17

(0.65) (0.72) (0.62) (0.70) (0.72) (0.70) (0.73) (0.75)

4) Dimensionality:

number_ex
2.51 0.84 1.86 2.62 2.44 3.18 3.26 2.77

(0.29) (0.21) (0.25) (0.30) (0.35) (0.24) (0.24) (0.24)

number_ftr
3.43 5.44 2.67 -2.15 1.58
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(0.58) (0.47) (0.59) (0.67) (0.29)

ratio_ftr_ex
-1.57 -2.96 -2.43 2.13

(0.61) (0.56) (0.61) (0.69)

avg_abs_cor
4.74 5.50 1.66 3.99 2.19 3.28 2.75 1.98

(0.37) (0.40) (0.37) (0.35) (0.42) (0.30) (0.32) (0.36)

intr_dim
24.41 23.40

(10.23) (10.88)

avg_pca
-1.47 -1.30 -2.27 -1.99 -2.81 -2.62 -1.97

(0.34) (0.32) (0.37) (0.40) (0.33) (0.32) (0.31)

ratio_pca
1.17 2.30 0.41 1.08 -1.72

(0.32) (0.32) (0.23) (0.36) (0.36)

5) Network Centrality:

power_cent

eigen_cent
-24.61

(10.28)

hub_score
-23.22

(10.94)

6) Distance-based:

mean_dist
3.33 5.75 3.47 6.26 3.32 6.13 3.83 3.58

(0.45) (0.53) (0.49) (0.49) (0.61) (0.48) (0.45) (0.47)

var_dist
-2.61 -7.24 -8.63

(0.59) (1.51) (1.47)

sd_dist
-2.03 11.37 -3.08 11.87

(0.53) (1.48) (0.62) (1.41)

high_dist
-1.52 -3.42 -1.93 -2.11 -3.19

(0.67) (0.72) (0.64) (0.68) (0.70)

low_dist
2.66 2.53 2.50 3.32 1.66 2.64 1.35

(0.55) (0.56) (0.58) (0.62) (0.57) (0.59) (0.60)

7) Entropy:

cop_entropy
-7.58

(1.91)

knn_entropy
2.12 1.06 4.30 2.53 -7.60 3.40 2.89

(1.05) (0.63) (0.92) (1.08) (1.62) (0.82) (0.84)

� coe�cient
3.10 2.52 1.29 2.52 1.87 2.06 1.79 1.92

(0.17) (0.14) (0.07) (0.14) (0.10) (0.12) (0.10) (0.10)

Pseudo-R2 0.68 0.65 0.57 0.66 0.41 0.64 0.54 0.61

ARI skewness 0.09 0.22 1.00 0.32 0.13 0.12 -0.21 0.18



Annex E - Generating New Clustering

Datasets - MATILDA parameters

Parameter Description Test range Final value

opts.perf.MaxPerf True if Y is a per-

formance measure to

maximize, false to min-

imize

default true

opts.perf.AbsPerf True if an absolute

performance measure,

false if relative

default true

opts.perf.epsilon Threshold of good per-

formance

0.30-0.80 0.55

opts.gen.betaThreshold Beta-easy threshold 0.45-0.75 0.55

opts.auto.preproc Automatic preprocess-

ing on

default true

opts.bound.flag Bound the outliers true/false true

opts.norm.flag Normalize/Standarize

the data

true/false true

opts.auto.featsel Automatic feature se-

lection on

default true

opts.corr.flag Run feature selection

by correlation between

performance and fea-

tures

default true

opts.corr.threshold Top N features (by cor-

relation) per algorithm

that are selected

3-8 3

opts.clust.flag Run feature selection

by clustering

default true

���
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opts.clust.KDEFAULT Default maximum

number of clusters

6-10 8

opts.clust.SILTHRESHOLD Minimum accepted

value for the average

silhouette value

0.50-0.85 0.85

opts.clust.NTREES Number of trees for the

Random Forest

default 50

opts.clust.MaxIter Maximum number of

iterations

default 1000

opts.clust.Replicates Number of replicates default 100

opts.pilot.analytic Calculate the analyti-

cal or numerical solu-

tion

default false

opts.pilot.ntries Number of attempts

carried out by PBLDR

default 10

opts.cloister.pval Maximum correlation

coe�cient

default 0.05

opts.cloister.cthres Threshold of non-

correlation

default 0.70

opts.pythia.cvfolds number of folds of

the stratified cross-

validation partition

default 10

opts.pythia.useweights weighted (true) or un-

weighted classification

is performed

default false

opts.trace.usesim Use the actual or simu-

lated data to calculate

the footprints

default true

opts.trace.RHO Density threshold default 5

opts.trace.PI Purity threshold default 0.55

opts.selvars.

smallscaleflag

True if you want to

do a small scale exper-

iment

default false

opts.selvars.smallscale Percentage of in-

stances to be kept

for a small scale

experiment

default 0.50
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opts.selvars.fileidxflag Activates selection by

indexing

default false

opts.selvars.fileidx Name of a .csv file that

contains in one column

the indexes of the in-

stances to be taken

default “ ”

opts.outputs.csv Output as CSV files

for post-processing

and analysis

default true

opts.outputs.web Output files employed

to draw the figures in

MATILDA’s web tools

default true

opts.outputs.png Output as figures files

for post-processing

and analysis

default true



Annex F - Generating New Clustering

Datasets - Parameters for Clustering

Algorithms

KME (stats package R, kmeans function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

iter.max The maximum number of it-

erations allowed.

default 10

nstart How many random sets

should be chosen.

default 1

algorithm Algorithm implementation. default “Hartigan–Wong”

FCM (e1071 package R, cmeans function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

iter.max Maximum number of itera-

tions.

default 100

dist Distance: “euclidean” or

“manhattan”.

default “euclidean”

m A number greater than 1 giv-

ing the degree of fuzzifica-

tion.

default 2

rate.par A number between 0 and 1

giving the parameter of the

learning rate for the online

variant.

default 0.3

Hierarchical algorithms: SLK, CLK (stats package R, hclust function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

d A dissimilarity structure as

produced by dist.

distance matrix input

method The agglomeration method

to be used.

- -
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members NULL or a vector with

length size of d.

default NULL

GMM (HDclassif package R, hddc function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

model The models to be used. default ”AkjBkQkDk”

threshold It is the threshold used in

the Cattell’s Scree-Test.

default 0.2

criterion Selection criterion of the

best model.

default ”bic”

itermax The maximum number of it-

erations allowed.

default 200

algo A character string indicating

the algorithm to be used.

default ”EM”

BAG (e1071 package R, bclust function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

iter.base Number of runs of the base

cluster algorithm.

default 10

minsize Minimum number of points

in a base cluster.

default 0

base.method Partitioning cluster method

used as base algorithm.

default ”kmeans”

base.centers Number of centers used in

each repetition of the base

method.

default 20

SPC (Spectrum package R, Spectrum function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

method method used to determine

the number of clusters.

default 3

kerneltype Type of kernel default c(”density”, ”stsc”)

maxk The maximum number of ex-

pected clusters.

default 10

NN Number of nearest neigh-

bours to use sigma param-

eters.

default 3

NN2 The number of nearest neigh-

bours to use for the common

nearest neigbours.

default 7
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frac Optk search parameter, frac-

tion to find the last substan-

tial drop.

default 2

thresh Optk search param, how

many points ahead to keep

searching.

default 7

clusteralg Clustering algorithm for

eigenvector matrix.

”km” or ”gmm” ”km”

HDB (dbscan package R, hdbscan function)

Parameter Description Test range Final value

minPts Minimum size of clusters. 4 4
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